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NITED STATES GO 4MENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3£ll|.) date: 3/7/61

FROM

subject:

SA ROBERT D. LEE

NK 225I^C*

It is requested that a new 137 file be opened for

administrative control of information furnished by the above

captioned informant.
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f' UNITED STATES XNMKNT

Memorandum

SAC, NEWARK (137- 3£ll4.)
date: 3/7/61

FROM SA JOHN PATRICK DEVLIN

subject: NK 2251-C*

Information was received on 3/2/60 from NK indicating

that "GYP" DE CARLO had received a call to the effect that the

State Police were going to raid a game at Neptune, NJ. Location

and time not Indicated.

This Information was furnished telephonically on

3/2/61 by the writer to Major HUGO STOCKBURGER, NJSP.
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THIS SERIAL OMITTED

IN VIEW OP THE PACT

THAT THE ORIGINAL IS

IN THE HANDS OP THE

BUREAU.
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UNITED STATES _ OV*,kNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137>3514) date: 3/15/61

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251—C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant reported the following conversation

between DE CARLO and CY (WILLIAM REGA) on 3/2/61:

CY: COKE and TONY BOY was just here.

DE CARLO: InaudtbleT" ^ C^til'

CY: Mostly to say hello. So the appointment is for

2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon or either Monday.

DE CARLO: Where , New York?

CY: Yeah, at the restaurant. Here's the name, Angelo's.

(CY explained that the restaurant was on 55th

Street, between Broadway and Eighth Avenue.)

Now LOUIE (COKE) is going to call you about 6:30.

Nothing is going to be said about the time or

nothing. He wants to know whether you want to go

tomorrow or Monday so he can call THE SHIES* (possibly

FRANK THE SHIEK) and let him know. Also, PETE is

going to call you at 7:30.

JACK PANELS (ANTHONY SANTOLI) inquired if RAY was

going to New York the following day, and DE CARLO answered

yes.

DE CARLO then related to CY that he and PANELS had

been to the Brookside Inn off Route 46 beyond Dover, N.J. He

stated that prior to that they had been looking over a place

near Lake Tranquility where they were considering starting a

dice game. DE CARLO had concluded that the location was too

far out from the metropolitan area. DE CARLO and CY then

entered into a discussion of DE CARLO's dice game on Staten

Island as follows:
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NK 137-3514

CY: You won't give up the other thing to go with these

guys.

DE CARLO: What thing?

CY: Staten Island,

DE CARLO: I wouldn't give up that for nothing, but it might

close tonight.

DE CARLO: It's supposed to be inspected in the daytime.

Where's that LEASH. I told him to be here at

5 o'clock. He's got to see the inspector tonight

and try to convince him not to close at night. All

he's got to do in the daytime is make an inspection.

If you close i it takes a long time to start the game

again. LEASH says can't we open someplace in Jersey,

and I told him what's the matter, are you out of your

mind? Don't you read the papers? Twenty-five guys

, been Indicted.

(Apparently referring to the recent indictment of

participants in a dice game in Orange, N.J.)

DE CARLO and PANELS then discussed an attorney referred

to as TOM DURKIN (ph) :

DE CARLO: Who told you the story?

PANELS: THE COUNT. I asked THE COUNT how do you get in the

picture, and he said RAY told me about it.

DE CARLO: He's got DURKIN. I told DURKIN not to do nothing

without the money up. I told him that. Now he's

not going to expect me to pay for these guys. ' I

want to findvout tonight if these guys are with us.

The informant reported the following conversation

between DE CARLO and an unidentified man later during the day

of 3/2/61: s

CY: Is that so.
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Unman: Don't forget I've got a ticket for you for the fight.

DE CARLO: When are we leaving, Thursday or Friday?

Unman: Friday. I made the plane reservations. We will

go out of Newark at 4:45 Friday.

c
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UNITED STATED O. XNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3^/0. DATe. 3/15/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following is a transcription of information

furnished by captioned informant during the night of 3/1-2/61:

Time: About 1 AM

Present: RAY DE CARLO, DOC CASTELLANO, JOE (CROAT?) and

CY RIGA

RAY: Atlantis, what's that a hotel?

JOE: No, it's a private club. Right outside of Fort

Lauderdale, Ray*

RAY: Atlantis?

JOE: Atlantis, yes, it's supposed to be a real nice

joint. And this fellow said there was Jerry,

Myron. ...

RAY: Jerry who? Jerry Blue-Eyes, too?

JOE: No. Jerry Catina.

There follows a discussion of a golf game in which

MIKE CESTONE, JERRY and MYRON participated.
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UNITED STATES j^' iNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 3/15/61

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The Informant reported that DE CARLO, SILESIA, and

JOE, not further Identified, wore present at tho Barn on 3/3/61.

The following conversation was heard by the Informant:

JOE: No, we were going to go out there today. There was

supposed to bo BOBDY MANNA, JIMMY NAPP (JAMES NAPOLI),

TRACEY (CHARLIE TRACEY), and MATTY:. I don't know

just who. That's what I heard.

DE CARLO: SHOPPY might have a piece of that.

JOE: SHEPPY came into work the other night.

DE CARLO: Well then he should have a piece.

JOE: No, well I told him RAY wants you to work weekends.

SILESIA: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, that's all.

DE CARLO: What?

SILESIA: They didn't want us to run then. I tried to get

Monday in.

DE CARLO: How much ice for that?

SILESIA: Same thing.

DE CARLO: What? Aro you crazy? Pay the same ice? You losing

four days and you're going to pay the same ice.

What are you, nuts or something?

SILESIA: That cones to $110 per day. The idea Is to try to

stay open. He didn't oven want to stay open.

DE CARLO: Who didn't want to stay open, /j
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SILESIA: The deputy inspector.

DE CARLO: Why?

SILESIA: Because the PC Is coming up.

(Probably referring to the appointment of New York

City Police Commissioner . )

He wanted us to close for a month. Then he said

the weekends you can opon for a month. So I tried

to get Mondays. I said you know Monday is a pretty

good day for us. I don't mind Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday. So the Italian kid that was with mo said

LEASH, forgot about this Monday but next Monday 1*11

promise you the business.

DE CARLO: Four days, oven three days.

SILESIA: Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday. They* re the best

days .

JOE: Well you got to protect him too, because if that PC

ever bothers us we're done.

SILESIA: We* 11 open up somewhere else.

DE CARLO: Million crap games every day in New York, and nobody

gets broke.

JOE: Well you see, Staten Island is like a little village

you know.

SILESIA: In New York they knock off day in and day out, and

it doesn*t mean nothing.

There then followed a general discussion of the numbers

business, most of which was inaudible. The following conversation

however, was heard by the informant:

DE CARLO: We had over 21,000 ovor there. I don't know how

they're doing it, it's so loose. You can get cheated

so easy letting a guy in the office pay off and be

in the office at the same time. I never heard of

such a thing.
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SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

SILESIA:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

Who, that sane guy? Who, Red?

No, tho other guy, NICKY or something.

Oh, NICKY.

Who's NICKY.

A friend of TIPPY' s.

His partner.

Ho's a stupid (obscene).

Now if he collects the pay and pays off, nobody can

catch him. You're going to be a collector and bring

the work in. You ain't going to go through tho work

and pay off.

(Interrupting). JOE, excuse me. Then why don't

FRANKIE pay off.

That's what I say.

He's in the office too. Will it bo any different?

No, just his play. Just this guy's play.

I don't understand that, RAY.

Does this guy have his own play?

I don't know. He's a pickup man. No pickup man

should go in the office and do the work and pay off.

That's right. That's right. They should have a pay

off man.

That's right. A guy collects it and pays it but not

work in the office.

RAY, I know what you're going to do, but I'm going

to ask you this question. If the numbers win any

money, are you going to give any money to FRANK?
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DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

JOE.,

DE CARLO:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

FRANK who?

FRANKIE RUGGIERI.

I'm going to give thom all a bonus.

So why can't he go out and pay everybody.

Is that any different than the other guy in tho

office paying? What, FRANKIE can't be a crook either?

They know. Me, I don't trust him at all.

Then what are you talking about? It's just as

ridiculous.

How about PHIL MACKIN (very ph).

PHILLY I trust bettor than all of them. That's what

they should have, PHILLY doing just picking up and

paying. '

I think that PHILLY would be the logical guy.

Well I'd like to send JOE THE HAT over there with

them or send MONK over there just picking up and

paying. Now if he said he can't pick up and pay,

he must really be getting old.

Who's this MONK?

MONK.

He's a guy 67 years old. What the hell do you

expect?

69 years old. What the hell is there to going to

meet runners and pick up the play with the money

and bring it back. Wait until that TIPPY returns.

I'm going to straighten this out.

I think' the logical man would be PHILLY. He's

worldly wise.

t
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DE CARLO: Ho likes the office business. Now why take him

away? He's better off with me in that office.

Can't they work with a runner over the phono?

JOE: Sure.

DE CARLO: PHILLY is better off in the office for me.

SILESIA: You got to get somebody you can trust, that's all.

That's a ticklish thing, handling that green stuff.

(The above is believed to be a discussion of the

operation of a numbers bank in Union City, N.J. ,

which is being run by FRANK BELLI ZZIE.)

After a pause, the conversation resumed as follows:

DE CARLO: If Jersey City has a game, they really got an O.K.,

but I know they ain't got no state trooper O.K.

They'll raid everything around. The players from

jersey City and Hoboken won't go no place.

SILESIA: (Interrupting). ANDY and TRACEY are supposed to

have a piece of that. That's what I wanted to

tell you. That's why I wanted to go out thero.

DE CARLO: Go ahead.

(Statement mostly Inaudible, but DE CARLO mentions

BOBBY MANNA.)

They got to have a bank loan. Do they have any

money?

Sure they have. JACK has $2,000 that ANDY lent him

out of his pocket.

I hear he went for another game.

Yes, he's been going uptown and all. JACK, he

doesn't care.

JOE:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA: JACK isn't going to be here. JACK isn't going with

you. I want to ask him about this MIKE SHAPIRO,

if he owes him any money. _

k r
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JOE:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

SILESIA:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

JOE:

DE CARLO:

He sayd he paid the $1200.

I loaned him $500 last night.

Now you* re going to close except weekends, and

you loaned this guy 500? He's a tough payer,

MIKE SHAPIRO.

He pays <

He*s in Paterson games on weekends.

going to come way ovor here.

He ain't

I told him I want to see you tomorrow,

forget.

Don't

JACK will be here this afternoon. ANDY takes

advantage of everybody. I told RAFFERTY (RAFFAEL

GRECO) not to go partners with ANDY under no

conditions.

He's the guy who defended TRACEY that day when

we made the deal with him.

Who.

ANDY.

Sure, because he's the same kind of (obscene).

He owes everybody, so he felt he should stick up

for the guy.

Maybe he's protecting himself.

He is. He owes TRACEY and SGAMDADI (FRANK SGAMBADI,

Hoboken bookmaker and numbers operator) $10,000.

He used TRACEY to got on the boat with SGAMBADI.

I warned JACK that if ho gives ANDY GUMP anything,

it will be out of his own pocket.

(ANDY GUMP is an alias of PETER COSTELLO.)

(TRACEY is believed to be CHARLIE TRACEY, also of

Hoboken . )

/I-
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JOE: Oh listen, another thing. What about MEYER.

DE CARLO: JACK was here all week, and he didn't say one word

about MEYER, whether ho cheated him or whether he

called him. All ho wants to do is drink and meet

people. - , . -
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UNITED STATES' .RNMENT

Memorandum

JO SAC, NEWARK (137- 3jT«m) date: 3/16/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following is a. transcription of information

furnished by captioned informant on 3/4/61:

Time: Approximately 11:15 AM

Present: RAY DE CARLO, CY RMGA, STUDS CAPRIO, JACK

PANELS, JOE CROAT, CARL "LEASH" SILKSIA

LEASH: Hey Jack, by the way, you know who I met? You

know the guy that pinched you — and let you go?

RAY: Staten Island?

LEASH: Yeah, in the afternoon. He said to me "you know

Jack Panels?" X said "I heard of him." He said

"he's your partner* I pinched him this summer*" I

said "were you the guy?"

RAY: Where* d he get the name?

LEASH: I don't know - that's the way he said it.

JACK: That was the first and last time I saw him*

LEASH: Somebody must have told him* I said to him "didn't

he offer yez anything?" He said "yeah"* I said

"why didn't ya take it?" He said "I didn't know

it was him. " '

JACK: Did he pinch you?

LEASH: No.

Indication that RAY spent early Saturday afternoon

in the company of TONY BOY and LOUIE COKE, where he won 16

dollars* /
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BAY relates that he suffered a bilious attack

early Saturday morning and blames his malady on a dish of

calamara which he had at "Potricci's" (ph) on Konmoyer St.,

New York City, the night before.

During a conversation regarding landscaping, RAY

stated that about 8 years ago, the Chief of Police of Boca

Raton (Florida) wanted him to buy acreage near that city to

raise trees which the government would supply. The chief

wanted to buy about 1,000 acres and grow pine trees for 15

years. Due to the scarcity of lumber the trees would thon be

worth a fortune. RAY regretted not undertaking this project.

RAY reminisced that 10 or 12 years ago, he used to

steal 40 small pine and red trees, azalea bushes which were

marked 6 or 7 dollars.

Time:

Present:

RAY:

RAY:

LEASH:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

CY:

Approximately 4 PM

RAY DE CARLO, CY RIGA, STUDS CAPRIO

Harry - the Chief said there were 6 G-men out

in the front there, sitting in cars Tuesday

night.

Tuesday night - wasn*t those guys horo Tuesday

night - Morris Levy and them - what night were

they hero?

Harry (7) was tellin me the other day comIn down

Bloomfield Avenue. There's 4 or 5 out of town

cars, Massachusetts, Connecticut - and all not

young fellas, 45 - 50 years old - they make it

so obvious that they're there.

I'm tryin to figure out - what night was that was

Louie here? Louie and Pete.

Louie was here the day before you went up to, ah..

Oh, it was the day before we went up there - Friday.

No you didn't - we went to New York Friday. You went

there Thursday.

it*
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RAY:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:
i

STUDS:

RAY:

CY: :

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

CY:

Then they were here Wednesday night. No they were

hero two nights before - wasn't they hero Tuesday

night?

Was it the next day v/o met them or what? Two days

later. I think that was Tuesday night when they

were here... And I asked them how'd they come up

here - you drove them up didn't you? He sayd yeah

but we came up in their car. Why, you got some brains.

I don't know whether we went the next day or not.

No, I think we went 2 days later. No, we went

Thursday. Thursday, because I got a haircut.

Thursday is positively ono day we'll watch.

Yeah.

Tony Boy was here lookin for ya.

Hey Studs, do you remember what night Louie and

Pete were hero - or did you go home before they

came?

I must have went home.

I think it was Tuesday night.

Yeah Ray. I'll tell you why you're right - because

Wednesday night we were playin pool.

Doc Castellano? They wasn't here the night Doc

was here.

No, they wasn't. Cause the night they were here

we didn't shoot pool.

That's right.

Tuesday night they were here. Well, there's too

many guys covering in here that's all. Joe Bnyonne -

all them... /





Well you never know - what the hell - who the hell

they tailed here.

And we don't know If they're spot choclcin or

what he said they was just, they was two cars,

two guys in each car. This was the story Harry

give to the Chief, "Toll Ray thoro was 2 guys in

each car Tuesday night and they wore parked in

Dowd's yard sIttin in the car."

Well, you don't know if they were G-men or what.

Oh, they were G-men - they must have reported to

the police station. Ho knows they were G-men -

they must have reported in.

They wouldn't tell him 1£ they were eomIn here.

Oh, they probably loft a message for Fritz. Or he

overheard it or something.

They wouldn't call him either, Ray.

Fritz is very friendly with the G-men - they'd toll

him. It might have been Gerrity or ono of them.

I toll you wo do a bad thing - these dogs running

in the back here - they stay right in back of the

building and bark and nobody '11 walk back there to

see if anyone's there. "Ah nobody's thore, nobody's

there, he's barkin at cats". Afraid to walk back

to the end of tho building with the spotlight and

see who it is. Them dogs don't just stand and keep

barkin at cats and stuff •

Well there's only ono thing - when they're barkin

there, somebody go out. Let's opon up tho back door

again.

Which back one — it is open.

Way back.

Oh, way back.

Cause if you go out that door and start walkin around,

anybody's there they'll leavo. j
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STUDS: You have that spotlight out there fixed?

RAY: Yeah, we got it fixed. You mean back there?

No, we aiilt got one bnck there*

RAY censures STUDS for not investigating cause for

dogs barking in the past, citing his own experience when on

Monday night he was standing outside talking and the dogs were

barking but STUDS took no action to find out why*

STUDS suggests installation of a spotlight con

trolled from inside.

Discussion about price of mushrooms.

RAY suggests throwing all empty bottles and tin eons

outside so that any trespasser would be heard.

STUDS:

RAY:

STUDS:

RAY:

STUDS:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

CY:

Nobody comes in the back no more Ray?

No, there ain*t no driveway.

Oh no - oh, you mean when they walk. They walk

in then.

They can't even walk in right now with the building

there. But they can come through the alley, the

factory's yard or the othor place.

They wouldn't drive in would they?

You know that spot over there - you can see last

year where there was somebody layin right in the

grass by the fence. That was in the summer time.

I figure that if they drove in, we could throw one

of those station (ph) wires in there.

We have to take it for granted that they're there.

Yeah.

So let them not be there and I got the best of them.

This way I know they're there. I figure they're there,

that's all.

-5-
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STUDS: Yeah, but uh... you don't know. If you put a

setup like a spotlight - correct? Nov/ you turn it

on and these guys ain't goin to come back cause

they know they're goin to get spotted. If they're

goin to stay, they won't stay c lose no more.

Conversation regarding food and cooking. Indicate

group visits a restaurant called "Vesuvius" managed by an

elderly lady and her daughter. (Vesuvius known as a hangout

located off BloomfIold Avonue in Newark near Berkeley Avenue.)

RAY and CY discussed in vague terms the consequences

of being "spot checked". Apparently neither feels too concerned

about it. They recalled that they once had a visit from

HIRSCH (KOENIGSBERG) which occurred the same night that JOE

BAYONNE also visited.

Concerning his forthcoming trip to Florida, RAY in

dicated he would not stay more than one week and while there

would "play the horses".

RAY indicated that he is acquainted with one (FNU)

O'BARA who occupies some official position and is trustworthy.

At about 8 PM, this date, one TIPPY conversed with

RAY concerning a bookmaking operation, howover, details were

not available.

Time: About 8:05 P.M.

Present; RAY, CY, TIPPY

TIPPY had apparently returned recently from a trip.

RAY: Where 'd you stay?

TIPPY: Ya know Ray, that guy in the Mercury (Hotel or

Motel?) said to me that night he didn't have a room

for me.

RAY: No kiddin'

TIPPY: Yeih- I told him. .1 said, "I'm Ray's friend."

RAY: Did you speak to the boss himself, Mr. Rubin (or

Rudham)?
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TIPPY: I don't know who it was. .it was tho guy behind the

desk.

RAT: Oh no, you should have talked to the boss*

TIPPY: So I wont up and I stayed at tho Blue Grass.

RAY: Nick (LNU) is staying there. You know he's booking

there?

c*

In conversation with RAY, TIPPY speaks disparaingly

of an unknown individual. RAY, in agreement, said "You're my

partner, he ain't. He don't give me nothIn."

CY: Did you hear what happened to the guy who was workin

for me? Toby?

RAY: He dropped dead.

TIPPY: Yeah, somebody told me about that.

RAY: One of you guys must have wished him hard luck.

Discussion concerning the bank which TIPPY is running

during which RAY is critical of TIPPY's procedures regarding

money outstanding.

TIPPY: We have to sit down together (with Frank) Ray.

He knows what it is.

RAY: Who's holding the money?

TIPPY: I am.

RAY: Well, you're supposed to be holding about 21 thou

sand then.

TIPPY: My God sakes, exactly 9 thousand and...

RAY: . Well Where's all tho money? You said there's only

about 2 thousand out.

-7-
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TIPPY explains that ho still has nbout 12,000 to

collect. RAY points out that this money should havo been

withheld at the time a customer "hits", observing that "that's

what we do in Orange &n<l Newark and all over. We collect

everyday in Orange and Newark".

RAY and associates discuss the possible purchase of

a restaurant (Freddie's - Hudson Boulevard - Vest New York)

by a SAM SINATRA. RAY complains that one 0'IIARA had contacted

SIEATRA's accountant to vorify this since the present owner

owes him $2,200. RAY notes that LITTLE pIPPY (SABELLA) wants

a piece of the restaurant and will, bring all the customers

from the Milestone (Englewood Cliffs).

RAY:

(To CY) Sam Sinntra and Augie will handle tho money. We'll

give Sammy Sinatra about 40 per cent, give Tippy

maybe 15 per cont and we'll have 15 apiece.

(probably included Tippy BellizzIe) The joint is

doing business nor/ but the guy owes about $23,000

and can sell for about $50,000. He owes the butcher

about $8,000. We'll tell the butcher we'll give him

$1,000 to clean tho account up and we'll buy the

meat off him. Also the fish man - he owes him 3

or 4,000. We'll settle with him for nbout $500

and make a new slate and we'll keep buying fish off him.

The next thing you've got is the government - with

holding tax - he owes them about $5,000. He owes

the union $2,200. We'll settle with them - pay them -

and chase them out of there. I think we can settle

all those debts - $25,000 for about 12 or 15,000.

RAY is apparently pleasod with tho progres of the

deal thus far, noting that they'll do a good business ond will

draw celebrities, including ERICKSON who now goes to the Miles

tone. RAY notes that the golf course is close by.

Conversation shifts to bookmaking and losses and CY

states that there's no bookie now in Union City who will take

over $20 on a horse.

RAY: What does Andy (Gump) take on a horse?

CY: Andy?

-8-





RAY: Yeah . . , in Hoboken „

CY: Ucis the same.

TIPPY: How about Walter McKenna? He'll take a fight.

Freddy will take a fight*

CY: How about Nicky? Nicky takes a fight don't he?

Nicky Breezy? (Neal Cnlabrese)

TIPPY: Yeah.. but Nicky quit.

CY:i He was tho best around.

The group which apparently includes FRANK (RUGGIERI)

discusses the forthcoming FULLMER ~ ROBINSON fight.

RAY; Nobody books the fights much.

FRANK: There's no money around now. .there's no business.

RAY: The only place there's business when a crap game opens

in Hoboken or Bayonne. How's that game....who is it...

Bobby Mann's got in Jersey City? Has Andy got a

piece of it?

TIPPY: I don't know....1 could find out for you.

RAY: What's that Little Pete doing, working for Mutt?

Reply(?): No.

RAY: Does he go over there every night? Then he's got

a piece, him and Tracoy.

TIP?Y: You mean -?

RAY: Pete...thftt brings the players.

TIPPy: Pete Labuddy (ph)..l don't know, I haven't seen him.

No wonder Louie and Tony were looking for Andy and

Jiggs (ph).

RAY: Huh?

TIPPY:

RAY: Who?

Lookin for Jiggs,





Louie and Tony, uh...,Peto Labuddy's friends.

He used to be a hauler. I think ho shoots crap.

Well, what do you want ine to do with Johnny

Hanna's money?

(inaudible)

Well, there's three of them. I've got to pay them.

They flipped. They're trying to do business with

Jimmy Napp (Janes NapolI) ,

There's a lot of action up there. Nicky Pasquale

told me to wait until I got back and he would.

Should I ask him Monday?

You can't give him the deal Jimmy Napp is going

to give him. Jimmy Napp gives him 35 per cent.

35 per cent?

Veah, that's what they gave Hobokon didn't they?

35 per cent?

Maybe 32.

(emphatically) 35 I 10 per cent more than you're

payin too..,how can they do it?

Ya gotta figure a hit, and the ice in thore and

everything.

Oh yeah, who's this. . .oh. , .Sgambadi (Frank Sgambadi)

••••gotta pay his own ice and everything out of the

10 per cent. But it comes to a lot of money. Ho tur

in...oh, maybe. . .6 or 7,000 a day don't he?

Yeah, he gets the action.

So, 7,000 a day is 700 a day.

He never broached you on that?

Who?

Fryder (ph).

-10-
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RAY: He did Jiko hell. I wouldn't give them no 10

per cent, I would never take no numbers that I

can't charge. If you can't charge 'em you're killed.

TIPPY: They can say what they want. Everybody wants to

rich quick. I never seen a guy yet doin it. One

guy out of a million does it.

FRANK: We gotta get another guy like Nicky Parisi. I

don't care what anybody says.

RAY: No, we got the guys.

CY disparages NICKY stating soiaebody from Jersey

City had hit him hard.

CY:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

FRANK:

RAY:

CY:

RAY:

TIPPY:

RAY:

I know another guy who's going real bad.

Who's that?

Bayonne Joe.

Ob, he's goin real bad. Well Joe figures to do

bad Tippy. He's worse than you. He never goes

in the office, he trusts everybody. He don't know

what's going on - ho just takes their word for it.

You can't have a.lotta guys working in an office

with no bosses around. Sooner or later, they're

going to try to do something - they get hungry.

Well you take on more. . .that's all.

Look at that Tokyo ("Joe" Cassatnassa) • .his brother..

he worked with a nigger to clip his own brother.

We know another guy... how about Tony?

That's right. , - -

The only time I'm not there is if I'm in New York.

That's right. If you ainft there to watch it Tippy,

they're going to cheat you.

-11-
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TIPPY indicates it is his practice to spot check

and his help never knows when to expect hiro. Even FRANKIE has

no prior knowledge of TIPPY' s checks.

RAY observes that because the help knew TIPPY was

due back from his trip this week, they made all they could

in his absence.

RAY:

CY:

That day that we lost the money, $2,000, Tony

Boy's book. . . they win. . . and Leash and them. . .they

win. Listen, I'm going to gell you I wouldn't

book numbers without an extension. You can't

book no game at all without an extension unless

you got millions of dollars.

There's only one game in the world that you can

book without an extension and that's baseball.

They discuss the details of betting on baseball, with

CY expressing an interest in this type business.

RAY: Why don't you get Lucky and them to lay off with

you in the summer. They get a lot of baseball action.

CY: Who?

RAY: Lucky and Babe (Ladagopa) .

CY: Do they?

RAY: Yeah, they get a lot of baseball.

TIPPY: I'll get you off on baseball.

RAY: There's a lot of it around Newark. . .Leash can get

you a lot. We used to have 12 or 15,000 a day.

TIPPY: No kiddIn. ; v

RAY: Sure, and Leash lost money with it.

TIP3?Y: Well, let's open up an office out here if we can

get that much.

-12-
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Sure you can got that much.

Your men call it in and I throw my sports in.

You can have your man right there with me. I

guarantee it. We don't want no money lino business.

You gotta do the same as Dcmus (ph) does.. .see

he takes the biggest bito around Nowark.

Oh, he knows.. he knows the business. . .Tippy knows.

Oh Demus talks to me everyday.

Yeah* well he takes the biggest bite. Demus'll

even let us go partners with him.

TIPPY disagrees with this , but RAY assures him that

it could be worked out satisfactorily. TIPPY says DE.VUS displays

lack of judgment and trys to be a "big shot". He cited having

seen DEMUS in Florida betting $400 on a horse, whereas TIPPY

was betting $20. RAY concurs that DEMUS is a plunger and,

like LEASH, wants to get rich quick.

TIPPY said DEMUS stayed in an expensive hotel while

in Florida.

RAY: When I go down there, you know where I'm goin?

The Mercury. . .what do you think of that? Now

here's a guy wants to take me in the Eden Rocti,

free and all, and I don't even want to stay in

the Eden Rocjt.

TIPPY discusses the construction of a new cooperative

apartment building across the street from the Golden Gate on

Biscayne Boulevard near the Diplomat Motel.

TIPPY relates that while in Florida, he tried to

get in touch with someone who could get him and his wife a

table at an unidentified night club. RAY said, "Why didn't

you get hold of POAGY and them,. they'd have got you a table.

FRANKIE CA3INA, POAGY... I told you where to meet them - at

the barber shop".

Concerning his trip to Florida, RAY states, "I just

want to go down for about 5 or 6 days and get sorce sun. .. that 's

all."

RAY:

TIPPY:

RAY:

FRANK:

TIPPY:

RAY:
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UNITED STATES OVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-oS'i4 ) date: 3/14/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251—C1

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

furnished

Time :

Present :

An unmale

Unmale :

Ray:

Unmale :

Ray:

U:

R:

U:

R:

U:

R:

The following is a transcription of information

by captioned infox*mant on 3/G/61.

11:40 A.M.

Ray, Studs

enters the Barn (Tony Boy?)

What's new Raymo?

Well, New York, New Jersey, New Haven

Yeah, the other day you were gone all day. I don't

know.

What day?

We were up here.

What day were you here?

When wo came from Newark. Cy was here. You were

with Lucky Luciano.

Who was I with?

Louis, Louie Lucia

Oh that day we wont up to Morris County, back

of Morristown to look at a spot.

Ray:

U:

Ray:

jpW:beh

(1)

I heard you were at the Englewood Country Club the £ 1Q

other night. Lou Dom (ph) was there. '

f

1 J-

I talked to Dom this morning. , , y, , /

Oh yeah? Did he toll you ho saw me thorejk —

&iA«iit,i 'J inf^tu ...... .

(V SLKlALI^D^-FlCtD^-. 1
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U: No, I talked to him on the phone. What were you

doing playing golf there?

Ray: No - I guess he f;as meetings there, Tony Parillo (ph)

and those

U: • •- did you want to play golf?

Ray: No I seen Tony Parillo (Pro?)

U: Oh

Ray: Uh Hutchie (ph) and uh Johnny Coca-Cola.

Indication that some of those prosent, probably

Tony Boy, buys clothes from Samuel Schwartz, Commerce St.,

Newark .

Unmale asks Ray what Louie said about the numbers.

Ray's reply obscured but apparently indicates that Ham and Ray

are involved, and that Ham will have to be straightened out.

Unmale says that Louie is taking some action (not clear).

Ray: Yeah, but he's doing it because Ham is stealing his

business. Ham's business is all stolon business, Louie.

• Five years ago he started with $200 Today he's

got ovor 10 or 12 thousand.

Lou: What'd he hit?

Ray: It's all stolen numbers.

Unmale: He's got a lot of stuff booked, too.

Referring to Pool, unmale says that they will come to

the Barn some night and play for money, Ray and he against

Lucky (LNU) and Pussy (LNU).

During a conversation with Frank (LNU) , Studs related

what a wonderful person Ray De Carlo is, citing that when he

(Studs) was arrested in Elizabeth, Ray worried more about it

than he did and considered going to Tony Boy, Bugsy (LNU) , and
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Demus for assistance. Studs also mentioned that Ray was

taking over a restaurant in North Bergen and believed Ray

had gone to see about it that night.

Frank inquires about Sheppy (Tony Chieppa) and Studs

tells him he's with Matty in Union City.

3
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- UNITED STATES C ANMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC , NEWARK (137- ; $ , s' ; date: 3/16/61

FROM
SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: nk 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following is a transcription of Information

furnished by captioned informant on 3/7/61:

Time: About 11:40 A.M.

present | RAY DB CARLO, studs caprio, jack panels

RAY: Is that sure to pull out at 4:307

JACK: Yeah, 1*11 pick you up. 657 flight. I got the

ticket already.

Following a discussion of monoy during which RAY

asks for $47, there is apparently some counting. RAY says,

"Right? Now there's 200 there for me and 200 for Billy Boy

(ph). Tony Boy and them aro going to send theirs up".

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JfjT:rac

Here, wait a minute. Give me, now, take my other

400 out and pay my whole thing. Give me £32 and

I'm all paid up. Right? (money refers to golf club

dues)

432?

Yeah.

JACK counts out money.

So I've got 800 of yours

So two Is paid on mine and two is paid on Billy

Boy's.

Did you do anything with that 3,000 that kid

Do you know about this deal? This "Hy" was here

cashing checks for this guy and getting 10 per cent

of them. And he knew they were stolon checks and all.

1 ii
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JACK: He did know.

ftAlf; Yessir. Did you knew that? He made 800* They're

still going to mulso i&tirb* He used tq cash email

; checks and got avny with it* This tine ho tried

to cash a $6,000 one. So Ky gave hiq his money*,

ho didn't ask Uy for the money. He had 2,000 of

mine and another 1,000. And the check didn't go

through yet* He gave him the money before the chock

came through*

JACK* When he called me, all he said was that. ****••• X

said got the money, * I'll OK it* You can't let a

charge come through,

flAYt These people .. .thoy don't do things! He didn't

lost nothing Ly it* Yeah he lost tho 8.000 he gays

this guy, He didn't lost it - he's going to pay

him* Ho ain't got no money* But he's got the raqkot

left yet* He's got somebody in the Prudential or

this - it might have spollod the whole racket;*

tTACg: They were trying to save the money**,*a thousand

apiece* When he called mo, X said "Pay the money -

Stop the boef - we'll worry about the money later, »

. . jrqii know? Because if it plows up yon know* it costs

you ten times as much to square it*

»4Y| If the kid didn't losfe the connection. He'd have

made plenty of money, 5.'.

In a conversation about enylocking, between RAY and

VAlflRLS, thq following transpired: J

*}ACft| Tfcey claimed they cm get 4 per cent for money,

liATf That right? »

4AC£| We'll takq 3 per cent a week for the money* But wq

won't give you the money without somebody there.

You gotta give us the cuts and all '* we'll do qur a

own collecting and all* *J

In the above connection, it appeared that tentative

arrangements were being made for the PS CARLO group to provide

money for a lending operation* The recipients of the money

were to be WALLY (WTU) and TOW PUSMAN <PH) , vho would also
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be expeoted to put up some money. Indications ore that WALLY

and possibly TONY live in Florida and that the actual money

lending operation will occur in Florida*

RAY suggests that they would be better off to take only

one per cent and have fewer headaches. He suggests giving the

money to "the Blade", the Blade's kid, FAT T01W or somebody

who will take care of the work. Somebody in the shylock racket.

RAY deplores the system whereby a man borrows $20,000

and in a year and a half, ho|,ii*)paid back $30,000, but still

owes the $20,000. RAY feels that after one year, people

should make adjustments.

Time: Approximately 2 PU

Vresent: RAY, STUDS, PANELS, SID (LNU) , RED

In a discussion relating to the golf club, RAY names

the following as having submitted applications for membership:

•TONY BOY, CY and his brother.GINO, RAY, BILff BOY, all except

PANELS, he don't want to join". RAY then added the names

DEMUS, JIUUY HIGGIHS and PATERN0.

MARKO (CXX entered and in quiet conversation with RAY

told him he had been in touch with PUSSY. RAY wanted to know

what PUSSY said, but was told he would not know until March 15.

During general conversation about kids and their

conduct today, RAY relates that his first rap was when he was

9 years old. He broke into a candy packers and was placed on

probation. At age 19 (1915), RAY went to JamesvIlle. His

prison number was 7799 at JamesvIlle. His other number "down

below" was 8924. RAY asks CY what his number was. CY replies,

"30 thousand something". RAY calculates that 22,000 more guys

were in since 1925 and the time CY went in. CY notes that

the numbers are up to 39,000 now. Apparently these numbers

refer to the prison at Trenton.

RAY observes that Jersey City does not furnish the

FBI in Washington with a report of their arrests nor is this

information printed in the newspapers. Out of 50 pinches,

there might be two in the paper because they want the public

to think the town is clean. Newark does the same thing, al

though Newark does better in reporting to the FBI. Only the

biggest burglaries are reported.

1 1>3 .

-3-
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During the evening of 3/7/61, the following persons

ore bolIovcd to have boon with RAY for what apponrod to be a

social gathoring:

CY RIGA

FRANKIE RUGGIEItO

JACK PANELS

UHKIJOY/N MALE (CY*s brother)

TONY (eniEPPA)

PAUL (LNU)

CHARLIE (LNU)

PHIL (LNU)

GENE (LNU)

PHIL was further identified as having something to

do with "guys in Hobolcen"and in response to a question as to

whether they are "sharp" replied, "They* re pretty good".

Informant further developed that PETE (LNU) is in

Florida.
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UNITED STATES Go . ^RNMKNf

Memorandum

TO

FROM

SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

date:

3/21/61

subject: NK 2251-C*

CBIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant roportod that ANGjSLO DE CARLO

IKh^p*"^ (CBi/SARL SILESIA wK> id SSoJOB woii present

at the Born on 3/8/61. joe's lost none has not been determined?

however, the informant Indicated that this Is the same JoTwho '

works with SILESIA In the management of DE CARLO's dice gome*
currently operating in Staten Island. N

CY;

JOE |

RAT:

JOE:

RAY:

JOE:

RAY:

JOE:

RAY:

JOE:

RAY:

/I

ft c
lis*Hey listen, did you talk to Tracey?

No, we heard he was sick.

Be ain't sick. (inaudible) $400 besides they* re booking

$10,000 a week.

You got to thank ANDY GUMP (PETER COSTELLO) for that.

I'll take a ride over to Iloboken tomorrow and talk to

Sgambadi and Tracey and them.

This Johnny Green. Did you put him to work?

Yeah.

We didn't know nothing about it.

I told him to tell you guys.

It was a surprise to us.

The people in New York asked us to put him to work. So

we put him to work. Anything wrong with that? Maybe some

day they'll do the same thing for us. Didn't he come in

and tell you? I sent him in.

WMm ;;;:;^!!intixiF:^n

summed ivQessm ifyL***]

MAR &t 1961 .

LEASH: No Benny told us.

JOE: Eddie told us.

1

TDI — NtWARK
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RAY: He must havo told Eddio that Dominick told him to go over

there. Little Benny has a lot of frionds and a lot of

} people like Benny. •

JOE: Big Joe was down there. Johnny Evans was down there.

Broadway Sam. . . . •

RAT: I'd like to get Sam's brother Sweeney . interested in crap

shooting.

RAY: Bonnie's 53 years old at least,

JOE: You know who looks very good for his age? Frank De Leash

(phonetic). He's 67 and he stays at that table all night.

RAY: Ain't nobody looks better than Johnny Honna for his age.

76 and he looks as good as Pogio (phonetic) and all them

(Informant reported that most of the conversation

during the remainder of the day on 3/8/61 was inaudible.

However, the following conversation was reported to have taken

place very late on that date between REGA and FRANK RUGGIERI

after all the others had departed):

FRANK: Oh, Cy, let me rip this up and flush it down the toilet.

Here, this will just give you an idea. Now he's an

(obscene). This is that Ralphie's man* He used to be a

partner. They cut him off. Today they reinstated him

again at a dollar line.

CY: Who's Augie?

FRANK: Augie. He's the guy with Jack Lq Rue (phonetic).

Now that's on a scotch book. This is on a scotch book.

Well, this guy gets $1500 to two grand a week. This

guy's on a scotch book. This guy is on a scotch book.

This is a scotch book. That's a scotch book. Maxie

they Just made him a scotch book two weeks ago. He had

$4 straight and a $10 box. $2610. Santo (phonotIc)

That's Ralphie's brother. nershie, that's the guy in

the store. There's Carl. He's an individual.

guys.
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'FRANK: (Cont'd) Fred Brov/n is an individual. That's an

individual. Downes, that's the guy from Jersoy City.

That's Tippy's man* He's another $1500 to $2000 a

woek. This is a scotch book. That's a single scotch

book. Scotch book. Scotch book. That's Nickie

Pasqualo's man* That's a Scotch book.

CY: Thoso are all hits?

FRANK: Ye:?. That's a scotch book and that's a single.

4735 ($47.35) in hits we had today. So that's why I

say. Cy, it mokes no difference that this guy's paying

off. I've got that list in my book so what the hell

difference does it make that he is paying? He can't

put nothing in after I leave. That's it. I hate like

hell to go out with this stuff on me.

(The above if apparently a rundox/n of the operations

of the numbers bonk in Union City, N. J. , which is controlled

by DE CARLO. RUGGIERI is affiliated with this bank).
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'UNITED STATES GU ,vRNM£NT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 3/24/61

from : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported on 3/9/61, that PETE (probably

PETER LAHDUSCO) and an individual who reforrod to himself

as MESH (ph) had been to see ANGELO DE CARLO on thnt date

PETE explained that MESH "owes us $4,500 without

the loan which is $520". MESH acknowledged tho debt and

explained to DE CARLO that he had recently invested $4,500

in a book being run by ANGELO (SICA) and RED (possibly RED

KUGEL) and was supposed to get ten per cent of the profits

of that operation. MESH stated that RED recontly went to

jail for a year and that ANGELO has won over $45,000 with

the book and that he had given MESH nothing. MESH requested

DE CARLO to force ANGELO to pay him the $4,500 so that he.

could pay his debt to PETE and DE CARLO.

PETE then explained to DE CARLO that "we're giving

Angelo a dutch book with 50%".

6 DE CARLO then instructed PETE that "the next time

Anbelo has monoy coming you hold it up until I get back from

Miami". It was then decided to call ANGELO at his ofi'ice,

Orange 2-4304 (listed to Continental Maintenance Company,

234 North 18th Street, East Orange, ANGELO SICA) and attempt

to settle the matter then. MESH left to make the call to

ANGELO but was unsuccessful in contacting him. PETE then

suggested that ho bring ANGELO and IRVING (BERLIN) down during

the evening of 3/9 so that the matter could be settled. DE CARLO

agreed but stated, however, that it would not be necessary to

bring IRVING along.

PETE then further explained that the "east book and

Passaic" were supposed to be ANGELO' s play and offered MESH

the Passaic business if he would pay the $4,500. DE CARLO

inquired as to who controlled the east book and MESH explained

that it was ARTIE LITTLE (described as a Negro) and MYRON (ph) .

PETE then explained to DE CARLO that they have $3,000

per day business in Orange plus the Passaic and oast business
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and. that the east book presently owes over $4,000 to the bank.

He stated that ANGELO is required to settle up with NICK (not

further identified) every Tuesday.

DE CARLO then mentioned a $10,000 per day book in

Hoboken whore the runners settle up on Mondays. He explained

that the bank might have to pay out $30,000 to $40,000 in hits

during tho week but that evory Monday all the money that is

owed to the bank is brought in by the runners.

DE CARLO further suggested that it might be necessary

to get together with TONY BOY (BOIAUDO) to "straighten out Ham"

(probably HAM DOLASCO) . DE CARLO stated that tho numbors pay

off should bo reduced to 500 to one and that some 200 "cut

numbers" be used. He stated that there should be no bonuses

to runners and that they should be paid a straight 25% for

their business.

DE CARLO then went on to explain the operation of his

numbers bank in Union City and stated that "we chart everything

from 75£ up and hedge off everything over $8". He explained

that there might be $2 worth of 25 and 50 cent play on any

given number thereby resulting in their holding as much as $10

per day on any number. He statod that in this manner they would

never have to pay out any more than $6,000 per day on a hit. He

explained that FRANKIE (RUGGIERI) hedges to LEASH (CARL SILESIA),

to Hoboken^ to TIPPY and to the "hedge bank" in Jorsey City which

will take up to $30 on a number. DE CARLO explained that the

hedge money has saved his bank on several occasions. He statod

that in Union City thero are four men in the office and that

he pays $250 per week "ice" to the city and county and that the

only arrest or raid would come from the State Troopers. DE CARLO

further stated that in Union City "I'm going to get $30,000 to

$40,000 play each week from Johnny Hanna. He's gotting old. Ho

wants a flat rate and he'll pay the ice. We'll chart that and"

then I'll -owe $30 to $40 on a humbor with this $40,000 more play

each week". He then stated that he probably will pay HANNA 32%

for this business rather than the usual 25% since HANNA will be

paying the ice.

Later on during the day of 3/9/61, the informant

reported that DE CARLO, JACK PANELS, CAUL SILESIA and WILLIAM -

REGA were present at DE CARLO's office. DE CARLO suggested to

SILESIA and PANELS that they open an office in Union City 'where

we have protection" and take hedge bets. Ho stated that if they

take $1,000 per day in hedge bets with a limit of $5 on any
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number, that they would bo able to make a lot of money and

that it would require that they sit for only "one-half hour

before the last number comes in". In discussing the hedge

business DE CARLO stated "Moriarity's man takes up to $30

on a number". (This is probably the hedge bank in Jersey

City referred to previously in this memorandum) . DE CARLO

explained to those present that "with Tippy in Union City we

lost $33,000, we won that baiik and then won $22,000 on top of

that". SILESIA stated to DE CARLO that "you got Union City,

you got Orange, you got Nicky Flynn and you got Staten Island

and we're starting numbers in Staten Island".

DE CARLO then instructed REGA to go to Hoboken on

3/10/61 and have a talk with SGAMBADI , TRACEY and RAFFERTY

concerning $2,000 which ANDY GUMP (PETER C0STELL0) owes to

JACK PANELS.

- 3 -
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UNITED STATES GO . ^RNMENT

Memorandum

TO
SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

date:

3/22/61

FROM
SA JOHN P„ WZLG.U3

subject:

NK 2251—C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following Is ft transcription of Information

furnished by captioned informant on 3/10/61;

Timor 12:00 noon

Present: »CY" REGA, "STUDS" CAPRIO, "TONY-BOY"

BOIARDO, RAY DE CARLO.

TONY-BOY remarked that he had come to wish RAY "toon

voyage" (to Florida). RAY inquires whether TONY's father,

(RICHIE BOIARDO) is down there and TONY answers that he has

returned. Almost immediately TONY begins a discussion about a

pending court action against him, which appears to be the real

reason for his visit,,

TONY: He (his father) told me to explain to you that these guys

are giving me the business. Byrne and them.

RAY: Who?

TONY: Fox, you know ......

(Reply inaudible) This morning they Issued me a subpoena

for the 23rd of March. My brother's coming down the first

of the week to check on this •••••••

TONY: I got the hearing coming up. Now the third (?) is going

to the Appellate Division, but the Supreme Court picked

it up. In other words, I won't have no more chance for

appeal.

RA/: Oh, they treat you bad up there?

TONY: Yeah - In other words, if the decision goes against me —

RAY: Well, you still got a chance to go to the United States

Supremo Court.

JPW:Pep
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TONY: Yeah, so. ...

RAY: There* s no other court in New Jersey.

TONY: No, in other words

RAY: What Judge are you going before a Superior Court Judge,

now?

TONY: No, it's the Supremo Court, in Trenton.

RAY: Who sits on it?

TONY: I don't know.

RAY: Find out* There's one judge there by the name of Maddox

(ph.) gave the warrants out for us. Superior Court judge.

CY: I wonder - Cohen (ph.) Is that Judge Cohen down there?

RAY: Yep., That's all they have after the Appellate - Superior

Court judges.

TONY: No - State Supremo Court.

RAY: Wachenfeld is on it, ain't he?

TONY: lie used to be on it but he's not anymoro, Ray.

RAY: Oh this is one with the Jew on it? What's his name,

Chief Justice (garbled)

TONY: Right, in other words this guy....

RAY: You ought to be able to find somebody, some Jew, that

knows him good.

TONY: So they gave me the subpoena for the twenty-third. The

twentieth the hearing comes up about show that I'm

lyin', right? Now when he tatces mo on and I gotta go

to the Grand Jury on the 23rd they're going to hit me with

another contempt.

"*—r f
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TONY: Yeah - Y/achenfold protostod to the , 'out

of the ordinary, unusual persecutio'nTi' They never heard

of nothing like thik. They're going to put up a big i.

beef toward the complaint. Now he's callin' in Judge

Bigelow. Civil liberties. Judge Bigelow is •••*

CY: Chief Justice

TONY: Yeah. They've got a meeting Tuesday ....

i ;

RAY: One of the chief justices?

TONY: No, he's with the . ...

CY: He used to be Chief Justice, right?

i

RAY: He retired too? j

TONY: Yeah, in other words they want to get all the brains

they can. He's (prosecutor) trying to prove that the

laws in New Jersey are obstructin* justice for the

prosecution of the lav/. They're going to try to break all

that stuff. And they have to pick on ma! So I said to

my lawyer, so I blow the docision, I gotta go to the

Grand Jury again? He said 'yeah'. I said 'well I ain't

talkIn' again'.

RAY: That's right. Don't talk no more. Nobody.

CY: (Mentions a name Billy Hoed (ph.) - moaning not clear)

TONY: Oh, and then you know what ho says? 'I want extra if it

comes again* •

RAY: Well it won't mean nothin', it's the same thing.

TONY: No, It's different entirely. I'm going to find out who

sits on this bench. If the Appellate Division picked it

up, and I blow it there, I'd appeal to the Supreme Court.

And that takes time. In other words «...

RAY: Do you know Harry Sloan (ph.)?

TONY: Yeah. ^1

-3-
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RAY: Horry from nazelet (ph.)?

TONY: Yoah I know him well*

RAY: Well, today no's got the best connections in the State.

TONY: Yeah?

RAY: All the Jews.

TONY: Give me his address, let me call him.

RAY: Let Cy make an appointment with you for Harry, and you go

with Cy and meet Harry.

TONY: They want to subpoena my wife, they gave a subpoena to

my brother-in-law.

RAY: What's he got to do with it, your brother-in-law?

TONY: Nothin'. He's my brother-in-law. The only thing is that

those two calls were made, - when I was supposed to leave

town.

RAY: Two phone call, out of your house?

TONY: Right.

RAY: And that* s what they* re going to question him about?

TONY: Yeah - the phone is undor his name, his mother's name.

He made thom. Something to do with insurance.

RAY: You got a bad prosecutor.

TONY: Ray, I'm telling you, this guy hero is settin' back

precedent for everybody but me.

CY: This guy's angling for something buddy! He's got you and

he ain't never goin' to got nobody like you no more ....

Don't you think so, Ray? He ain't mIssin' nothin'.

RAY: He's got Lord! that's teaming up.
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CY: And that JImmie Noonan, that's his brother.

RAY: Jerry and Gene are the ones that told Carey (ph.) to

appoint this guy.

TONY: GENE CATENA told me to knock on the door .... for your

family •••• nothin' too much trouble.

RAY: When did he tell you this?

TONY: About a month ago* So when the subpoona comes I said

to him "They give me the subpoena" (remark as to Gene's

reply, inaudible but indications are that Tony got no

satisfaction from Gene).

RAY: Listen you go see Harry Saul. (ph. - apparently same as

Sloan above) Today he's got - uh - that Jew there,

what's his name?

TONY: Hey Ray, is there any good lawyer I can give to my

brother-in-law?

RAY: Your best lawyer - who'll fight for you - and is a very

good friend of Brendon Byrne • • • • but them kids jerked

him around, Tony. How're we goin' to trust him?

T01TY: Yeah.

RAY: They owe him a thousand dollars, yet.

TONY: Who?

RAY: Them guys from New York, Romano and them. On a case in

Keansburg.

TONY: Who's the lawyer?

RAY: Durkin.

TONY: Oh, I got Durkin for Jeemo (Vincent Calabrese).

RAY: Oh have you? He's a good lawyer. But these kids with

Romano, . do you remember that case? Those guys from New

York? He sent word with "The Count" last week for me

that he laid out a ,thousand dollars.
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TONY: "Tho Count" from New York?

RAY: Yeah, he* 8 very friendly with him. And he Bent word with

him, "Toll Ray those guys owe me a thousand dollars yet.

I laid it out of my own pocket". I said "Sam, get Gus -

get them straightonod out on this".

TONY: Is Durkin , Ray?

RAY: Very friendly with Carey.

TONY: (Inaudible - may have mentioned name Parese (ph.).

RAY: Very friendly with Little Joe too. Durkin beat every

bookmaking case he ever went to court with, with Byrne.

He gets Di Stefano and Kenny on the stand and makes them

look silly. The thing is get a hold of Harry Saul -

see if there* s a connection with one of them judges.

See, he's got that other guy — the congressman, what's

his name, the Jew up there, Ellenstein, his brother-in-law.

TONY: Oh, I know who you mean, I don't know his name yet.

RAY: He was Attorney General too. What is his name? Well

that guy, he's got him. (possibly refers to Charles

Joelson, Patterson - Ellenstein »s nephew) And he carries a

lot of power. Of course the Chief Justice is the main guy,

TONY: There's three of them sit, though Ray.

RAY: Yeah but he's got the most to say - <;he Chief Justice.

They generally follow him.

TONY: You should see the brief they got J They wore figuring

that because of the backlog this thing wouldn't come up

•til the end of July.

RAY makes some reference to the number of pending cases

in the State.

TONY: They're loaded! When I went down to Trenton - they go bacV*

three years.

RAY: Well, what's he trying to do -got a promotion? The Judge

| wants to get rid of thom. . J I
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TONY: He says "I got a big investigation in Newark. I'm

trying to get this man. I think I can got him. I want

him to talk".

RAY: How's he think they're going to make you talk - if you

didn't talk there, you ain't going to talk no place.

TONY: I says to him "Am I the only guy?" Ho says "Yeah" -

"Then I ain't talkin"' He says "No - wait pal" - "Wait

for what J" - He says to me "Now suppose the Chief Justice

of the Suprome Court says that they will give you a chance

to purge yourself?" I said "so what does purge moan?"

"To clean yourself - in other words you go in there and

answer a few questions" . Not me J ........

Time: About 1:00 p.m.

Present: RAY, CY, TONY-BOY, STUDS, SCAR (possibly FRANKIE)

RAY: Tippy was supposed to come here today at 12:30 - what

happened to him?

SCAR: Oh yeah, he told me he was coming.

RAY: (to Tony) What's today - Friday. Why don't you make

an appointment with Harry, Harry Saul, for around Monday

or Tuesday.

Make it tonight at around eight o'clock if you want to,

Tony.

TONY: Anytime - as long as Cy . • . •

RAY: Wait till he (Cy) calls you and lets you know what time

he's got the appointment for.

TONY: At what time?

RAY: Make it for about 8:30 tonicJifc. If Harry can make it.

Maybe Harry can make it tomorrow. But he'll have to

call you and let you know. Then you can meet Cy here

and go and meet him. Make it at that Howard Johnson's

again.

Arrangements were made for TONY to call HARRY for the
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appointment and thereafter CY would call TONY at one of two

numbers which TONY provided. RAY asked CY for HARRY's numbor

but CY said he had It In the office. HAY thon found that he had

it with him.

I don't know if this is his house or what it is.

MU. 4-9437.

That's Raindorf's (ph.) number.

f

On 3/15/61 CSNK 1741 advised that Mulberry 4-9437 is an

outdoor telephone booth located at 431 Tenth Ave.,

Paterson. The agent for this phone is Mrs. R. COSLOY.

That roust be the house then.

It's the office. MU. 4-9437.

That's how I got it too, yeah. (to Tony) - Tell him Cy

will meet him.

RAY gives number to Tony, who writes it down. Tony

departs saying that within one hour he will be at one of the

two numbers he gave Cy.

RAY: Aren't you going to call from here now before you leave?

You might catch him right now - and make the appointment.

Tony leaves.

Ray counts 8 unopened boxes of cigars and wonders how many

will be left when he returns after a week or 10 days.

Scar says he has reservations in Florida for the 24th

with his wife and kids. He says he will be staying at the Hotel

Americana where there is a friend of his.

RAY:

SCAR:

RAY:

SCAR:

RAY:

CY: Hey Ray, you know wa can go up there Sunday, and play?

(Scotch Plains Country Club)

RAY: Oh sure.
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SCAR: I cot another application. Where do I leave it?

My brother-in-law.

RAY: Leave it here. He* 11 give it to Frank Lesnik or somebody.

Ray refers to the boss (at the club) as Handwork -

Handwriting, then says: "I already told this boss too, I said

•look G-men are going to come and say - What d'ya got all these

Italians, these noodlonocks - you know what you're going to tell

•em? — you take care of your Job and I'll take care of my

businoos. That's all he's going to answer them. Just mind your

FBI business and 1*11 take care of my Job".

Tony re-enters.

TONY: He can make it for 7:30 tonight.

RAY: Oh, then you better come over here and eat with Cy

and then go meet him. Or you can eat at home and be here

by 7:00 - it takes a half-hour to get there.

TONY: OK. Cause I left it - if I don't call him back we got

an appointment at the Howard Johnson's.

RAY: Yeah.

TONY: I didn't even call that number Ray. I called Tippy's

r and got his number. Do you

want bis*? Harry's office?

RAY: No, give it to - leave it here with Studs - uh no you

keep it, as long as we got it.

SCAR: (Apparently to Tony) Who's convertible is that, yours?

That's a sixty-one ain't it? -

TONY: Yeah.

TONY: I'm going to try to find out who the three guys are.
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RAY: Yeah, I wish you would* (In this connection RAY mentions

Little Joe apparently as one who might know one of them) ,

TONY: Well, I had that feed last night (very ph.)

RAY: Oh did you meet Lou C?

TONY: Yeah - he was asking about you - he wanted to know how

you were. It was the some thing (?) Matty wanted to meet

you.

RAY: Matty who?

TONY: Matty the Horse.

RAY: Who knows Matty the Horse, Tony, do I know him?

TONY: Yeah - he knows all them blondes - around 49 - 50.

Ray apparently cannot place him.

Tony prepares to leave and will report back to Ray the

results of his meeting with Harry Saul.

FRANKIE: Tippy's got another guy that shows no brains.

RAY: Yeah? Who is this guy?

FRANKIE: I think he's related to ARTIE. The guy wants to make

good only half of the money.

RAY: Why only half? Did he moan when he got paid half?

FRANKIE: So Tippy says "My partner says its better for you if

we have it all". So he paid some on account .......

Ray mentioned to Cy that he was traveling to Florida

with Hy Chuven.

Ray and Cy discuss Tony-Boy's plight. Cy feels Tony-Boy

cannot beat the contempt charge. Ray points out that the

prosecutor knows nothing about the shooting and as long as Tony

isa?3 nothing he'll be alright. If he talked they might get him
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The informant reportod that In a conversation between

Cy and Jack Panels it was mentioned that Lucky was in Florida

and had not been around since the previous Wednesday (3/1/61).

Cy does not believe Harry Saul can do anything for Tony-Boy.

JACK: The only conversation I had with him, when Ray was with

him - it was pretty cood in that Attorney General1 s

Office. He had something going for him there.

CY: Veil if ho hasn't got the main guy, what good is it?

Captioned informant reported that at about 2:40 pm

Lucky (LNU) entered looking for Ray (who was home packing for

his trip). Lucky related to Cy and Jack Panels some information

he said he learned the night before from Pussy (LNU). He said

Joe Martine had "shylocked" Tommy CallandrIllo for $1000 and

that about 6 weeks ago CallandrIllo died of a heart attack.

Martine allegedly went to his widow in an effort to collect,

telling her that Sonny (LNU) was with him on it and mentioning

Ray's (Do Carlo) name. Apparently the widow was frightened and

reported tho matter to someone, probably Vito's (Gonovose)

son-in-law. The word got to Pussy who requested Lucky to

determine Ray's intorest in the matter. Cy pointed out to

Lucky that Ray is not in the shylocking racket. Lucky acknow

ledged this but said nevertheless that Martine had used Ray's

name. Lucky intended to brief Ray on the matter. It v/as Cy's

opinion that with CallandrIllo 's death the matter v/as closed,

although ho didn't blame Martine for trying to collect.

Jack Panels asked to borrow Lucky 's car - "the blue

Oldsmobile" to take Ray and his family to the airport. Jack's

cpr had three tires in the trunk and had no room for luggage.

The informant reported that Lucky, Jack, Cy, and Studs

ate supper together Friday evening. One of the topics discussed

was Little Joe (LNU) who had just been released from the hospital

last Friday. He did not have a heart attack as was first

believed.
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UNITED STATES Os .. ^RNMENT

Memorandum

TO

SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

date:

3/22/61

from :

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject:

NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following Information was furnished by captioned

informant on 3/13/61. Present were LEASH (CARL SILESIA), JOE

("INDIAN" JOE POLVERINO), MONK (LNU - possibly aka. CHARLIE)

FRANKIE (?):

Discussion concerned gambling operations in which

LEASH, JOE, and MONK are mutually engaged. LEASH referred to a

game which was recently raided, apparently by prior arrangement

with the police. The game probably occurred on Staten Island

possibly on 3/6/61. LEASH complained that there was too much

money out in the open. (The figure $600 was mentioned). He

said that 30 or 40 dollars was all that would normally be

expected in a game of "community players". He blaimod VITO for

much of what happened.

MONK said, "Wo11 we was doing it for the Inspector.

We wanted to make him look good, right?" He also noted that

they won 1300 dollars "with all the nuts taken out - pinches

and all".

The group remarked with some surprise about the play

they were getting at their afternoon games with players betting

50's and 100's.

There was a discussion concerning the merits of

various nights for games with it generally agreed that Sunday

night was best, with Monday night also good. In this regard

LEASH said "Last Monday JOE and I went down to the Novelty.

There must have been 8 hundred (dollar) playors there. Couldn't

accommodate them". JOE said, "Don't forget we paid the law".

In a conversation about the need for a good dealer,

it was mentioned that FRANKIE LUCCI (ph.) is good and that his

services have been requested. LEASH suggests they could use two

more dealers. Referring again to the aforementioned raid, the

following conversation transpired:

/jy /
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MONK: You know what, tho judge, I know ho was puttIn* on an act.

I was saying to Boagle (ph.) 'This guy is puttin'on a

grandstand play*. Maidn' it believe tough. Wo wore the

last ones. But they're all arglin'- what are we goin to

plead. The jud^o coaos - the book comes down - Pload

not guilty - I got a lawyer. I said look if you leavo it

to me - you're guilty!

JOE: That's right, we always did.

MONK: If you plead not guilty the judge is liable to get mad

and say - come back.

LEASH: Not only that - the inspector.

MONK: You can't plead not guilty.

JOE: Who say's plead not guilty?

MONK: The now law! He said - the lawyer must have told him to.

JOE: All lawyers try to win cases.

MONK: I said "Do what I tell you". He (the judge) says

"Dismissed" But he's puttin' on a groat act, leanin' back.

"I think I'll throw this to the judge in Staten Island"

he says. "And make hin dispose of this" And Vito Damone

said "You know them guys is awful stupid out there".

I said "Listen, don't believe all this stuff, he's

puttin' on an act. He wants to make us shako a little.

So he (the judge) says "Well, I think I'll postpone this

caso". Until next week he says - and this and that*

He's havin' some fun! The guy was out eatin' and

drinkin' - wo had to wait for him! And now he's rolaxin* -

kIddin' us - you understand? And thon he says "Dismissed".

Concerning the business of gathering tho players for

a game, LEASH said that ho has told SALLY (ph.) and JOE SPADA (ph.)

to get the guys something to eat before they go in. LEASH is

annoyed at their repeated failure to do this. One of thom told

him that he spent $23.00 on the boat for hot dogs and coffee to

feed the group, and LEASH didn't like this either.
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JOE says he hopes that this Incident doesn't "wake up

Staten Island" co that there will be a rocurranco every month.

MONK is very critical of "clowning around" when a pinch

is being made, evon though everybody knows it is prearranged.

He relates what a policeman in New York once told him that you

never know if there's a reporter or somebody around.

JOS and possibly FRANKIE were anxious to get their

game started so the discussion ended when they left to "scout

the neighborhood" for players.
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UNITED STATES GC RNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 3/24/61

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported on 3/14/61, that WILLIAM REGA

and JOE POLVERINO woro at DE CARLO's on that date. The informant

quoted POLVERINO as stating "I was going to go to Staten Island

with the numbers but EDDIE said that LOUIE there wants $100 a

runner". REGA inquired if this meant $100 for a year and JOE

stated that he did not know other than the fact that they would

require $100 for each runner.

Later on on 3/14/61, JACK PANELS explained to REGA

that he had just boon to see ANDY GUMP and REGA inquired if

CHARLIE TRACEY has "a piece of that crap game in Newark".

PANELS answorod as follows: "Yea, I heard the wholo story on

that. You know who thoy got a whack at and beat him for $7,000.

That HERSHEY K0NIGSBERG. PATERN0 (JOE PATERNO) won $6,000 that day.

They got a lot of partners. BOBBY has 50% of the joint, that

MOT? has 16%, MATTY probably gave TRACEY a piece of what he had.

BOBBY will wind up with all of the money." (BOBBY probably

refers to BOBBY MANNA from Jersey City) .
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UNITED STATES GO x . xNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-^>T»4) date: 3/22/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C+

CI

On 3/17/61, captioned informant advised that STUDS

CAPRIO, CY REGA, JACK PANELS, and JULIET (LNU) had supper

together. Earlier in the ovoning CHARLIE (LNU), and JOE (LNU)

wore also there. L^\- < ; <- t<.i^-;v

, JULIET was in need of a job and PANELS suggested she

see a friend of his, TOMMY (LNU), who operates a tavern in

Bloomfield. He said the place is on Washington Street, across

from the railroad station, on the corner. She was looking

for employment as a waitress, and was to say that JACK had

sent her.
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UNITED STATES C liKNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datis: 3/29/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: KK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

,-

On 3/20/61, captioned Informant reported that SI

(WILLIAM REGA) , JOE (LNU) , PHIL (LNU) , MIKE, aka. MICKEY (LNU) ,

spent the early evening playing pool. STUDS (ANTHONY CAPRIO)

was also present.

At about 11:06 P.M. RAY (ANGELO DE CARLO) arrived,

possibly accompanied by JACK PANELS (ANTHONY SANTOLI) and

discussion concerned the relative sizes of various airports.

. Although details were not available to tho informant, it

appeared that tho group also discussed TONY-BOY 's (ANTHONY

BOIARDO) forthcoming appearance before the Grand Jury.

SI appeared to be briefing RAY on the recent numbers

business and,in this connection, mentioned TIPPY (BELLIZZIE)

and JOE C;0£3vKCThere followed a long discussion of the numbers

operation and amounts of recent "hits". The informant was

unable to furnish additional details.

RAY related meeting TONY ANDREWS whom ho described

as short and looking like TONY BENNETT. RAY said he mot ANDREWS,

(who used to run a crap game) in a restaurant and ANDREWS picked

up his tab. When RAY expressed surprise at his generosity,

ANDREWS said "Oh we're old pals".

Later in the evening RAY, SI and FRANK (RUGGIERI) played

pool. During the game FRANK mentioned that he had taken PETE

DE CARLO to meet TIPPY "about those tickets". RAY was somewhat

critical of PETE's action in taking his girlfriend to meet POAGY's

(ph) wife and FRANK's wife. RAY was uncomplimentary in referring

to PETE's girl friend. One day POAGY's wife called RAY and said

"Pete's girl is down here". RAY replied "I don't even know her,

I never met her, I don't want to meet her".

The informant advised that DE CARLO received an

"assessment levy" in the amount of $308.14 from the Liquidation

Division in Pennsylvania as a result of his holding assessable mutual

Insurance policies. Since the letter was addressod to DE CARLO at

the "Martinique" he suggested that maybe the policies were on that
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busInoss. Ho appeared to bo in tho dark on the whole

matter.

DE CARLO rolated that when POAGY was in Hartford

he called up about eight guys that ov/e AL (LHU) moro than

twenty. Must bo about 80 thousand with 8 guys. He said

he needs the money.

RAY said he had warned POAGY about ABIE BARATTA

(or BARANO - ph) , and that this individual had beat PEACHY (LNU)

out of $3,000.

RAY continued: He had 6,000 coming from somebody in

Boston, so RAYMOND took it off some debt that some guy

owed AL MULLINS.

RAY appeared to be annoyed at this. He also observed

that LEASH (CARL SILESIA) has got a bad operation in that he

apparontly has debts outstanding (owed to him) for over six

weeks.

RAY mentioned that he arrived (in Newark) on the

10:17. P.M. plane that night.

At about 1:20 A.M. on 3/21/61, tho following con

versation transpired: /

SI: So RAY you don't want to intercede for the colored guy, huh?

To pay so much a week to those guys. He owes them a G-note.

RAY: Which guy?

SI; FREDERICK SALERNO and this NICKY (LNU).

RAY: Huh?

SI: He owes them a G-noto -he wants to pay'em so much a week.

RAY: Is that the colored guy whosis gave you?

SI: That JOEY A. (ph) gave you.

RAY: Not him. Chase him.* You don't want nothin* to pull

you in.'

SI: Yeah - I was going to chase him but I mean
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RAY: No - not him, not thom What did FREDDY SALERNO

ever do for anybody? Let his brother-in-law give it

to him - TONY BANANAS (ANTHONY CAPONIGUO) . Why - is that

name a secret - FREDDY SALERNO?

SI: . JOEY A. wante you to intercede for him to pay FREDDY

SALERNO so much a week.

FRANKIE: Why, does RAY know that colored guy?

SI: Ofr no.

FRANK: How the hell is he going to intercede?

SI: JOEY told me to ask him.

RAY: JOEY A - He can borrow the money. . .

FRANK: He's a big shot - why don't he do it?

RAY: Well I don't know FREDDY SALERNO and them Jews - they're

workin' for him. We don't want no part of it.

RAY asked if TIPPY had been agreeable to go along with

such an arrangement and FRANK said no and that he prevailed upon

SI to wait until RAY's return (from Florida).

RAY remarked that someone (not Identified) wanted to

send LEASH to Cincinnati to collect a dobt of $8,000. RAY said

if LEASH did it thoy would probably only pay him $1,000. RAY

apparently was not in favor of this.

FRANK disburses some bananas and the group disperses.
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Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 3/30/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 3/21/61 captioned Informant furnished the

following information:

ANTHONY CAPRIO (STUDS) and an unidentified man

disenssod the pending purchaso of FREDDY'S restaurant in

North Bergen by ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY) and his associates.

STUDS noted that thoy had anticipated making a favorable

deal with the butcher whom FREDDY owes $8,600; however, the

butcher wants at least 75% of this money. FREDDY's total

debt is over $27,000, and ho wants $15,000 more to walk out.

Also, the landlord has stated that he will not include the

upstairs in the lease. STUDS feels the upstairs is the best

part of the place. It was the informant's impression that

RAY and his associates had discarded the idea of buying the

restaurant .

During the afternoon WILLIAM REGA (SI), ANTHONY

SANTOLI (JACK PANELS), and RAY had a game of pool. SI

remarked that he had mentioned the other day to ANTHONY

BOIARDO (TONY BOY) that they intended to install a new light

(possibly over the pool table) . TONY BOY told SI he would

take care of it as he owns an electrical company.

' '.. ',-,';)' ' <Y, / CaI-,L-,S)

SI commented that PUSSY (LNU) and GEMONE (ph -

DAMONE?) were to appoar before the Grand Jury today ,\ :~ ..,

SI mentioned that four people in his family take

medication for diabetes.

The informant advised that the following conversation

occurred between RAY and CARL SILESIA (LEASH) at about 5:15 p.m.:
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RAY: See them little sweepstakes tickets that's out?

They belong to JOG SCOOTCH.

LEASH: In Florida.

RAY: No, no—the whole proposition is all his. When he

. sent them up hero, ho sent them by MICKEY DINEEN.

He told MICKEY to make sure I got them. He brought

them to the other guy» and the guy gave them to his

brother and never ovon said a word.

LEASH: Weil, you know who's got them.

RAY: Everybody's got them! SNIDER (ph) has them—everybody's

got theial .. .There's a new one co;uing out after this.

JOE SCOOTCH says we'll got it exclusive—us! If anybody

in the State wants them, they've got to come and get

them from us.

LEASH: I spoke to JOE PATERNO about it, and he said they took

it. Ho said SCOOTCH had Florida.

RAY: SCOOTCH sent them up for me and everybody but us wound

up with them. I told SCOOTCH that—and told him we

would have done a better job than anybody.

Later, LEASH asked RAY if they played cards at The

Dunes (Miami) every night.

RAY replied, "Yeah, they play every night starting

about one in the morning and play till about five or six in the

moi'ning. One, two, and four (dollar) pinochle—and you match

the kitty. Sometimes there'*;. 500-800 dollars in the kitty.

TOMMY PALMER—CARMINE LOMBARDOZZI— (are players).

LEASH related that the FBI had been pestering TOMMY

PALMER at his store. He told them to get out and he didn't

want to see them unless they were going to lock him up.

The informant advised that the following conversation

took place between LEASH and JOE (LNU) at about 6:00 p.m. on

3/21/61. SI was also present.
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JOE:

LEASH:

JOE:

LEASH:

JOE:

SI:

LEASH:

JOE:

FRANK MOOCHIE (ph - possibly MUCCI) told me ho was

talking to somebody up around—where *s ho live-

Richmond? (Staton Island)

They know it was a phony pinch 'cause nothIn' went

down on the paper about it. The law he was talking

to said "We know it v/as a phony pinch." Why?

What aro they looking for—another payoff?

No--you know why, JOE? I tried to explain to EDDIE

a million times. All these guys on Staten—I'd like

you to keep that quiet. So he said "Let everything

go and it'll make it look like it was a legitimate

pinch."

He even said "We know that"—the guy you spoke to—

that they wanted in the game—"They still kept on

going Sunday, when they left. An old dilapidated

tailor's..." He knew everything!

Who'd he get to talk?

I should think it was a guy like him—CORNET (ph) .

"They're going to make that place a 'wire room'"

he said. He said "I had this place hero two years—

I'm no big mouth." I think that SAMMY (LNU) has

gone over and put tho bee on us.
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Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 4/3/61

fronI : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported the following conversation between

RAY DE CARLO (D) , JACK PANELS (P) , and FRANK BELLIZZIE (B) on

3/22/61:

P: I was supposed to meet him at 10:00 this morning and

he didn't show up until 12:15. He said he heard

something on the same order himself.

D: It's nobody around me.

B: RAY* they told me also that they're tailing the car

but they don't know who's car. It's connected with

some big people.

P: That's how they got the start.

B: No, they're not even definite that it's me. They

don't know who it is.

P: They won't know until tomorrow night.

B: So they want us to get out of there.

P: In other words they have been following a car - - -

B: BARRY will know better.

D: We can got to Hoboken for a few days. Get down there

and get ahold of SGAMBAOI*

D: Did LEASH go ...

P: No, he leaves tonight.

D: Oh, he's leaving tonight! How long is he going to stay?

B: Do you think we should get out tomorrow?/JJ */.-//

***** ' . * T^JsF**
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D.:

Bt

P:

D:

Dl

B:

D:

B:

Dt

Bt

D:

Sura. I wouldn't bo In thero. I would move out

today If I wa3 you. I wouldn't load those troopors.

Make sure the Joint is clean.

I told FRANKIE alroady to got overything out tonight

, at 12:00 because you can't take it out during tho day

bocuuso thoia guys night be spotting tho joint. I

told him that touorrow when ho gets tho stuff to lock

it up and we'll do the work maybe at 10 o'clock at night.

There's a possibility that it isn't TIPPY.

I would watch the joint tomorrow from 1 o'clock on to

see if they really come there.

Well they would have to go through the tavern.

There's a tavern downstairs. The guy works with us.

He'll know if they come in.

Make a false move. Let a few guys walk in and out

carrying brown paper bags with a sandwich in them.

PETE - they're not sure that it's our place but they

just wanted. The guy said TIPPY you can't let this

operation - That's why he's in trouble. I told you thoy

were getting indicted. You know why. Thoy tipped a

guy off with a still. Now what do you think tho guy

went and told then. 8PAHR told ne that you were coming

in and they got to go before the grand jury on account

of that.

Who did he tip off?

The guy knows you.

This guy WEEMS (PH.). He owed me some money. He's a

bookmaker.

He might know my narae.
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B; When he owed me money he didn't want to co.ne up with

it. ARTIE LANGANO (PH.) wa3 thero. ARTIE said pay

him. I told him RAY has a piece of this. He said RAY

is a good friond of mine go down and tell him I want

to pay half. I told JACK about it.

P: Remember I told you that ARTIE may come to the front

for this guy.

B: Nov this guy is going to be chief in the prosecutors

office.

D: Who

B: This SPAHR and we need him so we got to protect him.

D: Well you got to make a false move.

B; The phone might bo tapped. I've got to got to FRANKIE

now and tell him to call all the customers and tell

them not to call there tomorrow. But ho can't call

out of them phones upstairs because they might bo

tapped. Now we got to find out whose car they*x*e

tailing. It might be our man.

D: It might be FRANKIE RUGGIERI. Ho coiaos here every night,

B: So that's what we'll do then. And tomorrow at 2:30

we got to meet HARRY at Howard Johnsons.

D: 80 we gotta go to Hoboken today and get a spot.

B: How can I get ahold of FRANKIE now.

P: I gotta take him back his car anyway so I'll go to see

SGAM3ADI.

D: Alright you go to Hoboken then. I'm waiting for

TONY BOY now. If I were sure ho wasn't coming I'd

go with you. He said he would bo here between 1 and 3.

B: We'll set up for a day and see what HARRY says.

If HARRY says it isn't us then we can go back.

-3-
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D: Yeah. Now JACK you go to Hobolcon and set a Bpot.

If SGAMBADI cau't give us a spot we can got to AUGIES

house for 2 days. Or go to TUTTYS saloon at 6th aud

Grand (537 Grand). He will close in the afternoon

and we can work there. SGAMBADI will let them know

we're there.

B: If worso comes to worse we can got to REDS place in

North Bergen and enoak on BAYONNE JOE for 1 or 2 days.

D: JOE won't say nothing. The only thing is if we get

pinched we got to stand for tho pinch.

P: Do you think it's better to get in touch with JOE and

let him know about it?

B: If v/e got to Hoboken we're better off RAY thinks.

D: Let's go to Hoboken, go with TUTTY and give him $25

a day for his back room. You got protection in Hoboke

but be sure to let SGAMBADI know your there.

P: Yeah I'll go right now.

B: These troopers must be gotting hot huh RAY?

D: They want to make some pinches. They're trying to

embarrass KENNY.

Captioned informant advised that one TOM (LNU) spent

part of the afternoon on 3/22/61 with DE CARLO.

Informant advised that during that afternoon DE CARLO

had a conversation with an unidentified male believed to be

ANTHONY BOIARDO (TONY BOY), shce the informant was aware that

DE CARLO was expecting BOIAHDO. DE CARLO expressed an interest

of some one (a shylock) who had testified beforo the Grand Jury

and asked if there was anybody on the Grand Jury who would

tell them what this person said. RAY asked for a list of the

Grand Jury. Tho name BYRON (PH.) was mentioned and identified a

the Sergeant-At-Arms. Apparently those present agreed that

"somebody had him" although details of this were not available

to the informant. -
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RAY: Hey does GENIE have any Bwoepstakos tickets to

push out?

TONY-BOY: Who GENE?

RAY: CATENA. Ho was supposed to toll mo about it. When

the guy gave thou to JERRY ho said toll RAY - uh -

I want RAY to got theso. He said alright 1*11 give

them to my brother, I never hoard nothing about it.

TONY-BOY: Goo, what can I say?

RAY: From PATTY DINEEN, you know. JOE SCOOTCH give them

to PATTY to give to JERRY to give to mo. So now

PATTY comos down (to Florida) and SCOOTCH brings

him over to prove it. PATTY says "Oh wait a minute.

Don't put me in the middle." I told him what you

told me JOE. So I told him don't make a Federal case

out of it - forget it. But I said the next tine they

come out I want the whole thing. And then1 when anybody

in Jersey wants them, they've got to come to me.

•Cause everybody's got them but us J You and us -

the only two crews that didn't get them.

TONY-BOY: I didn't get them.

RAY: I know you didn't get them. And I can guarantee

that between you and us we could have done moro

with them than anybody. It's a hell of a ticket!

It's a legitimate ticket, you know? They got

congressmen bohind it and everything. It's like the

Irish Sweepstakes - only stronger. And it says

"Add Two Dollar Donation", it don't say you're selling

a person tho ticket. And the drawings going to be on

who wins the race at Jamaica - who wins the race at

HIaloah - who wins the race - this one's coming off

on Kentucky Derby. It's almost a legitimate thing -

you got a string of lawyers bohind you I If anybody

gets a pickup, they just call in and a string of

lawyers go down there. And all tho congressmen - they

got 50% of it - the congressmen and people in Washington.

This is a hell of a thing! A good looking ticket too.

• on

-5-
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The Informant noted that WILLIAM REGA (SI) asked

the whereabouts of GINO (PH.) that day. TONY-BOY informed him

that GINO vras in Camden apparently to do with a court case and

also mentioned TOMMY BURNS (PH.) and TOMMY DURKIN (PH.).

The informant advisod that TONY-BOY said he was going

to Camden, possibly the next day, however, the informant did

not know for what purpose. RAY and SI gave TONY-BOY directions

for travel.

RAY advised the informant that he had had been in touch

with POAGY (PH.) who said ho was leaving for Las Vegas.

Informant advised that on 3/22/61 RAY, TONY-BOY,

SI, DOC CASTELLANO, LUCKY (LNU), MARCO MARCELLO and ANTHONY

CAPRIO (STUDS) had supper together.

SI and LUCKY rcnincsce about old friends. . .JIMMY

LYNCH and BUGSY (LNU) , both of whom are doconscd. Both woro

also very wealthy. BUGSY' s widow recently remarried possibly to

WHITEY (LNU) who used to work for BUGSY. When BUGSY1 s daughter

married SI and RAY sent her $300. SI said "There's only a

few guys left out of all thom guys - PETE (LNU) DICK (LNU) and

TONY NINO (ph. ) that » s about all" . U r~f:< ' $ H :

- V^''

The Informant advisod that LUCKY had boen in the Army

during World War II and had service overseas. He was in the

Signal Corps and once stationed at Fort Monmouth.

The informant advised that RAY invited ANTHONY SANTOLI

(JACK PANELS) to accompany him to moot HARRY SALL on 3/23/61.

PANELS accepted.

-6-
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Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) UA" 4/4/61

from :

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

SUBJKCT: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant advised that on 3/23/61 JOE

POLVERINO, ANTHONY SAOTOLI (JACK PANELS) and ANTHONY CAPRIO

(STUDS) had supper v/ith ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY). Also present

was one HENRY (LNU) who did not .join in tho meal. Later,

WILLIAM REGA (SI) joined tho group. Apparently roferring to tho

surroundings, RAY asked HENRY, "Ain't this hotter than Jail,

HENRY?" The informant believed it possible that this remark was

made in jest.

During the evening tho group played pool and watched

TV. Although full details were not available to tho informant,

it appeared that RAY was critical of payoffs being made out of

the numbers operation run by FRANK BELIZZIE (TIPPY). RAY said,

"Any friends hit and they ain't going to get paid - you can tell

this to TIPPY". —

Tho informant reported that in response to the request

of an unidentified guest that they tune in to "The Untouchables",

SI announced that nobody there is allov/od to have that program

on TV nor is anyone permitted to smoke LIggott and Myor's

products.

During the evening of 3/23/61, ANTHONY BOIARDO

(TONY-BOY) visited RAY DE CARLO and they discussed the Essex

County Grand Jury, however, dotails of their talk were not

available to tho informant.

The informant advised that for the past 5 years RAY

DE CARLO has had about $1500 invested in the career of popular

Birger MICKEY ROSELLI. Only recently he has made what RAY

believes may be a good record, "You're in Love with Everyone".

ROSELLI originally aspired to be a bookmaker. He records on

the Roulette label. /
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to : datk:

SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) 4/4/01

from :

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject:

NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

'*' ——

Captioned informant furnished the following

information on 3/25/61:

In a conversation with ANTHONY CAPRIO (STUDS),

ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY) compared ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS)

with Detective LENNY MOORE saying that ho had to have hiB

drinks •

RAY expressed his opinion that the ponalties for

narcotics users and sellers were entirely too light. He

believed that instead of six month sentences, there should be

five year term3 given to violators.

At about 1:00 p.m. JACK PANELS vieitod RAY. He

reported that he had been trying to locate ANGELO BUCCA*#>I0 (ph.)

concerning somo complaints he had received from an unidentified

operator that ho was not receiving proper px'otection and that

there wa3 too much heat on him. The operator apparently looked

to the D3 CARLO organisation for satisfaction.

PANELS noted that "thoy11 had a nice game "up there"

last night and did about t\vonty~six hundred. There was also a

note for two thousand involved from BASS (LNU) . Apparently

MEYER (LNU) drove the players from Now York.

RAY said he had heard that little BOBBY MANNA had a

big game with a limit of $200. JIMMY NAPP and MATTY (SABELLA)

were also involved. RAY couldn't understand whore thoy got

the protection for such a game because he's sure thoy are not

connected with the State Police.

PANELS said MATTY and TRACEY look like a million

dollars when they go out. RAY suspects that ANDY GUMP must

be playing in that game and would like to find out for sure.
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The reason for RAY's Interact in this is that either TttACEY or

ANDY GUMP, or possibly both, owo RAY $5,000 and ho would bo

angry if he hoard thoy were playing instead of merely operating

the game.

PANELS and RAY discussed the possibility of asking

BENNIE to got this information. RAY said he and PANELS would

go over to Hoboken on Monday and see TRACEY about this debt.

He was supposed to have begun paying $500 per week over two

months ago and he still hasn't paid. RAY is willing to accept

$500 each month for one year giving him a total of $6,000 in

return.

Regarding this operation, PANELS observed that BOBBY

will be the only one to make any monoy out of it because he

doesn't shoot crap himself.

The conversation roturned to complaints about a numbers

operation with PANELS repeating some information he had received

from LARRY DAY. RAY became annoyed and said "You toll BUCCADIO.

Say if I hear one more thing about this, you're out of tho

numbers altogether! The way I put him in - toll him that's the

way I'll chase him out. Tell him if it wasn't for RAY, you

wouldn't have been in in the fix-st place - then you try to give

him tho business when you get in it?"

PANELS remarked that JIMMY (LNU) has been homo for

about a week and yesterday received a subpoena. The issuing

body was not stated. JIMMY has consulted a lawyer but is worried

about questions which will be asked him.

The informant reported a remark made by RAY which may

have been prompted by a police car passing by the driveway to

the Barn. RAY wondered why license numbers Were being taken.

He said a friend of his at tho Court House (Elizabeth?) told him

the PD has been giving them a Hot every week and he simply

takes it and throws it in a drawer because no one at the Court

House asked the PD to do it. RAY supposed the PD also gives

the FBI a list.

11-2-
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RAY noted that KENNEDY is going to "go aftor all

gamblers and everything" • Mo believes ho is doing it to take

the hoat off tho integration issue.

During the afternoon of 3/25/61, RAY was visItod by

WILLIAM REGA (SI). The infomant reported tho following

highlights fro:n their conversation:

RAY: IRVING BERLIN vants to take the numbers back. He said

PETE (LANDUSCO) will put up 5,000 and he will put up

5,000. Thoy'll have 20,000 to bank with. "Don't

worry about it", ho said "if we v?ee it's going bad

or we're losing, we'll give it back to the old man".

RAY was extremoly critical of BUCCADIO (believed to be

ANGKLO SICA) again. It appeared that this person along with

ARTIE LITTLE was booking 500 per day of the play belonging to

HAM DELASCO from whom BUCCADIO was getting 100 per week. HAM

learned of this doception whon they got hit and couldn't pay.

RAY apparently got this information from MASHER (LNU) .

SI: I think The Boot (RICHIE B0IARD0) should be told about

him.

RAY: I'm going to take this pioce away from him first —

then if he wants to talk to the Boot ... then I'll

explain to the Boot what it's all about. Let him

make the beef - I ain't going to make the beef.

SI: I'd toll the kid about it.

RAY: Nah - if you tell the kid he'll tell his old man.

I don't want no beefs.

SI expressed concern about taking something away

from someone referred to as RFDDY (possibly RED KUGEL) .

RAY: Well, we gave it to him under the condition that we

could take it back anytime we wanted. He know3 that.

He didn't lose anything. He's ahead 10 or 20,000 —

besides thoy take out a pay every week. They take out

two - three hundred. They were taking out 500 a weckt

SI: Well, I don't think it's right. If tho guy wa3 out

here it'd be a different story.
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SI concedes that maybe the kid (whom he rofors to as

JAY) (RED* s kid?) doesn't need tho money - but feels there* s a

principle involved. RAY points out that "We didn't sell it to

him - they sold it to him", possibly roferring to PETE and

someone else not identified.

SI: I laid the lav down to this kid. I told him "Every

number you get off her - they* re our numbers. And

remember you've got to protect her. You can't let

this business go astray". I read the riot act to

him.

RAY: Well he ain't taking good care of her - the way this

MADGE (ph.) is doing ....

SI: Well, he can't help it - he's in the can. He was

taking care of her when he was out.

RAY commented to SI that tho Jersey City game is going

well and involves MATTY, CHARLIE TRACEY and JIMMY NAPP (NAPOLI).

SI then related that he had learned from CHOPPSY

(ph. LNU) that JAKE (LNU) is disgusted with ANDY GUMP. It

appears that ANDY GUMP is in disfavor and owes much money. Ho

has wormed his way into everything RAFFERTY (RAFAEL GRECO) has

going. Apparently RAFFERTY okayed a loan of $10,000 from

FRANK SGAMBADI to ANDY GUMP. It was on account of ANDY GUMP

that "they" sold the numbers. lie owes CHOPPSY $4,000.

BAY: Yeah I know - he told me. He owes PANELS two.

He's going to give him $200 a week. He ov/es us a

thousand. He owes SONNY (LNU) and two thousand to

SAM (LNU) . Well that guy is going to pay! They win

money over there but he lost about $10,000.

SI related that ANDY GUMP once tried to borrow $3500

from CHARLIE ROMANO on his wife's ring, and then wanted to keep

the ring so his wife wouldn't know. CHARLIE refused. Both SI

and RAY conclude that ANDY GUMP is no good.
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SI said when ANDY GUMP camo out of jail ho had a lot

of monoy and wont to hie slater's to live. C110PPSY and the

sistor begged ANDY GUMP to buy hor kid a bicyclo but ANDY

refusod saying that nobody ovor bought one for him.

RAY could barely believe this and said, "If I thought

that story was true, I'd tell RAFFERTY to chase that guy!"

SI: Well, ho was giving JAKE a payroll of $400 a month.

RAY: Yeah how could he be giving him 400 and not give his

sister a bicycle.

SI: You know who's giving half of the 400?

RAY: SGAMBADI?

SI: HOOKS (LNU). CHOPPSY told me last night. JAKES was

giving ANDY GUMP the crodit for it. I don't know if

he knows - I didn't ask him.

Continuing about ANDY GUMP:

RAY: All those tough kid.-? in New York - they like him -

KEEFIE (ph.) and DUFFY and them.

Slj And his attitude! He gives that answer, "what's the

difference".

RAY: HO should have never argued with JOE MARATTA! JOE

said the only reason he respected him is because you

told me RAFFERTY's your friend and not to got RAFFERTY

in trouble. Ho said, "If I v/ent to work on ANDY that

day RAFFERTY might have jiuupad in and that's the only

reason I didn't do it. Ho had RAFFERTY with him and

I didn't want to do it". Ho said "I was hot enough to

take my pistol out and whip him with it. I figured if

did, RAFFERTY would have juupad in - he's his friend -

then I'd have to r;hoot one of them. Then RAFFERTY 'd

have to go back to parole".

The above-mentioned altercation apparently occurrod as

a result of ANDY's public dunning of MARATTA for monoy which

MARATTA had already paid.

» • • • • aO?
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RAY and SI discussed LOUIS CAPOItOSO who is heavily in

debt. He owes RAY $8,000. There has been some arrangement

made for . CAP0K0S0 to begin repaying this money through PAUL

RAGONA. CAPOROSO has attempted to borrow an additional $2,000

to complete his house now under construction. Ho claimed to

have $23,000 in materials tied up in the house to date but

expected that the sale of tho house would onablo him to repay

some of his debts.
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OPTIONAl POtM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOV uNMENT

Memorandum

to : date:

SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) 4/10/61

FRorf : SA ROBERT D. LEE

subject: nk 2251-C*

CI

Informant advised on 4/5/61 that WILLIAM REGA,

MARCO MARCELLO and STUDS CAPRIO were present when REGA

discussed an Internal Revenue Agent by the name of POLK.

It appeared that SI REGA had been in contact with

an Internal Revenue Agent on 4/5/61 who told him that POLK had

been acting odd for sometime recently, and one day CASSIDY, his

boss, caught hiia running up and down the stairs between ~€He

5th and 10th floors of the building. He was afraid that he

might be harmed bocause he had been hounding the racket guys,

according to REGA.

Following this incident a Special Agent from NYC was

in Newark on an inspection. He requosted a certain file which

was in POLK's possession. The ajjnt went to POLK for the file and

while leafing through the file noted numerous derogatory notes

about different agents, POLK's boss and other employees. POLK

grabbed the file from the agent, tore out these papers, toro

them up and threw the scraps in the waste basket.

The agent went to "his boss" and reported this. The

"boss" took a couple of agents with him and went up to POLK's

office. POLK said"when he saw them enter, 'The Jig is up: ,M and

headed for the window. They grabbed him and prevented him

from jumping out of the window. Afterwards, they pieced

together the scraps and found that these pages consisted

mostly of grievances POLK had against the department. SI

said there was no evidence of any payoffs or anything lTEe that.

REGA said POLK was the agent who had been hounding

him, RAY (DE CARLO) anSTMUZZIE (REGA's brother DOMINICK).

RDL:Pop JJJ'+W^
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jfcOPTIONAl fO«M HO. 10

UNITED STATES COV .MMKNT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: April 10, 1961

FROvf : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant advised that on 4/4/61 WILLIAM

REGA, ANTHONY CAPRIO, ANTHONY SANTOLI and BILL (LNU) had

supper together at Tho Barn.

REGA, SANTOLI and BILL discussed horses briefly

until BILL left at 6:15 P.M. saying he would bo "in the

office until 8:30."

REGA and SANTOLI discussed the success of a bowling

alley proprietor known to thom . REGA observed that it is

easier to succeed when one can devote full concentration to

only one project. He contrasted this with the many things

they have to think about. He said even riding in a car you

can't think about anything because you have to keep looking

in the mirror to see if you're being tailed.

The informant reported the following exchange between

REGA and SANTOLI which made reference to some prior incident

of which the informant was not aware.

REGA: Did I tell you FRANKIE grabbed that kid down there

again. . . . .with the bull (PH) on him? He gave another

story. It's the third story the guy gave 1

The first story was that JESSE gave him tho number.

The second story was that he had that number for a long

time. Now this time FJRANKIE laid the law down and told

him what's going to h ippen to him if we ever found

out he was in contact. And we want to know where he

got the number. He said some cousin of his gave it

to him. He said some cousin of his gave it to him.

The guy died since.

SANTOLI: Wtetever he does know or doesn't know - he was scared

away from thero He'll make some slip along

the way. He'll get careless....... , # y- s 5 x"

The informant reported that JOE (LNU) dropped in

and related some difficulty he's been having with LOUIS (CAPOROSO)

JPW:kvw M 1 1
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He was looking after the interest of someone who apparently

has been carried on LOUIS1 payroll. LOUIS has boon remiss

in providing him with a statement of earning in time to

file his income tax return.

The gu-yo- was somewhat critical of LOUIS and of

PAUL, (RAGONA) whom they believe to be assisting LOUIS in

some deception. REGA remarked that he hasn't seen PAUL

since last June and that he doesn't dare to come around.

JOE, from his remarks, appeared to be a small time

gambler and con man who seeks easy marks. He related that someone

he met in Florida had urged him to play gin rummy but JOE

refused since he does not play well. On a subsequent trip, he

had his kid "BUDDY" with him. (BUDDY not only plays well but

also cheats.) They made arrangements for the game with the

assistance of JOHNNY FRANKS and CUE-BALL. The informant was

unable to determine whether the game materialized.

REGA said that TOKYO (JOE CASSAIIASSA) had missed

a big "score" in Miami. The day after ho left his associates,

believed to include SADIE, won $28,000 in a crap gamo. REGA

learned of this through DICK MASTERS and sent FRANK RUGGIERI

directly to MASTERS for verification. MASTERS said he was

present when "they" cut up the money.

cn)





Office Memorandum • united states government

TO i SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datb: 4/17/61

FitOM : SA JOHN P. WIIiGUS

SUBJeCT: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant reported on 4/6/61 that WILLIAM

REGA, ANTHONY SANTOI.I , and DOC CASTELLANO spent the evening

watching TV. Shortly after 10:00 p.m. CASTELLANO left and

FRANK RUGGIERI joined the group.

FRANK reported that for some reason the numbers

business is off between 600 and 700 per day. He said this

view is supported by MICKEY PASQUALE and (FNU) CORBETT (ph),

who apparently operate from a restaurant, and by BUDDY HARROW

(ph) , who is a runner for MICKEY.

JPW:aas£2."5
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OPtlONAl fO«M NO. 10

1010-104

UNITIiD STATUS 1NMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) UATK: 4/17/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS . .

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant advised that shortly after

midnight, 4/8/61, WILLIAM REGA, FRANK RUGGIERI, and ROBERT

(LNU) were present at "The Barn." RUGGIERI was complaining

to REGA that the preceding week had been very bad for his

numbers businoss. Although ho had adhered strictly to the

limits of play as given to him on a list by FRANK SGAMBADI,

hits were numerous. He maintained that the business should

be increased $4,000 to $6,000 per day to help offset their

fixed expenses. He was sure that ANGEL0 DE CARLO will be

critical of the fact ho has had such large sums paid out.

RUGGIERI recalled that the last time they operated

in their present location they lost money, and he has pleaded

with TIPPY (FRANK BELLIZZIE) to move him out of this place.

RUGGIERI also mentioned that he learned from RED

(LNU) in Paterson that when number 199 hit, RED*s losses were

heavy .

JPW:aas<^w-*,

(1)
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•TAMOARD rOMM NO. 04

Office ^AemoTcindum • united states government

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DATK: 4/17/61

PROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

SUBJeCT: NK 2251—C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant advised that on 4/7/61 a few

of ANGELO DE CARLO's associates, including WILLIAM REGA,

ANTHONY SANTOLI, and LUCKY (LOUIS TERNO?) , gathered at "The

Barn" for an evening of TV and pool. The informant developed

no pertinent information.

JPW:aasC^^» *
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UNITKD STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 4/18/61

from : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

On 3/15/61, the informant reported that FRANK

RUGGIERI had on that date reported to WILLIAM REGA concerning

DE. CARLO's numbers bank in Union City. RUGGIERI stated that

JOL KHAKI (PH) was interested in taking some of the hedge

bets but did not want to pay RUGGIERI the 25% commission on

the business. Concerning this business, RUGGIERI reported

that "we hedge to Leash, Bugsey's brother and the guy in

Jersey City. When Nicky Parisi was in business it was simple.

He took up to $30 from us so we threw all the business to

him". RUGGIERI then explained that they were $200 ahead

so far during that week. RUGGIERI further explained that

the previous week they gave away $2,200 net in hedge money

and that the week before it was $2,400 to $2,500. He explained

that TIPPY was concerned about giving away so much and that

he now wants to hold $12.00 on a number. He stated that they

expected to get more business soon and would then hold $20.00

on a number and would chart only the bets of $3.00 or more.

Further concerning the hedge business jWhich was

given to LEASH, RUGGIERI explained that he o&fi&XB this business

to the wife of LEASH' s brother-in-law. He stated the brother-

in-law's name was SONNY. The informant then quoted RUGGIERI

as follows concerning the Union City numbers bank:

"We cha£t packages and the phone business so we

know where we eiro fjttj^rWt got five guys. I'm on the phone

and I have gottocr Philly on the phone. Nicky is charting

and as he charts I punch. At four o'clock a guy goes out

and picks up the packages and when he comes in he gets on

the phone and Philly goes with the guy whose charting. We'd/£

been grossing $27,000to $28,000 each week."
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OMIONAl fOUM NO. 10

1010-104

UNITKD STATKS (jr* RNMENT *"*

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 4/6/C1

from : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

Informant reported that on 3/24/61 JOE P0LVERIN0

related to DE CARLO that NICKY FLYNN presently has a numbers

office in Belleville, which office is being run by a JACKIE

(not further identified) and SONNY, whom JOE doscribed as a

brother-in-law of CARL SILESIA. (NK 2213-C previously

furnished SONNY' s telephone numbor. It has been determined

that this individual is E. R. SARNO, 33 Dow Stroet, Belleville.)

DE CARLO mentioned that the State Troopers were

supposed to raid a numbers bank in Union City yesterday (3/23/61),

and in view of that he had moved his own bank out of Union City.

JOE and DE CARLO then discussed the dice game in

E'taten Island, and DE CARLO was upset because SILESIA and

LITTLE BENNY were participating in the game. JOE stated that

SILESIA owes the bank $4,000 or $5,000 now and that BENNY is

on the payroll at $1,000 per month. JOE explained to DE CARLO

that the game is ahead $11,000 so far and that they have $21,000

in the bank. He stated that EDDIE (not further identified) is

holding the bank. DE CARLO instructed that when the bank reaches

$25,000 that the winnings above that amount would be split up

among the backers of the game. DE CARLO mentioned that WILLIAM

REGA has $10,000 in the game and described him as one of the

backers.

At that point DE CARLO summoned JACK PANELS and

Instructed him to go and tako over the dice game on Staton

Island, to which PANELS replied "If you order me to go, I'll go."

DE CARLO stated "That's right, that's what I want. LEASH

(SILESIA) ain't going over there any more. You bring me his

pay. Don't let him know he's getting it. Maybe we can get him

out of some debts after I hold it two or three months; and if

you see BENNY shooting crap in that joint, I want you to tell

me."

BDW:aas£-A5
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date: 4/6/61

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NX 2251-C*

On 3/26/61 informant reported that DE CARLO had

severely criticized FRANK RUGGIERI for the manner in which

he has been running tho numbers bank in Union City. DE CARLO

offered to pull out of tho bank and leave the operation to

RUGGIERI and TIPPY (BELLIZZIE) if they would. pay him $500 per

week. DE CARLO stated that if they did not want to do that

then FRANK should bring TIPPY down there, and they would go

over to TONY MERILLO's (ph) house and go over the business

together. DE CARLO then stated that they could meet at MONK's

house. (It may be that MERILLO and MONK referred to one

individual . )

During the early morning hours of 3/26/61, RUGGIERI,

in a discussion with DE CARLO, REGA, and an individual referred

to as BUGSY, made the following statements concerning the bank

in Union City:

1. They are now holding up to $12 on each number at

that bank, and they are charting only those bets of $1 or more.

2. There are five individuals in the numbers office,

described by RUGGIERI as:

a. PHILLY THE CAN (ph) from Nowark

b. DUCKY (ph) from New York

c. NICKY

d. EDDIE FARRELL

e. RUGGIERI

3. There are four controllers who turn in play to

the bank. They are described as:

a. MAXIE, who has 10 to 15 runners and who turns

in $2,000 to $2,500 worth of play each 'week

b. SHOCKSIE

BDW:aasv' ;.",

(1)
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c. ROCKY

d. JACK LA RUE

(NK 2213-C has reported that one MAXIE, who hangs

out at a diner on Anderson Avenue in Fairviow near the North

Bergen line, turns in considerable play to the bank in Union

City. He stated that most of the play comes from Bergen County

and that FRANK IE DELL is one of the runnors who turns in his

play to MAXIE.)

4. Among the other individuals who turn in play to

the bank in Union City are:

a. WILLIE D.

b. RED from Paterson who has beon in the numbers

business for 30 years

c. GUYDON (probably THOMAS BOCCHINO)

•.

5. The bank has been in operation for approximately

nine months, and most of the business comes in by telephone.

6. Fourteen weeks ago the bank was losing $22,000.

Since then that amount has been recovered, and in addition

they are ahead $32,000. Expenses for this fourteen-week period

were listed by RUGGIERI as salaries $15,000, ice $10,000, and

other expenses $2,000.

7. At the end of the day, RUGGIERI calls a telephone

number in Jersey City to determine which number hit on that day.

He verifies this information through NETTER (ph) or TRACY

(CHARLIE TRACY).

8. RUGGIERI keeps a "little black book" wherein he

lists the controllers, runncs, amount of play, etc.

9. Due to the recent surveillances by NJSP, the bank

has been moving around and has been using NICKY* s apartment and

an apartment of a woman somewhere north of Union City.

10. RUGGIERI explained that his controllers have been

assigned a limit on the amount of play which would be accepted
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on any one number. He gave for example MAXIE who has a $10

limit; and if he wants to turn In any more than that amount,

it would bo accepted. However, MAXIE would not receive his

25% commission on any amount in oxcoss of $10. RUGGIERI

stated that even if the excess if hedgod to another bank by

him he would receive a 25% commission but that this would not

be passed on to MAXIE.

11. RUGGIERI stated that he hedges to one "LEFTY

in Jersey City" who is running MORIARTY* 8 bank.

DE CARLO instructed FRANK that the $12 held on a

number should be as a result of a series of small bets by

several people rather than largo bets or one single bet. He

explained that if a $12 hit were made by one individual it

would take them 10 years to win that money back but that if

it were won by several people then they would immediately

start betting heavier and that they would win this money

back in a shorter time.

BUGSY explained to RUGGIERI that H00KIE (ph) has

about $20,000 per week business and that he holds up to $25

on any number.

As a matter of background, RUGGIERI mentioned that

he has been with DE CARLO for 20 years, having formerly run

the Chatterbox and the Martinique for him. RUGGIERI stated

that at one time he and MONK were partners in a horse book.
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optional iokm no. 10

5010-104 ,—^

UNITED STATES GO\ .NMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 4/4/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: 2251—C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant advised that on 3/27/61, an

individual believed to be ANTHONY BOIARDO (Tony-Boy) spent

part of the afternoon in conversation with WILLIAM REGA (SI) .

They talked of the Essex County Grand Jury, however, no details

were available.

The informant reported that during the early evening

ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY) asked FRANK RUGGIERI how much it cost to

call Paterson. FRANK replied "35$" and then RAY left, presumably

to make his call.

It was the informant's Impression that FRANK and RAY

discussed the recent numbers raid in North Bergen as the names

FRANK RUGGIERO and "Bozo" or "Bono" were mentioned. No additional

details available.





Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 4/6/61

from : SA BILLIE D. Y/ILLIAMS

SUBJeCT: NK 2251-C*

Informant reported on 3/28/61 that DE CARLO plans

to fly to Miami on 4/1/61 for a week's stay. He will take

his son, LEE, and a grandson, MIKE. He will depart from the

Newark Airport at 4:30 p.m. DE CARLO indicated that LEASH

(SILESIA) is there now and is staying under the name RILEY.

He indicated that LEASH had recently gone to Cincinnati to

collect money for "POAGY and them." DE CARLO further

indicated that HY (CHUVEN) is ranking the arrangements for

the airline tickets.

BDW:aasCv,.A

(1)
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5010-104 jm^

UNITED STATES C ^RNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) pate: 4/4/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant reported that on 3/29/61, ANGELO

DE CARLO, WILLIAM REGA and ANTHONY CAPRIO had supper with

RAYMOND (LNU). RAYMOND appeared to be elderly and spoke Italian

which REGA occasionally interpreted for DE CARLO. RAYMOND may

have been employed as a chef. / i

As the above named group were finishing. supper, they

were visited by two women, JOANN (LNU) and IRENE (LNU). They

were accompanied by at least one small child, who v/as the son

of JOANN. The child's father's name is AL (LNU) who is a long

time associate of DE CARLO. DE CARLO pointed out a photograph

of AL, SHEPPY (TONY CHIEPPA) and himself taken in 1936.

One of the women, probably IRENE, is undertaking

divorce proceedings and expects to receive a large settlement.

During the evening REGA mentioned that NICK CHIOFFI

(ph) died on Tuesday (3/28/61) .

The informant reported that DOC CASTELLANO and MARTIN

TOLOMEO were present oh 3/29/61.

On 3/29/61, the informant reported the following

conversation between DE CARLO and JAKE (later identified as

JAKE ZAX).

R. Give him my regards, Jake.

J, OK Ray

R. Listen, if he's going to get the game to do anything over

there let us know.

J. If I do it that's the way it will be or I don't do it.

R. But I don't want that ice, Jake - $2500 a week

J. There aint going to be no ice - just the locals and the

one guy on the county if he leaves it alone. /^f'^ffS-
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R. How about the state?

J. Don't worry about the state - we got one guy there he'll

give you the wire. He can give us a tip when they get a

warrant out.

R. You know the Ice was too much over there. I talked to him

when he first went over there. Tony and then was so hot the

way he gave the money away.

J. He should pay those guys up above. These little are

supposed to do what they're told.

, .vfi v -". 'j h '

R. That Joe has got a tough time moving around, huh?

J. Oh man.

R. They're going to stay with him too - for about 2 or 3 more

days.

J. How come.

R. He got hot being seen with LIlo (Carmine Galento) so much.

I told him that's no good. Why heat everybody up.
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OPTIONAL roRH NO. 10
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UNITED STATES Go . iCRNMENT

Memorandum

TO : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) oatk: 4/18/61

prom : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: nk 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported on 3/31/61 that an individual

referred to by DE CARLO as RALPH,RAFFY and RAFFERTY appeared

at The Darn on the above date. (This is believed to be

RALPH GRECO, a Hoboken numbers operator who is usually

referred to as RAFFERTY.) The two individuals entered into

a discussion of diamonds and DE CARLO reported that he has

a six carat ring which he wishes to sell. He has been

offered $6,000.00 for the ring. RAFFERTY stated "Joey

Sica told me the other day that he had a girl up in Boston

who wants to buy a ten carat ring". RAFFERTY told DE CARLO

that he would tell SICA about the ring which DE CARLO has

for sale.

Later RAFFERTY told DE CARLO of an individual at

the shore who has a $10,000 per week numbers business and

only pays off at the rate of 500 to 1. He stated that this

individual is interested in selling the business and stated

that he had gone to see LUCKY, whom he described as being

from the shore area and that LUCKY had advised him to keep

away from the individual. RAFFERTY pointed out that the

person who has this business is married to a daughter of a

movie producer named HUGHES and that he lives in Deal, N.J.

DE CARLO stated that LUCKY wants everything at the shore for

himself and that he would have a talk with LUCKY. He stated

that LUCKY pomes up to see him at least one a week.

DE CARLO invited RAFFERTY to go to Florida with him,

however, RAFFERTY declined explaining that he is on parole

and reports to the Federal Parole Office in Hoboken. He

stated that in order for himpto leave the state, he would have

to get permission from the pairole officer and to explain the

reason for his trip and identify his traveling companions.

Later on during the\/ evening of 3/31/61, LUCKY

arrived at DE CARLO's office and identified the individual

from Deal, N.J., as LEO-GAINES (PH) .

BDW/jtm M A /
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Also on 3/31/61, DE CARLO dispatched "STUDS" CAPRIO

to telephone a lawyer named NORMAN ABRAMS in Plainfield.

DE CARLO explained that this lawyer had represented Mrs.

AL DUGAN in a suit in which Mrs. DUGAN was awarded $27,000.00.

DE CARLO told CAPRIO to attempt to convince ADRAMS to reduce

his fee in this matter inasmuch as there had been no trial

and that this matter had been settled out of court with very

little effort on ABRAMS' behalf. DE CARLO stated that

ABRAMS* fee in this matter was to be one third of the settlement

and he stated that he did not believe that ABRAMS was entitled

to such a large amount*

T
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UNITED STATES OC^ .NMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 4/20/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following is a transcription of information

furnished by captioned informant on 4/10/61. Present were

WILLIAM REGA (SI), ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS), and JOE

P0LVERXN0.

JOE: You didn't see FRANKIE,. huh?

SI: Yeah.

JOE: Did FRANKIE give you any money for NICKY (ph)?

SI: Well I didn't see him today. He won't be back until....

JOE: Tonight, huh? I know he lose 6-7 top. That's with

everything taken out, you know. We were a few ahead -

61 - I told you 61? We lost 27 - figure 30 some odd

hundred. This Includes Saturday.

• • . .

JOE: We got more comin* in.

SI: If we get it.

JOE: Almost 13.

SI: Does he owe it or what?

JOE: He owes sure. The final is 37785. That's about 20 of

his. - Actually 17, almost 18,000. He hasn't paid much.

SI: Whm'e he going to bring it in?

JOE: I was talkin' to the attorney - LUCCI (ph) - you know.

Ke(said "Joe, before you guys came here this guy run

thom all up." He said, "How much you think EDDIE's ahead?

20;000? 20,000! This guy here - if he ain't ahead 100

G's he ain't ahead a quarter. So now you know why this

ain't . This dirty bum - the guy from upstairs is

out after 10,000 and he's ahead all this money! And on

JPW:aasr>s rA . ^^':^t^H
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top of that HEINZIE (ph) tells mc - with those checks -

that kid LOTCHEE (ph)? Ho made 50,000 with kid LOTCHEE

(ph) . The kid took a drop, you know. How the hell

could he....livin* right close to them. He made a

commitment to . I talked to DELASCO (ph) . I said,

HYou got this bobbin (ph) from me - personal money that

I could have loaned out and made 3 or 4%. I brought it

in to you. And you got 10,000 more off SI. What are you

doin' here?" He said, "Oh they don't pay." I said, "I

know, get after these guys. When I follow shyin' -

everyone - the next day. I owed you 13 - here's another

month. You gotta do the same thing. You're shyin' me.

Man, you gotta bring that in. If it's from the house,

you gotta...." I said, "When we were in Plainfield I

don't think the house got stuck a quarter. It's all

That's not right to let (ph) the house! Loan money out!

We gotta get stuck this money? We ain't gotta got stuck

this money! The man pays shy - he's gonna give it to

you - you bring it in the next day. Or don't give it to

him at all." So he said, "All right, all right."

JOE indicated that he and PANELS stagger their working

times so each can remain fresh. He said that the night before

he had left early and JACK finished up.

JOE: They nailed those two guys from New York, you know?

SI: Yeah I saw it.

JOE: One of *em didn't have money (bail?) - two of 'em are

out.... tall 'em, you know. And uh - KIPATCH (ph) went

out.... like I told you, May 15. .. .talked. .. . Another

guy, a guy by the name of FREDDIE, told ED, the FBI

mentioned LEASH 's (CARL SILESIA) name as the contact

man . JACK probably goes down (?) - said the FBI

named LE"ASH as the contact man or an inbetwecn man

there. So naturally number one was that JERRY LEWIN

(ph) thing. Remember JERRY LEWIN was throwin' the bombs

there? The kid GROTCHMO (ph) told that Jew .

, Told him everything!
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SI: pid them guys buy RINNIE (ph) outa the saloon?

JACK: Thoy got the money - tho third - but they haven't got

the rest of tho money to set up the saloon. I spoke

to them 3 or 4 times and they can't get tho money up....

SI: asked me yesterday.

JACK: BE1INY asked me himself a couple weeks afio. They can pay

his interest.

SI: He loaned the kid 800.

JACK: He told me it was a G note.

ST: Ho borrowed it for 3 weeks - it's been over 3 months.

He's wonderin' if they sold the saloon - you know.

JACK: He asked me last week - they both told me about an hour

apart. MUGGSY (ph) told mo first then told me.

SI: (Inaudible)

JACK: Yeah, I know that - they gotta come up with 1300....

I hate like hell to go down there - there's a million

subpoenas. They're subpoenaing them guys all over, you

know?

SI: (Inaudible)

JACK: Don't even go in that Venice, JOE.

JOE: Oh, I haven't been there for two months.

JACK: I was there last week for tho first time....

JOE: I haven't been in there for over two months - DOTTIE

MILLER knows that - she said, ""Where have you been?"

I said, "I don't come around anymore."

JACK: They're going to hit JOHNNY, I guess. LITTLE BOOKSIE (ph)

got one.

SI: ....giving them to bartenders and everybody - storekeepers

everybody .

3
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JACK: Sure - they went out with two armful s. They got 'em

against DEMUS (JOSEPH COVELLO) and JOE PATERNO. JOE

PATERNO called up from Florida. He said, "Find out for

me" - he's anxious. (I said) "If I go down thore,

there's one against you and I." DEMUS and him.

SI: CORPUS (ph) told me his brother HYMIE seen 'em see him

stick his head out the door, you know. He seen and

KENNY - they were the guys giving them. out.

JACK: Sure, from the Prosecutor's Office.

SI: So he saw that they happened to see him stick his head

out, you know, so he made out he was coming out of the

joint. So they said "Hey - you there - what's your

name?" He said "GREGORY." And they said, "GREGORY?

Where's THE COUNT live?" (FNU) DE LEO)

JACK: I hear THE COUNT got ono.

SI: He got it already?

JOE: MICKEY FLYNN is stoppin' (ph) one. He's been callin' my

house .

r

SI: Oh, they got one for him?

JOE: Yeah.

JACK: Well, you see what happened to MICKEY FLYNN - these rat

_ when they got pinched they squealed their

heads off.

JOE: Yeah. (FLYNN said) "So, JOE, what shall I do?" I told

him, "Do nothin* , just act positive. The only thing,"

I said, "Acknowledge the phone call anyway.

JACK: That's a cute thing about these shines! MERV (ph - could

be BIRD) called my house today. Woke me up. That's

who's probably callin' you, JOE. - My wife was down the

cellar - didn't hear the phone. I pick the phono up -

it's him. I said, "Whaddya want?" He said, "Well, what

I got to say you can read between the lines." I said,

"Didn't you see PETE this morning?" He said, "Yeah."

I said, "Didn't he explain anything to you?" He said,
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"No." First he said he didn't see PETE then ho said he

saw him. He said, "Well, what I got to say you can read

between the.... I said, "I don't want to hoar a Goddamned

thing you got to say." I said, "I'll call you tonight

at supper time." He's a real pain.

SI: He's got one of the number drops.

JACK: Yeah.

SI: What is it? Is it a drop or just a writer's ?

JACK: No, it's a number drop.... That's what I think it is.

SI: They identified the guy already.

JACK: Yeah, they're positive apparently. But .

JOE: Who is it, white guy?

SI: Another Nigger!

JACK: (Still part of the story) "And what are they going to do

about it?" I said, "What the hell!" He's an aggravatin'

so and so. Yesterday afternoon I was with him.

SI: The guy only wants to know what they're going to do about

it! They ain't going to do nothin' right now! That's

what you can tell him. Till after this Grand Jury thing

is over. That's all that has to break out - something

like that.

JACK: He said, "Maybe I can give a guy a couple hundred to break

his legs." I said, "You ain't going to do nothing of the

sort!"

SI: You Just tell him to stay pat! Don't do a thing with this

Grand Jury investigation going on. That's all something

would have to break, like that.

JOE: This guy's gotta land in the hospital and then he says he

stuck up a number office and then.... Better off makin'

the guy disappear.

SI: (Contemplating the results of such action) He got beat

up off the mob or something oi maron!
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JOE: Let the guy disappear - he's bettor off.

SI: Tell him if he's ready to go to the chair if anything

happens, he can hit the guy....

JACK: He's the cause of me changing my last number and I'm

going to change this one hero now. He didn't call me

for a year.

JOE: The guy is like a leech! Ho wants everything his way.

JACK: It's always the same story - he says, "Can I have the

business by myself. Well, why can't I just tell these

guys they're out?" The same story, repeat, repeat,

repeat. I'm tellin' you that PETE must have some

patience to stomach this guy! I spoke to PETE last

week. He claims he's got money. I said the same thing.

SI: Sure he's got money,

JACK: He (the Negro) says, "Do you think SAL (ph) will give me

$1000? Get me a $1000 this afternoon."

JOE: Over the phone?

JACK: No - this is yesterday. He said, "I'll give it back in

30 days." Oh, I'll tell you - first he said, "Got a

$1000 from , you know, we'll give it back to him in

30 days." Whore are you going to get now? - this

is 11:30 in the morning. I said, "Ho won v t be here until

9 or 10:00 tonight." He said well, he can't use it tonight

he's gotta have it this afternoon. He said, "Do you mean

to tell mo you got nobody that yoxi can go get $1000 from?"

I said, "I got 100 guys I can go get $1000 from!"

SI: Why didn't you ask him how come he ain't got anybody he

can get it off of?

JOE: You know what he's waitin' for? He's a cruel S.O.B! He's

waiting for those kids fail on that restaurant, you know.

He's got the mortgage there, doesn't he? He was tellin'

me - they'll never make it! I think he's got the mortgage

on that place, the Steak House.

JACK:
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SI: No.

JOE: He's knocked out.

JACK: He didn't got homo till.... he must have got. home 8:00.

He took the wrong road.

JOE: Oh what a road I found yesterday, JACK, on my own. But

FRANKIE told me - you know. "Ninth (ph) - Soaview Avenue -

you see where the house. is? Go down to the light. Make a

right turn on Seaview Avo. Stay on Seaview Ave. - go right

.up - make a few turns then you find yourself right on

Tellshill (ph) Rd. - up on the top whore the golf course is.

JACK: That's right. FRANK was there in two minutes - you got

there in an hour.

JOE: No - I'll tell you what. The road I go down - down Island

Blvd. which we shouldn't have done. I cut right on

Seaview, made a few turns and I found myself right on top

of the golf course Then it's all downhill. Rcneuber

when you go downhill? Then you como to Forest Ave. I was

there in 10 minutes!

JACK: Yeah? Did you follow Swickley Blvd?

JOE: Yeah, go right across. I go....

SI: What made him change his mind, he ain't comin' homo?

(Referring to DE CARLO)

JACK: I didn't talk to him, SI. I talked to him at 12:00 and

when I spoke to you ho was on his.... it was all set with

him.

JOE: Maybe the weather?

JACK: Then I forgot a number home last night and I called FRAN

(DE CARLO) for the number. So she said GLORIA just called.

Don^t bother picking him up tomorrow - he's coming in

Thursday or Friday. That's all.

SI: He could have come the hell home and made his income tax

out. He got a complicated thing with all that interest

and everything. He only got till the 15th - Friday the

15th. ,

7
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JOE: Maybo he forgot about It, SI.

SI: Sure he forgot. I got mine made out. I just put it in

the mail this morning.

JOE explains that an unidentified female makes his

out and takos until Juno because she predates the chock. This

is somewhat vague; howovor, ho says, "She knows what drawer to

go in when they pull them out.1' (Could bo an Internal Rovenue

employee?) SI cautions JOE that she might get in an accident

or something and couldn't do it.

8 I ox
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UNITED STATES GC '.NMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEY/ARK (137-3514) datic: 4/24/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The following Is a transcription of information

furnished by captioned informant during the night of 4/13/61,

and early morning of 4/14/61. WILLIAM REGA (SI), FRANK

RUGGIERI and JOE POLVERINO are present.

SI: I'm going to have some time down there tomorrow without

a lawyer.

JOE: You're going without a lawyer?

SI: He's got to be in court all day.

JOE: Couldn't you have the appointment postponed? >

SI: They wouldn't stand for it. They think they're going

to get me down, there and start talkin' and say things

I ain't supposed to say. Well I ain't sayin* nothin' .' . . . .

I know what's gonna happen - just what they want to happen.

They're gonna get aggravatin' and I'm gonna start hollarin'.

JOE: I don't know if it would do any good - that follow I

introduced you guys to at PAT PAPALERNfs (ph) daughter's

wedding - PIC PICCERO (ph) - I went to school with him.

FRANK: TIPPY (FRANK BELIZZIE) one of his accounts - he's a

bookmaker rather, he lays off with TIPPY - his brother's

the head guy in Jersey City.

SI: They can't do nothin'.

FRANK: Can't do nothin', huh? 7 J>3~/ty'3y

SI: If it was anybody but me... You know they got my file

marked with a big red "R" ...That means "hands off" -

nobody can touch anything or do anything with that case

I offered to trim it down. They said "We don't want to do

anything with this kind of people" I wouldn't mind if

I owed that kind of money. It's a trumped-up case! They

can't prove where I bought a slice of bvead! They charge

me with 40,000 dollars a year living.

JPW:beh
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JOE: 40,000?

SI: Yeah, It's up to mo to prove that I don't live on 40,000.

So how do you think they want me to provo It? You gotta

go to the butcher, the baiter, the grocery store, everybody

else! These birds changed the law. The burden of

proof used to be on the government before - now it's on

the taxpayer.

SI: This year I filed on 16,500. They're liable to say "You

don't need that 13,000 to live on. You can keep 3,000

and live on that. You're nothin' but a 'hood." If you file

your tax propei3y - you don't have to pay thon nothin'.'

JOE: No?

SI; You could owe them the money. They grab everything that

belongs to you anyway. Next year I'll file on 9,000.

I'll owe them a couple of Gs on it. Tell 'em I ain't got

it. Put it on my account!

(The logic here is elusive.)

2 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) »atk: April 26, 1961

.from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: nk 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant reported that ANGELO DE CARLO

(RAY) returned from Florida during the evening of 4/17/61.

Also present were WILLIAM REGA (SI), PETE (LNU) (LANDUSCO?) ,

ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) and FRANK RUGGIERI .

The group discussed a piece of pending legislation

affecting rules of criminal procedure. RAY, apparently reading

from something said, "Comprehensive Federal Evesdropping Bill".

The consequences of such a law were noted. Few details were

available to the informant^ but it appeared that RAY and his

associates do not believe the measure will pass.

* * *

Although details wero sketchy, the informant

believed that RAY and SI discussed the case of the unidentified

Negro who operates a numbers drop. This subject was mentioned

before by ANTHONY SANTOLI and SI.

RAY: How are they doin'? Are they still winning money with

the numbers? IRVING (PH) still wants it back and all?

SI: Oh yeah, he still wants it back hollering

"What are you gonna do, what are they gonna do?"

RAY: Tell him, "Why don't you go and do something, you dirty

so & so." Never mind what are we gonna do about it.'

SI: What can you do with this investigation? That's all you

need

RAY: That's right. They'd say, "This guy got hit because

of the numbers racket."

JPW : kvw
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RAY mentions that he has an appointment the follow

ing day at 2 P.M. at the Red Apple. SI furnished directions

for travel. (Rt. 46) JACK PANELS was to drive RAY to the Red

Apple,

* * *

In connection with this meeting, SI remarked that he

had urged LOUIE COKE ( LOUIS DE BENEDETTO) to make the appoint

ment for Wednesday instead of Tuesday. SI also mentioned the

name HARRY, but the informant could not state whether the

meeting was with HARRY SOUL or not. SI stressed some sort of

deadline (4 or 5 days) for a decision on the matter which

was to be discussed at the meeting.

RAY: I already told you the thing was no good. I asked

somebody else down there - I was talking to JIMMY

BLUE-EYES - he says a couple of people out in Vegas

don't like the guys that own this motel. They won't

let them build it any bigger, they won't even let

them fix it.

SI: If the thing was any good

RAY: They're out there - they want to get it. wants

to buy it. But they won't give him tho permiss ion to

build. He said the dining room is beautiful - the

gambling room is beautiful but the rooms are terrible.

And they say in order to have a place down there you

got to have at least 300 rooms for the people to live

in - so they'll get up and play the machines and get

you off the nut.

SI: But if the joint was any good

RAY: Sure - well NICK KELLY, I spoke to NICK KELLY out there.

NICK told me the joint needs to be renovated. It

would be a good joint if you can gt the O.K. to build

300 rooms on it. And renovate the rooms that's there.

* * *

SI reported to RAY that EDDIE has taken it upon

himself to loan out money which he was holding for the

operation of a game. SI accused him of shylocking with this
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money but EDDIE claimed it was out merely because some

players had had losses which they could not cover immediately.

RAY was quite annoyed at this and said that JOE is the only

reliable one "over there" and he should have been holding the

money. EDDIE has about $11,000 out.

* * *

SI told RAY that several days last week he noticed

the same car with two guys sitting in it across the street

facing toward the barn. He said they were there again on

4/17/61, at about 1 P.M.. SI said he went to the barber's

in the afternoon and from there to meet EDDIE in Newark,

but when he returned the car was no longer there. SI described

the car as black and looked like a Ford. FRANKIE suggested

that SI obtain the license number and check it out. SI

disparaged this saying that in the past they havo submitted license

numbers to be checked to no avail. Thoy are told they are

official numbers and that's the end of it. SI advises

everyone to simply take it for granted that they are being

watched. RAY says, "They're on everybody. They're dow in

Florida."

SI: Oh, what they're doing to that JOE BAYONNE

driving him crazy duration.

RAY: What, the FBI?

SI: The income tax. That's what they're going to try to

nail everybody on. They got 6 guys like JERRY

said.

* * *

RAY has apparently not done his incomo tax yet.

SI said when he was there (4/14/61) ho told thom that RAY

was expected in any day during the following week. He

suggests that RAY call up and ask for an extension. Apparently

referring to RAY's tax:

SI: That 3700 from the Martinique down there - you can't

use that anymore.

RAY: NO? Why? ^

1 \oi
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SI: That's only a thousand a year - two years is 2700 .....

I deducted a thousand and something for taxes I paid

for JESSIE. The interest was $1034.

RAY: I gotta find out if I can pay capital gains before I

collect the money?

SI: If I was you I'd call them the first thing in the morning

down there.

RAY: Do- you have the number? I'll go down there Monday or

Wednesday anyway.

SI: I filed on 16,500

* * *

PETE explains to RAY that there are two rival

factions of colored bookies who are causing trouble in his

area. Details were not available to the informant due to

extreme interference.

* * *

SI related to RAY his experiences at his Internal

Revenue appearance. Again, details wore impossible to obtain.

It was the informant's impression that REGA is $90,000 in

tax arrears and has offered to settle for $35,000 which he

says he can borrow from his friends who would like to see

him out of trouble.

* * *

RAY asked SI if JERRY and AUGIE were still working

"over ther" . SI said they were but that JERRY is going to

quit. RAY said TOBY is over at RICCIO's (PH).

* * *

During the early morning hours, SI had been having

a private talk with RAY which was terminated when SI called

FRANKIE ever to explain his troubles.

SI: The week before last they had a bad week. They lost

6700 and last 233k 2900. .

' V 1 69
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FRANK: The weok before 6724 and

RAY: What's the matter with you? Thirty-two thousand and

you're down ten thousand? You were ahead thirty-two

something - don't tell me what you wore ahead.1

FRANK: Yeah but we had four losers a day (explanation

inaudible) Monday we went back up again to 92.

But last Monday, what did I say it was, 8,000?

RAY: How are you doin' this week?

FRANK: Today '11 be 2833. But that ain't too good for a Monday,

RAY.

RAY: You got all the weekly stuff eh?

They all agreed that Monday, with the weekly play,

should be much better. FRANKIE goes on to comjiiin about some

phase of the business based on some information he had

received from TIPPY (FRANK BELIZZIE) and MICKEY (PASQUALE?).

Details were not available.

RAY: We're doaling with tiis guy how long - is it a year?

And we're ahead 25,000?

FRANK: It'll be a year pretty soon that I'm with you - it

must be year - sure. Next month - May - it'll be a

year that I'm with you, so it must be a year.

RAY: See if this guy wants to give you 300 a week, he can

have the whole thing for himself Toll HARRY (PH)

RAY said do you want to give him 300 a week and keep

the whole play and do what you want with it

might as well make it by 200 's and have no headaches

whether we win or lose. (To PETE) You wanta be in the

number business - we'll sell you 50% of our business

for 300 a week. How much do you book a week, FRANKIE?

FRANK: Well, last week we grossed, a slow week - 23,532.

RAY: You can have 50% for 300 a week. Hell, it's a good

business. It's all established for you. Ya want it?

PETE: Too big for me.'
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RAY: Whet fits you? You got a $10 expansion. You don't

bet over $10.00. You hold $10.00 on a number, the

best you can get hit is 5-6,000. What are you worried

about? You'd have a 12-13,000 businoss for 300 a week.

Put somebody over there - who you want to watch it.

With this guy, he's over there in the office. You

could make money off the deal if you're interested

and would take care of it. We don't take care of it

or nothin*. We don't know what's goin' on over there

You'll never got that kind of play in the

brothars (PH) - 22,000 a week.

PETE: Yeah but the worry.' And the nut.'

RAY: What's our nut here a week? 1700 a week? Hell, with

23,000 a week you're supposed to win about 3,000.

1700 out you're still doin' 1500 a week.

PETE: How do you figure? - 10 dollars a number?

RAY: Whaddya mean 10 a number - 10 is all you can hold on

all the numbers.' The whole of thom put together.We don't hold over $10.00 - we chart our play.

RAY aks FRANKIE where their losses came from and

FRANKIE replied from a runner named PETE THE HERB (PH - he

spelled the H-E-R-B). "He got 540 for his 5.00. He had

10.5) straight and 1.50 in a box." RAY couldn't understand

the name so FRANKIE explained that his name is PETE and

they got him through HERB IE that owns the delicatessen.

RAY: How long they got this guy?

FRANK: (inaudible)

RAY: Oh yeah?

SI: Did he ever hit ya before?

PETE: Not like that, no. Like last week he won again - but

RAY: How much does he turn 5.n to you?

1 (IS
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FRANK: About 5 to 600 a day. (PH)

RAY: Does he ever get $10.00 worth of play a day.

FRANK: He's got a $5.00 limit. Last week he won again

maybe 40 or 50 dollars.

* * *

1
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 5/2/61

FROM, : SA BILLIE D. WILLIALS

subject:
NIC 2251—C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant reported on 4/18/61 that DE CARLO, WILLIAM

REGA, and JACK PANELS were present at DE CARLO's office on that

day. These Individuals were discussing the recent lie detector

test taken by Ensex County Prosecutor's detective Lt. LEON

NEIDORF. All three agreed that NEIDORF made a mistake in

exposing himself to the test, and DE CARLO described him as a

fool for doing so. PANELS stated that the worst that could

happen to NEIDORF for refusing to take the test would be that

he would lose his "star." . j,

REOA at tha£ point turned to a discussion of the

Essex County gambling probe and stated that "LORDI is dying

to nail JOHNNY RUDO (ph)." REGA then mentionod something

about Hoboken and also mentioned something about money in that

area. He stated that "JACK O'BRIEN is on the lam." (REGA

appeared to be in the background, and his statements were

inaudible for the most part.)

DE CARLO then instructed PANELS to call up an individual

whose name informant did not hear and to have that individual get

in touch with BCBBY MANNA and to have MANNA come to DE CARLO's

office on the following evening.

DE CARLO further instructed PANELS that "When the game

opens again on Friday night, get all that money off him and hold

it. If they want to lend out money, tell them to bring in their

own money."

Informant reported that CARL SILESIA then entered the

office and stated that the previous night he had a discussion

with JIMMY DEL MAURO. SILESIA stated "I asked him if there was

a subpoena out for me, and I called you, v/ould you tell me, and

be said no."

Later on during the same day, MILTON PARNESS and

DE CARLO were together at the office, and DE CARLO instructed

BDWraasC^^ y
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PARNESS to settle the $25,000 debt that ho had incurred within

the next t;wo days. DE CARLO said that if this were not taken

care of he would call all interested parties together and settle

the matter himself.

PARNESS and DE CARLO then entered into a discussion

of DE CARLO's associates who were planning to join the Scotch

Plains Country Club. DE CARLO again mentioned the name "BILLY BOY"

as one of the individuals who intended to join the club. DE CARLO

Inquired of JACK PANELS as to the correct name of "BILLY BOY," and

PANELS replied WILLIAM DOMINICK.

2
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 5/2/61

prom : SA BILLIE D.- WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The informant reported on 4/19/61 that DE CARLO,

SILESIA, JOS POLVERINO, and WILLIAM REGA v/oro together at

DE CARLO' G office. POLVERINO explained to DE CARLO that

DE CARLO's appointment was off for that evening and that the

individual whom he was supposed to meet would be available any

time Friday (4/21/61). DE CARLO agreed to meet with the

Individual and instructed POLVERINO that the meeting should

take place at 8:00 p.m. at MONK's apartment. In discussing

the location of MONK's apartment, one of the Individuals stated

that it was only 2& minutes away from DE CARLO's office and

that it was located on Broad Street.

POLVERINO then asked SILESIA how long he was down

there (Miami Beach), and SILESIA replied 27 days.

Later on during that day DOTTIE (LNU) appeared- at^

DE CARLO's office, and from the conversation it appeared that

DOTTIE, who until recently worked at JOHNNY RUDO's (ph) restaurant,

is no longer employed there. DE CARLO stated that he could getV- .

DOTTIE a job at AUGIE's in Union City. DOTTIE at that point V'*»*f*c

related an instance while working at RUDO's restaurant she -j,iMj£#*i

received a telephone call from a man who refused to identify -w^*

himeelf . The man instructed DOTTIE to "tell JOHNNY this is a

friend and tell him I said the FBI is in town." DOTTIE stated

that she related that message to RUDO. DE CARLO reacted to

that statement as follows: "The FBI is in town. When in the

hell are they out of town."

DE CARLO then stated that he felt that the law wanted

to "nail JOHNNY on those bonds."

At that point REGA called out to STUDS CAPRIO and

instructed him to go out and telephone LITTLE JOE at Humboldt

2-5632 and arrange for a meeting within the next day or so. He

stated that they could neet at "MUGSEY's (ph) at 7:00 or 7:30

that night or any. time the following day at LITTLE JOE's

convenience He told STUDS to tell LITTLE JOE that "RAY wants

to see him too." I MZJLzteL^L,
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DE CARLO then related that the previous evening

from 6:30 to 0:10 he had boon at the office of his accountant,

JACK KIRSCH, in order to fill out his income tax return.

DE CARLO stated that his return for this year v/ould show no

capital gains but will rofloct that he won $21,000 at Monmouth

Park Race Track. REGA indicated that the sane individual had

assisted him with his income tax return. Both DE CARLO and

REGA exprosoed ploasuro at the way KIRSCH had handled the

matter, and DE CARLO indicated that they should send KIRSCH

a desk clock inscribed "From RAY and SI."
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 5/2/61

from : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant reported on 4/21/61 that STUDS CAPRIO

and DE CARLO were togethor at DE CARLO's office on that date.

STUDS reported to DE CARLO that in view of the fact that there

is a $2,000 judgment outstanding against him (STUDS) he is

going to register a truck under JOE CROAT's name. DE CARLO

at that point instructed STUDS that each week v/hen the bananas

come in STUDS is to call "MONK's daughter-in-law" to make sure

that she gets whatever amount of bananas she needs. j /.'„J;C

At that point an individual entered the office, and

DE CARLO greeted him as LOU BRADY and asked what was on his

mind. Most of the conversation was inaudible, but it was

obvious to the informant that BRADY had come to DE CARLO for the

purpose of getting some money. DE CARLO was entirely unsympathetic

and told BRADY that he was wasting his time. BRADY indicated that

he is currently out on $25,000 bond and mentioned that he had been

arrested in Texas. DE CARLO suggested that BRADY go to SWAT (ph)

MULLIGAN for his money inasmuch as BRADY had long been associated

with MULLIGAN. DE CARLO stated "You never made money for me."

DE CARLO then admonished BRADY that "When you first started, you

said that if you did anything in Cuba I was going to be in on it,

but I never heard any more about it after you did get in. You

were right here when you said it. You said RAY, I'm going to

Cuba, and if I get anything you're going to be in on it. You,

SWAT, and POAGY."

The informant then reported the following conversation

between BRADY and DE CARLO:

BRADY: I've got $2 per bag to work with for sugar. I'll

take as much as 100 bags a week. All I need is a

place whore it can be picked up. Whatever price

goes, I've got $2 a bag to work with.

DE CARLO: I don't know whose bootlegging right now. I'll find

out. How can I get in touch with you, through FRANKIE?

There's only one outfit working that I know of around

Bayonne somewhere. ./jZ't^'/ ^ '.
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BRADY: - They will make their own pickups.

DE CARLO: You make your own deal and do it with FRANKIE.

The informant reported that later on during the

evening of 4/21/61 he was able to ascortain that the following

individuals were at The Barn and entored into tho conversations

from time to timo: DE CARLO, JACK PANELS, RED KUGEL, CHARLIE,

and LUCKY. DE CARLO at one point made the statement that

"BUNCHY (GRANT) is coming out here at 7 or 8 o'clock tomorrow

night."

Informant then reported the following conversation

between DE CARLO and LUCKY:

DE CARLO: That ABIE COHEN is doing very good in Florida.

LUCKY: Did you see him?

DE CARLO: No, but people told me he's doing vory good. He's

with GEORGIE GORDON from Cleveland. I wonder how he

got with him—through JERRY CATENA I guess.

LUCKY: They have the Bolita down there.

DE CARLO then mentioned an individual named BILL whom

he described as a bartender at the Green Grove at Asbury Park.

He stated that this individual had beaten TIPPY for $27,000 on

the horses. DE CARLO indicated that he had made considerable

money on the horses, betting with other bookmakers. One of the

individuals present Identified the person as BILL FRALEY and

stated that he either works or hangs out at tho Stagecoach on

Route 35. It was agreed that RED KUGEL would go down to see

this individual and attempt to gain his confidonco. KUGEL

was to describe himself as "a friend of RAY's" and was to toll

FRALEY that RAY is a partner of TIPPY' s. KUGEL was to attempt

to get FRALEY to place horse bets through him, and KUGEL would

then bet whatever amounts of FRALEY 's money that ho was able to

place. It was agreed by all that in case FRALEY picked any

winners he would not be paid off.
>

JACK PANELS then stated that he was to be at DEEM's (ph)

at 10:00 a.m. the following morning. He stated that he was to

meet TOM SULLIVAN there.

\
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Very late during the evening of 4/21/61 the informant

reported that the television xta.3 on at DE CARLO's office and

that it was difficult to identify individuals who were gathered

at DE CARLO's office. Tho informant, however, reported the

following three statements by DE CARLO which may help to identify

some of these persons : ^ ^ w c.\. ^t Jt. / , 3 '"JjiH

1. "Here TOM, bring these home to GLORIA."

2. "TOXYO will play with you (pool)."

3. "Hey MONK, that JIMMY has that apartment for you."

DE CARLO then Btated to MONK that JIMMY DEL MAURO had

an apartment lined up for him and asked him what he was going

to do with two apartments. MONK stated "I'll keop the other one

as an ace in tho hole. I mean, if you want to give this one up

at any time." DE CARLO replied "Take it. Get in touch with

JIMMY tomorrow. Take it and let PANELS have it, and when you

want it you can get it. Call JIMMY tonight. JIMMY DEL MAURO,

Summer Avenue he lives."

Informant reported that JACK PANELS entered the office

at approximately 11:00 p.m. and reported the following conversa

tion between DE CARLO and PANELS:

DE CARLO: This is the last night LEASH is going to work over

there. (Believed to refer to the crap game on Staten

Island.)

PANELS: Did BOCCADIO (ph) got in touch with you? No, huh.

DE CARLO: Do you know what's been happening Down Nock? They

got a game down there, $200 limit. This NICKY FLYNN

has got 40% of it, and LEASH has got half of him.

The ice is only $100 a month. So they give 10% to

the guy running the joint each night they win.

PANELS: Inaudible.

DE CARLO: It's a hell of a game. He was stuck $16,000 and got

even in two nights, that NICKY FLY1TN. The game goes

to 5 or 6 in the morning. I told him (LEASH) starting

tomorrow night you tell NICKY FLYNN we've got 30%."

IS
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The informant roportod that up to that point DE CARLO

had been playing pinochle with LUCKY and TOKYO. It appeared at

one point that DE CARLO referrod to one of those individuals as

GEORGE.

4





UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWAUK (137-3514) datb: May 6, 19Gl

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

*A III . QjX

Informant reported the following conversation

between, RAY DE CAKLO and one OSCAR (first cousin of U. S.

Congressman PETER RODINO) on 4/2D/61.

RAY: I heard (that last night you were panning ADDONIZIO and

RODINO. tyow we want to beat CAREY - don't pan them

guys. TONY BOY told me that you told him that the

reason you couldn't do it is because too many people

would lose their jobs. JOE told me there's only 11

Jobs out of 90 votes and you wouldn't lose them because

its politics. You vote for anybody you want and the

next day it's all over regardless of who you vote for.

OSCAR: First of all HUGHIE ADDONIZIO's name wasn't mentioned.

Now pr/rE^JlOpiNOj ^he's my. first cousin and he said if

you vote for DENNYnCTTIlEY^torabrrow"night that will be

the last thing you ever do as chairman. He said that

in ;the presence of all my leaders. Now I'm not in

love with CAREY, I think he's a louse. They were

so interested in EGAN but all they had to do was

to combine 2 wards together - my ward and this ward

and we could get control of all the ward. I've got

to vote for CAREY, I'm pledged to him.

RAY: CAREY double crossed me, TONY DOY and everybody. We

gave him plenty of money and wo didn't got one thing

from him. A lot of it was TONY BOY's money. He never

produced one thing he promised. The only favors we

ever got were off HUGHIE and RODINO. Any favor we over

wont to them two guys for we got it right away. I gave

CAREY the money myself and he tried to pass the rumor

that LITTLE JOE stole $10,000 of it. CAREY says I'm

a hoodlum, LITTLE JOE is a hoodlum, TONY BOY, JERRY

CATENA and GENE are hoodlums but he takes our money.

BDW : kvw
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OSCAR: I've got 26 loaders which I control, I'll have

them vote fox EGAN but I'll have to voto for CAREY

because I'm pledged. I'll go meet LITTLE JOE and

whatever I can do you got my word of honor I'll

do it. RAY, I'm sorry if I hurt your feelings in

any way and I want to do the right thing.

f





date: 5/5A'l

from : SA ROBERT D. LEE

subjecting 22'jX-C*

On 4/22/61 the above-captioned informant furnished the

following information' relative to n conversation botwoon

AH'GELO (KAY) BE CA^LO, TONY BOY BOIARDO and CHARLIE (LNU):

C; When did you sec him last?

R: Whcf?

C: Hughie.

R: Hughie Addonizio?

C: Check!

R: I haven't seen him since before I went away.

C: Remember we sat down.

R: That's right.

R: Did you get hit the other day with the numbers?

C: Yeah.

R: We got. hit with that 829 but that other number 158

or something like that—we got hit $12. We charted

for $10. but then we audited them.

C: £12. About 6 or 7 thousand?

R: We'll have to hustle. We had $22,000 last month.

We're down to $24,000.

C: Is' that bad?

R: What? Drop down '$8,000 in 3 weeks?

C: Today it may be up to 328 ,000.

R: Wei], I don't know what it's going to be after this

week. Even with the hits and all, I'd say it flay be

down to 20 afterwards. Unless we get hit another day.

: These damn numbers. I don't know. I told them, I

said "Give me 300 a week" No, not with Irving-that ' s

0)
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different, v/e get $700 a wock for that. I'm

interested in one in Union City. Believe mo— I don't

know or don't care what they do os long a?; thoy give

lose.

C: That's a good deal.

R: Oh, it's down. But these niggers sticking up. runner."..

They stuck up Provadeo (ph)—they stuck up other guys,

an office. Soe, if Red was out of the can--- the kid

thats got our numbers—he knows all the niggers.

. He's got niggers floating. He'd know the niggers

and then he could look out for them. They know who

this guy is.

C: I got his name and address in my pocket.

R: If we could get ahold of to go up and tell him.

Alright, you, if you keep bothering these runners,

we'll bury you. That's all. Give Maris (ph) 1*200.

C: inaudible

R: I don't mind hitting them after now- up. at Walgrens.

I ain't worried about him now- Mara's one of the

Tightest guys that ever was.

0; He is. He was up with Jack the other night. Did you

see that G.ino got another subpoena?

R: Yeah, why another one? I don't remember the grand

jury questioning you twice.

C: Di Falco (ph) was in there yesterday.

R: He took the 5th, didn't he-Gino?

C: Yeah.

R: Well, what the hell they want him for again now?

C: Must be something new they're going to ask him that

he can't take the 5th on.

R: How about Scurese?

me my money every week. I don't care if they win or





R: Scuresc, I hear they got a out on income tax?

No, Subpoena? Somebody wa« telling me tho other day

they had a warrant out Tor him.

R: Let's see, I got an appointment Monday (s'\/2l\/(,i)

over al tho' golf course in Dnglcwuod with Zotto (ph)

and them guys from Now York. Monday night We'll get

ahold of Little Joe. We'll meet h.im hero or some

place.

C: The election's Tuesday night.

R: Oh Tuesday's the election?

C: Yeah, Monday he won't be able to come down.

R: He stays at the hotel. He don't even go home. His

wife says he's so busy with the election.

C: Inaudible

R: Well, I wouldn't see Corey until after the election.

C: Maybe that might upset him.

R: You can always con him about who you were with. V/hy

didn't you send for us? What's the matter with you?

We. didn't know if you wanted us. And then if he wins,

We tell him you know we're always with you.

I didn't declare myself.

C: So that's what he thinks about you and me—that we're

with Little Joe.

R: -Well, we don't tell him nothing. V/e wait 'til after

the election and—

C: No. Durkin called this morning. Durkin called this

mor;iing--I can't duck him, Ray.

R: Well, then you go and see him.

C; I'll tell him what do you want?

R: Hey Carey, you know that Lordi has this investigation.

You never sent for me then and said I can do this

for you with Lordi.

C: Inaudible. jr





A discussion of Carey and Komoy followed. Presumably

Kenney is John Kenney, Hudson County Democratic

Leader* Ray said he was with Kenney for two hours

recently and Kenney told him not to trust Carey,

that he was a no-good drunk, a name dropper, and that

the (jirl in his office knows everything that goes on.- -

She will bury him one of these days. Little Joe can^/^

be trusted all the wuy, though. Don't worry about

Joe. Never talk to Carey on the phone. **ita McNair

or McKab, Grroy's secretary, listens jn on every

conversation.- -

T; — told me for a fact that told me that Bryan

and Dom-whenever they split commission I

don't know who he means by that.

R: Oh, for the whole commission, lie couldn't be aiming

for the whole commission, and wouldn't let

them,

T: In other words instead of saying Andrew or me maybe

he's saying the commission. In other words Jerry is

claiming he's hot now.

R: He don't want to go to no meetings. He hasn't been to

a meeting of the commission he's head of. He's

supposed to meet them on a Sunday. Jimmy Jluo Eyes

said he was supposed to be there on'a Sunday and he

said he never showed. _ .

T: You know, I thought I saw you, Ray at Down Neck

R: That's all right. I want you to say you saw me. Who

does he think he is? The more you see me—the more

I see .you—that's very good.

C: Oh good! Because I was thinking about .

R: " No—See, this worries him and his brother and that's

good. But we're so close that

C: Oh they know that-—they know that

T: They know that ^ gyfi

.o 1
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C: Look, we gotta atari; something with Tony, we got

trouble with Ray 'a crow. We start something with

him we ;;ot trouble with Tony.

Listen, (inaudible)

R: I would let him know you aeon rne today. It seems

we're pretty palsy, wo get together. We're pretty

friend^ly.

C; I seen Hersh (ph) calib Hay the other day.

R: I don't care if we talk. I don't care if we shoot

pool together—that's all.

C: Oh, he knows I come up here. He says, "Be careful."

Jerry—I looked at him like this.

R: That's right.

6: and said the hell with you, malfan (ph)

T: Oh, great!

R: He don't want that job no more than the man in the

moon! But he's gotta keep it—you know why he wants

to keep it. Because he figures if someone else becomes

boss then the boss can turn to him and say, "How many

points you got? 30 points from all the joints? Well,

15 we need for the boys.". That's the only reason

why he wants to keep it because he knows the boss can

do that to him. Where does he figure to have 30

points—that means 30 G's a month. Does he need that

much money to live on. 30 points? Maybe he's got

50, maybe he got 70. who knows. Franks piece of the

Tropicana—that had to go to somebody. Pranks pieces

in the other joint.;, Abo's pieces, where did they

go now?

T: Hey, did you see fehat Lordi did, to Le Fera?

R: What did he do? Has he been to him?





T: He goes on account of Johnny. Johnny's been with

him 16 yours.

R: Johnny who?

T: Johnny Pussy

R: Oh, Johnny Pussy—Big Pussy

T: He says How do you feci—hiring a murderer? Joe

LaPera says He's my friend and that happened when

he' was a young man-17 or 18 years old. Don't you

think' v/c should help people?

R: Joe's a pretty smart fellow.

T: He says "what do you think of the Boiardos' now?

Joe says "I think more of them now than I did be

fore." He said, "what—with all this mess?

Joe says "I don't see no' mess—I don't see nothing. "

Lordi said "what have they got over you?" Joe said

"what do you mean over me? They're my friends and

they're friendly with me. He said " Did they compel

you to put Johnny to work?" (inaudible)

R: What—has there been some trouble with the family?

T: Joe LaFera's brother-in-law had a fight with Kate

Catena and theres trouble between the families.

That's why I don't drag my wife along all the time.

R: That's right—I don't hardly take Fran anyplace.

Tomorrow night I'm taking her to Jimmie Higgin's

kids wedding.

T: Oh yeah.

R: Yeah— 'Cause Jimmy Higgin's and my wife got real

friendly.

T: Who's getting married?

Ri Jimmy Higgin's son.

C: Listen, Joe Paterno might be there. Would you do ne

a favor?
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Rt

C:

Hi

C:

T:

R:

T:

R:

T:

Yeah, he'll be there.

Tell him that Mike's been out. What 'a the set up

on that money for Tony Gobies?

He owes Tony Gobies money?

»

Yeah— ( unci ear—appears Joe P. owes rioney to

Gobies but Mike went good for it and Joe is to pay

Mike (LNUV

Tony was in Florida for 3 weeks staying at the Dunes.

I was with Tony Gobies there the day I left. Let's

hope he gets it.

(inaudible)

What do you think —Jerry won't sit in the car with

me?

(Reference to Jerry Catena and Ray asked if they

thought there was a mike in the car. No response

audible. Jerry apparently told Tony the Essex County

Grand Jury was going to be completed soon.

So he said tell Ray that he knows it's going to be

over but' he didn't know if there was a subpoena

there. I can't stomach his brother at all—Jerry I

can stomach a little because he never took me too

much but this other rat, I can't even stomach him".

But these guys, they're brothers, Rny.

Yeah, but I hear Gene gives me many a bad break.

Gene would take anybody, even his brother. If you

ever hung around with Gene for 3 months you gotta

dislike him. You gotta hate him. Jerry's the man

supposed tobe better than everybody else. He

wouldn't even talk to guys like old Starr(ph) and

Stuts-'-they're scum to him. Only guys that mean .

anything to him are the big guys—The Caporegima-

The Bosses.





Say, listen, on this Durkin—it's not paid although

I paid him a little. I'll get the money from Meyer(ph)

So when's Mike and them gonna get the money-a v/eek?

a nice guy. Mo, Mike will make him pay.

(inaudible) Yeah, yeah ho will.

The deal war, made for 03000. This man kepb all hin

with him. Did his part on the Job. He wants J.

They gave him 2. He don't care what happened—

that's the man got fined. You know, I said,

He's still got 5 or 6 years on parole. These lawyers

can beat you.

Sure, they can louse approval up.

Durkin asked the other night if you were back yet.

I saw him the other night with an Irish priest from

St. Dominicks. I bought him a drink.

The priest?

Yeah

That's all right—it's good to know those guys.

Yeah—You know he said—I can't believe all that

stuff they've been writing about you guys in the paper.

He said it right in front of some lawyer and some

other people.

Those priests know we got better hearts than all of

them. We got better class. We don't chase each

Others wives and girls. Durkin, he's a good man, a

real investigator. I tell, you, if I ever needed

an investigation, he's the guy I'>d get. When Vito

sent him to Las Vegas, he'd find out things, that guy.

And he looks like a real hick, you know.

Gussie is away-as soon as she pops up, 1111 get the

money.

You should have said- Yeah, girnme it if you want tobe
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T: Remember when Ham and 1 told you

R: Joe Kinney, the detective?

T: Yeah, he wanted to talk to you about A stand-

up cuy.

Discussion re Joe Kinney wanting to get on the

payroll—got to produce—don't mind paying.

Re Durkin Vegas

Re Joe Kinney

C: Jerry was a little bit

R: He didn't say he wants to see me or anything, did

he?

C: He said he's going to see you at the Boot.

R: That phoney. You know what Jerry says to Si—I

told you about a month ago, when I was away. You

tell Ray we got to get a spot so I can meet him

about once a month and let him know what's going on.

He wants to tell me what's going on and he wants to

tell some nigger.

C: He's telling me about the trouble we're having with

the situation. I said Jerry we got a lot of trouble

here ourselves. Watch your family here, I told him.

R: what'd he say about the

C: In a lot of trouble.

R« Oh

C: The gal that killed a pretty tough kid.

T; Whosis tells him Bud Glass (ph) and they had him

down there awhile, you know. The trouble was

brewing. I told Glass, you bum, stop telling people

what you've done. He says, Oh f can trust you.

I said don't tell me, I says, Glass, you know these

kids are good bangmakers. Someday maybe you're

gonna get the contract to kill him.' I wouldn't kill

Ml





he says, I don't give a damn if it's orders. I

said, Don't talk like- that you 3tupid . These

kids, let them do it themselves.

C: I told Jerry, Timmy Murphy is giving out with the

bull that he ain't talked to Joe Pecora in 2 months.

He's got 30% of this deal with us. So he had to

talk to him. We got the joint 7-8 years. Pecora-

Joe Pecora put the picket lino on. I said to Jerry

Gene got worried about this. Now will you remind

him of this Jerry.

R: They didn't take the picket line away yet?

C: No, Jerry said they didn't want to get involved.

I said Jerry you got $0% of this deal unless you

don't want to—well take it all, I told him.

R: That's good

C: I've got to talk up to that guy. You know, he

thinks he's conning me.

R: Let him talk. But you gotta let him know you're

no fool.

C: He's asking me—that Lordi

He said Pete, what did you hear? What did I hear?

I can't hear nothing. Lordi don'b talk to me. He

didn't send me no report.

R: He's in his brother's joint 2-3 nights a week.

Today they're there too.

C: They're there today, I know.

R: Oh, was you there?

C: No, but I get the rundown.

R: He don't want to meet you in his brother's joint—

it might make the joint hot? They won't come up

here you know. He won't even let' Coca Cola come

up here to meet me.

I1: They don't come around much anyplace.

R: They won't come here even. I says why don't you

meet me here? Meet you there—jeez I get told where

to meet you. In other word3, don't me.t him up there.

r3"
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So I meet hin in the bowling alley. I said what's

the matter Johnny, do they think the Colonial Inn

is cold and we're hot? Who- the hell are you

kidding, you bums. What do you think the Colonial

Inn ain't as hot as this joint. You kidding people—

what the hell they know who we are and who you are

and who everybody else is.

T: (Inaudible) asked Pete if Jerry had said anything

to him—

R: Why the hell doesn't he ask me? He don't want no

part of me—him or his brother. You know what Vito

told me—I'll tell you—he said Ray, if anytMng

ever happens, you have an argument—hit the two of

them. Don't hit one, hit the both of them. That's

what Vito told me and Si.

T;_ Right. You know this guy, he dies when he sees us

together and knows we're so friendly. Oh, he dies.

This worries him. With Ray's mob and this mob, he's

got all the bums.

R: Yeah

T; Who has he got—he's got nobody—who's he got with

any guts—he's got one gu#.

R: That kid up there—what's his name

ammy,Lou and Bobby--and Pete, he's away—he's gob

guts.

R: Now who else has he got around that's got guts-Joe

Peck- Timmy Murphy-he can shove them. Johnny Coca

Cola—they tflink he's nuts. Jerry said he's sorry

he made Joe Peck, he's sorry he made Timmy Murphy,

sorry he maCe Johnny Coca Cola., I said , Sorry,

*

what are you sorry about. Johnny ain't a bad kind.

But they make him bad because the way they treat

him. They abuse him. Jerry doesn't abuse him, but

Gene,

3>





T:

R:

Gene poisons Jerry's mind.

Oh yeah. You know one night we're coming back in

the car from DingBats afber seeing Vito and you know

we're talking about Longie and Doc and them. Gene

says something about I don't trust him. Jerry was

driving-he turned around and said-you dirty bum, Just

who do you trust—I don't think you trust yourself.

Jerry was mad-Gene didn't say a word. (I was there

the night Vito^called Jerry an ass. He said "you

hold the coat for Prank."-' I never seen you hold my

coat." Vito was making out he was drunker than he

was. Jerry says, "Gee, Vito, I'm no ass." Vito

said, "All you needed was the paper. You held the

coat." Want me to drive you hotfe, Frank? The hell

with him, let him get a cab. Let him put his own

coat on.

T: Jerry gets up at 6 in the morning to meet him over

at this place at 7:30.

R: who, Prank?

T: No, they got a beef about something.

R: Prank beefed about something. He said what did* you

guys do. The next morning I heard you and he went

over there with a bundle about that big.

T: Yeah?

R: Yeah, Vito used to tell him right in front of me.

Used to embarrass hell out of him. You know what

Vito said one night. Give me ten more guys 1.1 ke

Ray and Si and I'll fight the whole mob. That's all

I want, 10 Rays and 10 Si's. Vito used to embarrass

him. >

T: There was one night you, Vito and Jerry went upstairs

and Pete Rosellani (ph) made for you

and you ran out. You was real hot..

C: Must have been about 4,5 or 6 years ago.
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R: Vito was never hot about me once.

T: Oh yeah—Jerry put in a beef about you.

R: The only beef

T: and you weaved upstairs—

C: Was this the spot you go upstairs or something?

R: The other little house.

T: When you came downstairs, you were hotter than hell—

and you ran out.

R: No, there was only one beef and he didn't make it to

me. He made it to Little Pusuy, Vito. They pulled

in and are Balking into the yard. I'm coming out of

the IMar'tinique^i is here and Panels and them and I

got my son-in-law here. So he says, where you going.

I said I'm going to play golf with my son-in-law.

He says "I'm coming here I can always go back" He

told Pussy-HFine thing-he gets visitors and he goes

and plays golf. I says I'll stay if you want me but

he :;aid no, go ahead. So Vito said Je;.z he shouldn't

have left me with Joe Patersons (ph) boy. I'm going

to bawl him out about it one of these days.

T: No this was one night Ray—I walked in here with Gino.

R: No,, Jerry never made a beef about me-never.

C: You was upstairs—it might have been here Ray.

R: Well, there's no use arguing about it.

T: Yeah, when you come d:>wn you were hot and pale as the

devil. 1 was waiting to see you.

R; Oh, maybe we were arguing about something but as far

as Vito—he never gave me one bawling out. He was

; supposed to give me two. The other time he was

supposed to give me he told Ding Bat "Wait till I

see that Ray I'm going to tell him, that SOB. Then

I come in a night later and Vito, he must have for

gotten all about it.

T: Rembmber I croaked that little Jew ? ^

R: Yeah-Harry t\S
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T: Yeah that little one

R: Little Harold

T: * He told rae how he wanted to help me out. Sent word to

Jerry.

R: Yeah, you soe, i.f you want to kill a Jew, you're

supposed to let the Jews know. When Willie (Moretti)

killed Charlie the Jew—-Oh, there was a helluva beef.

T: Yeah?

R; Oh yeah-Charlie the Jew was supplying all their guns

and ammunition to Israel at the time. And the Jews

knew what the hell depended on it.

C: Sure Meyer L.'s a Jew. There's a guy helping our

country helping the Jews over there. How come you

kill him without an okay.

T: Yeah, I said to Jerry how important is this guy? That

(Lansky) (ph) is a stool pigeon for the FBI

they're working on sugar.

R: Oh that. Vito ain't got no more use for Jerry than

you or I but he's got to play ball with him on account

of that money in Vegas, .what ta you gonna do—kill the

goose that lays the golden egg. Vito would still be

in trouble. At least now in the can he's probably

getting 10-20 g a month.

T: Jerry said to me—he says I've got more than you to

lose. He wanted Gene to call Lordi and tell him that

I made one mistake—Apalachin-but he's going straight

now.

R: Sure, he claims he goes to church every Sunday, plays

golf with priests and everything. He thinks he's

going to fool everybody. What is he out of his mind.

Brother, we ain't going to kid nobody.

T: Imagine him, asking me? What did I hear about

4





R: You-youre clean compared to him. You should be freo.

You ain't even gotta rocord.

T: Yeah.

R: But him—he's did a couple of bito on somethj ng.

T: Ray that. Lordi says, I'm a big wheel He

says they've been questioning so many people that

don't know these people. Who don't know these people?

Who knows them just to say he] lo to. I know their

bookmaker. I know they're doing business with him.

Every guy that comes in here, either they don't know

him, they know him to say hello to or they saw his

picture in the paper. And that's over a 100

witnesses.

R: Yeah. They're up against a stone wall. But I'd sure

embarrass that guy if he called me 'cause Tony, I'm

going to tell him right in front of his face.

T: No - Ray, don't give him the satisfaction. Don't be

caught napping. Don't get no subpoena.

R: You know I'll say to him—-you' gotta nerve enough to

,, send for me, you jerk. You wouldn't have this job

if it wasn't for me. I'm going to tell him no

matter who's there. They'll say what do you mean he

wouldn't have this job if it wasn't for you—he knows

what I mean—let him answer.

T: The only guy that was booking there with Catena (ph)

would be Di Stefans (ph)

R: That big bum. What did he promise you? My pin money

C: Figured they might call up here but there's no

subpoena.

T: Let's forget it. Don't even ta^-k about it, ya hear?

».i!'.,&bv.,wp! "-''«» i' »'.i<Xerry a«sked ,me^—«f^- >M*».;«u<»f» ^^san^nt^'j/tii^^,;'

:. P: That's what Jerry and Gene should have done. They

should have sent for him and said who you i,ot subpoened?





Don't. give this guy none, don't give this guy none,

don't give that guy none. They should tell him who

to give them to.

T: Gene called me up about 2 weeks ago.

R: Gene tells me he goes over his head. How come he's

questioning all those guys like this. He said whether

you think he's the boss, he's gotta take orders.

Whatta you want him to do-quit? I said yeah, let him

quit before he does something wrong. You guys put

him there.

T: Joe LaPera said tools There's only one little

difference there. Joe LaFera said Johnny was working

the full day. Johnny said he only worked an hour

or two a day. So Lordi says-Gee, the man lied. Joe

says So then he fooled me, I can't help that, but maybe

he done the job in two hours which would ordinarily

take 6-3 hours. Joe had the answers.

R: That's right. Joe's got the answers.

T: He puts the papers back into his briefcase and he

told Lordi he was a sick man.

R: He could have been excused. The lawyer could have

gotten him excused,

T: Now listen to this He can't be excused. I'm gonna

go see Jerry cause I know Jerry Catena is close to

Lordi. They've gotten together several times.

R: Nan-don' t talk to nobody. The damage is done.

T: You going to be here tonight.

R: Yeah-we'll be back about 11 or so.

T: .Well, we might see you later.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 5/D/61

FROM SA BILLIB D. WILLIAMS

subject:

MX 2251-C*

CI

between

JACK:

RATt

JACK:

RAT:

JACKS

RAT:

JACK:

RAT:

BOW:Pep

(l)

Informant reported the following conversation

JACK PANELS and RAT DE CARLO on 4/27/61:

I ran Into JOE KINNEY downtown yesterday.

Oh yeah what did he have to say.

He* s beefing about LORDI*

Is he blaming LORDI?

He's blaming the other guy too. He said I don't

know why he couldn't stop it.

Who.

PETE HARRISON (ph.)

Teah they all know —— he ain't kidding nobody.

That's the one big mistake JERRY made. He'll go

against him someday.

ED

BKMAUS!

<faAY 9 (1.1961

PBI—NEWARK

r
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UNITED STATES GOV NMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 5/9/61

prom : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 4/28/61, captioned Informant /advised that ANTHONY

SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) and LUCKY (LOUIS JTERSO?) spent the

early afternoon playing pool at the Barn. JACK expressed some

concern at the state-wide air raid alert scheduled for 4:00 P.M.

that afternoon. He felt it would affect the bookmakers adversely,

especially if the telephones were to be tied up.

At about 4:15 P.M., WILLIAM REOA (SI) and a male

believed to be LUCKY were reading the newspaper and discussing

items of interest such as PUSSY RUSSO's refusal to give any

information before the Essex County Grand Jury. LUCKY then

commented on an incident, involving "four men in a room". The

following conversation resulted.

SI: Niggers!

LUCKY: Oh, niggers? There's nigger bookmakers in Newark?

SI: They got more business than the white guys.

LUCKY: No kiddIn.' How do they let them go?

SI: They were there for the last thirty years, or more that I

know of.

LUCKY: Even when LONGIE (ABNER ZWILLMAN) and them had it?

SI: Yeah.

LUCKY: Is that right?

SI: Cause wo went-in the early thirties - goin to work on

some nigger for them. Me and RAY (ANGELO DE CARLO)

You know what we done? They were in a little bit of a

house, you know a house like the style of the roadhouse down

there? We were right in the thick of the thing, RAY was.

All we done is just pull up to the house with .45s and shoot

through all the windows - everywhere. We didn't give a damm

who we hit. Through the doors and all, you know just - we

all emptied our pistols in there. Four of us. They were

m,Ztum' 1 BCir6 in the Buy- ^ - J

T didn't mean 'nb>0n^V/ <- "

*- / .A-* fB;_-r.;r..v-«
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There's ft couple of niggers in Newark (ph) got one of the

biggest books - bigger than any of ours.

LUCKY: Is that right? And nobody can cut in on Vent eithor,

eh?

SI: No - you can't even get near them. They got the law and

everything. All they do is holler cop. You know what one

nigger said to a guy that was trying to cut in to him?

He said, "You might have the law on your side - the State

and everybody else, but I got the press". He'd go to the

newspapers.'

RAY returned to the Barn about 4:50 P.M. and joined

81 for supper. They conversed about general things. SI referred

once to his pending case with Internal Revenue Service and

indicated that he has been advised, presumably by his attorney,

not to furnish IRS a financial statement under any circumstances.

SI told RAY that one of their associates, POAGY (LNU) ,

is concerned about his Income tax records and in view of his

style of living is looking for some business from which he can

show he received about $25,000.

RAY indicated to SI that there was to be a meeting

that night which JERRY (CATENA) was to attend. Other participants

were not mentioned, however, it was the informant's impression

that RAY would be there. RAY said, "Jerry's supposed to be there

tonight, too. He's going to tell us how you can't move, you gotta

be careful, nobody can move, they're watching all of us". SI

replied, "He already said that word".

RAY expressed an Interest in a "land deal" known

f's World Estates. He remarked that an acquaintance of his told

RAY he could use his name when calling "down there" to find out

more about the deal.

HI .... ft?
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Memorandum

TO
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SUBJECT
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date: w> / ' /

MK 2251-C* reported on 5/2/61 that JACK PANELS and

MONK (ANTHONY MARRONE) reported to DE CARLO at DE CARLO's Office,

in Mountainside, NJ, at approximately 1:00 p.a. on that date.

The following conversation was overheard by the informant.

MONK:

BE CARLO:

PANELS!

DE CARLO:

UONK't

DE CARLO:

PANELS:

HONK:

DE CARLO;

PANELS:

DE CARLO:

We just got out of the tank

What happened - you got pinched. Who locked youse up?

The locals

And kept you in all night

We just came out of court now

Tou moan they kept you in all night

We made bail - we had to go back to court

We just got out of court. The DA was there - we got

it postponed until Monday

Is this the first crap game that got pinched since

Murphy has been in there

Brooklyn got pinched

Are they holding this over for players and all?

r I
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PiUJSLSt Thate States Xslnnd* X*vo cot to cct boXtf of Kddy*

X doa^t loiow vho ifcoy vcvo paying

DB CMUiOt S&ey were payiaj the borough and everybody else

UOKKi Its a new captain fa there

PANEL31 Ue's been there 3 ucolsa* He came In froa Barlea

DS C&iLOs KSiat tine did tfcsy pinch youse?

houkx About 3 o'clock vasaH it Jack

PAHE&3J About Si 15

£3 C&ULOi Bow did you do in the case* Did you cot stuck

PAUELSi Vo voro otuelc before they case - $3*230

I/S CARLOl Thats the end of that casso* Clasa that gnat* forever*

i!o core crap Gsr.oa* Every tir,a kjq est pinched ita a

looker* C9t hold o;f Lddy Curtis end toll his to cot

every niclcal in* Stttis tfcao wo aint coins to got

studs cotliin** Cot every charter oZ£ Curtio and toll

hiia vo Coat fcaat co &oro part of hist* Thio is the

last crap c&£o \H>*r4 coins to hr.vo*

E.\i!3L3 then ccntioncd 0500 bond each and SO guye*

Thin lnfoitnnt baa indicated on several occasion* that

PAU5L3 and iiGZiz have been operating ft die* c'^a for E3 CA?.sx> on

States Xnl&ud* Froa too abovef it vould appear tiuvfc this came

uas raided early on 5/2/01*

The Kow Yorlc Office fctia boon requested to determine

oiroumstancca of the raid and tio identities of tliose arrested*





TO: SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

FROM: SA BILLIED.. WILLIAMS

SUBJECT: NK 2251-C*

PAIS&~A«TBfrHiUftraARY J^J- 7i /S^icu^ J^Jj

NK 2251-C* reported that ANTHONY RUSSO was at

the Barn, Mountainside, N. J., on 5/2/61 to see RAY DE CARLO.

The two discussed gambling in the Asbury Park area as

follows:

ANTHONY:

RAY:

AjrrooNYt

RAY:

ANTHONY!

RAY!

ANTIICNYt

RAY:

BDW:mad,

ft

#:»ad(

LUCKY claiQ3 he* a tko boos* In other crordo he's cot

a reputation Covrx thero of boIns the tiaia guy.

You grab hold of NIOIOT ALLEN—

X'a colas to grab everybody*

Co* a got mrabcrs this guy* Toll hits you* re going

to bo his partner* Wo can got 300 or 400 a week

off hia*

Vq nay bo able to tafto a piece of hia too*

going to grab hint rigJit away*

I'D

Don*t tails to LUCKY about NICKY ALLV.N* You grab bin*

X'a telling you get GOft* X know you* 11 got at lcaot

$300 a weals*

Wfco X told the COOT (RUOOEniO BOIASDO) and tho BOOT

oatd what ever you want*

Xf this NICKY ncntlonn LUCKY toll hia I' a not

Interested in LUCICY. Xf he aalza abov.t HAY toll bio

yeah, X»w tjith SAY. 7oll hla LUCi:* or nobody olse .

C-jiTA thore can laako a move unless they ceo mo* X

enid to you can* t do nothing to nobody

unless yoITcosu* "W Efa first and rcmoafca? that* jo*. &,

«... i-p. ■ i i lit ,vw^V***-T" '

FBI . NEWARK

(1)
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RBLiaas

v

ANTHCHYl

RATI

ANTHCtfYj

RAY*

* ,

ANTOCHYs

BATS

t. -

r AirracciYs

RATI

ANTBCElYs

RATS

ANTHGCTYt

RATS

'",r . *- .

* AKTHQHYl

. *

When thoy opened the crop game they had to come here first*

LI2FTT LSrJTBR (ph) grabbed no and said , _

whatever I got Ia yours.

See KICKY tonight or tomorrow afternoon and we'll meet

down there tomorrow about 9 o'clook* Ve'U meet In that

restaurant*

Ho you want m to have DABS and LUCXY there*

Yeah. They don't want anybody else down there. They want

everything for themselves.

Nov JOHNNY G0335A <ph) eaId to ae - anything you want to

do Is okay with no as long as that guy u,> there okays

it* Tboro's enough there for everybody EAT*

If those guys don't Want to go In with us we'll go in by

ourselves that's all. Me and DOC CAST3LLAH0 and PANELS

played golf with LUCIY in Asbury Thursday*

He know about the Sand and 6urf then* X saw LUCKY Saturday

and told hist - what you gotta do is this. I got the okay

all the way down the lino* Z want the prosecutor*

- < .

They got a helluva thing there - thoy don't want no partner©,

RAT, I'm not worrying about what they want* I Just want

to toop ay pronIso to you that Z explain it to you* How

Z'b ready. X don't want to embarrass this guy and have

it reflect on you*

It ain't going to reflect on Be. Z don't care*

Well he's one of your boys RAT* Z don't want the thing

pushed around that way*

Z don't care. Z'm your partner. Never mind that he's

my boy. We're offering to let him cone in with us -

if he don't want to . That's what we'll

tell then tomorrow nXgaT.

X did the right thing. I explained to tho kid first. I

told hira to cone up Here and talk to RAY. X spoke to the

BOOT - I've been talking with the BOOT. Now tho BOOT cays

you're all set* Z said to call up and sit down
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..: RDLlCad

HAY - I'll toll you they're going to say all right.

Wo' 11 keep what wo sot and you do what you can*

ANTKOITY- Then I'll go into Anbury, Rod Bank and everyplaco

RAY- That's right overyplaco, and if thoy vent to ho

on their ecu toll then not tc coao running to us when thoy

lo3© a ruand?*

A1TTH03Y- Now wo got to work that angle on tho prosecutor

first because thoao guya got him tiod up.

*' RAY- You nean to toll ko that nobody olao down there

has got tho prosecutor wGXAKGWITZ (ph), \

ANTHONY- X don't know* Z could go to ono guy*

RAY- Why don't you go to tho leader? Don't you stand

good with hla?

ANTHONY- TPho?

RAY- '. KABAH (ph)

; ANTHONY- who tho. taayor? He's isayor now.

BAY-* Be's tho democratic loader*

ANTHONY- Co wouldn't go near it* Tho only othor guy, DICK

D '" ■ like Z know you* Tho senator* Bo said you're

:, *' going to put ae in an c&b&rasslng position*

RAY- Bow about ANDY MIK3I3 (ph).
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AHTHOlfY • Z got hold of AKDY and BaId AXWfT Z'a down hore

with RAY and ho told mo to grab hold of you. Z want to moot

JOIIHNY DALT03 (pa) • Z grabbed hold Of JOHIIaJY PALTOI? and ho

eaId 1*11 do ovorything for you TOOT Juot givo HICEY

and 1*11 guarantee you tho county won't bother you. Do anything

?<ra want. Ko tho only guy that's got hIa tiod up Is PHIL. How

can't waits In end open up tho Sand b Gurf without tho prosocu*

to** HAY X wouldn't talse tho chance bocauso thoy hnow about it.

RAY - Why don* you phono JiATTY 8*LVSll!AN - • - - is

his partner. LUCXY and CABS aro going to toll you tho prosecutor

don't want no outsiders in hero.

» , . '.
,
"

AflTHOHY - Z live there. Z aIn*t no outsider. Z pay

taxes on five pieces of property down there. Z got everything -

RAY - Z got the Band and Surf. Z got it tied up for ton years.

X want to givo thea SO %. Vo put up dollar for dollar. Pay all

the nut and taho the rest 50 %• LUCKY eald no tho only thing

I'll go along with is the crap jjaae. Who tho hell needs hIa

for the crap game alone. Z want to make oao thing out of it

shylock nuabers, horsos and all. Thoy have 60 % we have 50 %.

Mow Z*a giving thoa a proposition. They got tho sain guy for

as. Z'vefpt the county and tho troopers and tho locals. They

got the prosecutor. Z ain't got hIa. With hIa Z don't nood

nobody.
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RDLiboh

That LUCKY - That big cowboy hat bo wears*

That MICKY ALLEN has got about $10,000 a week In

numbers all by himself - alone.

. Xt appeared that DE CARLO was out for 2*3 minutes and

when he returned the conversation continued*

BAYs TONY BOY (ANTHONY BOIARTO) said he would see you tomorrow -

PUSS.

ANTHONY! X said to LUCKY X 'm going to look around for NICKY

ALLEN - who is this NICKY ALLEN getting away with this kind

of business - alone - with nobody* I said I'm going to take

everything away from him. LUCKY said I'll get Chicago Fats

and we'll go grab the guy - and that was 6 mos ago. I*m \

holding up LEFTY and everybody. \

RAY} You grab the guy today.

ANTHONY! You gotta remember one thing RAY - I've got to got to

the prosecutor. Without him we're dead, now am I going to

open up the Sand & Surf. X gotta come up with $1,000 for the

concessions*

BAY! Why don't you get hold of MATTY SILVERMAN, ^

ANTHONY! Xs MATTY going to got hold of PHIL ™

RAY! Wait a minute - MATTY is going to say PHIL OKs LUCKY.

ANTHONY! I'll grab hold of PHIL today and say PHIL look I'm

looking to get straightened out. He's going to say go

' see LUCKY and I'll cay PHIL whore are you going to be

tomorrow night - RAY's coming down. Then I'll got hold

.'Of LUCKY too. , .

RAY! Now if you have to hit NICK you tell him • don't you

run to LUCKY*

ANTEONYi EAY - when X sat down with you on GarsIde St. X said

to you RAY - what ever happens down there it's you and I

and you said grab LEFTY and let them all come to you. You

said I'm giving you the. OK for that. v l

ANTHONY! Now this afternoon I'll go to Asbury and get hold of

NICKY ALLEI at the Motel*

///
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RDLtbeh

RAY: What arc you going to say to hIn?

ANTHONY: I'll eay HICICY X*» your partner and if he gats out

of line I'll bit hIn right away.

RAY: He'll give it up ©nay, ho wanted to give up $300 a v/cok

2 years ago* Why don't you got hold of JEXIY the T/olf

and pot him on the payroll for protection*

AHTE0NY then told RAY that ho 1b going to Miami the

15th and nay buy a bouse at Goldon Beach* lie doscribod it as

5| rocaa, 2 bedrooms , 3 years old and priced at $25,000* Ro

indicated ho would get sot up in shyloohing and boroes thore.
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UNITED STATES OCT^RNMENT

Memorandum

TO".'-' :.SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 3/22/61
'

:: ,
.''

'.*"
:- -« - . .

;:/

' yrom : SA ROBERT D . LEE - v

•ubjbct: NK 2231-0* .*>';'

The above-captioned information on 5/13/61 advised that

that the following conversation took place during the evening

hours when ANGELO (RAY)DE CARLO, SI REGA, FRANK (TIPPIE) BELL-

IZZIE and PRANK RVGGIERI were present : ~ .. <; >V

Rs What are we going to do, Tip?

T: Ray. I tell ya. I don't think that we can make any money with

that nut with the amount of business we do. Can't make no

.. - money. ' ,;

R: I got a good idea. Let's give >away all that play that yoy,

got from ~—- . 15#» 10# —people we got on 25# and that's '

the only play we'll keep. Put it in the office we got in

. in Hobobken. Put Frankie there and one of your guys and

that's the only people we'll keep. Now there's an office

there. Put it in the same office. A'hey only book about a .' -

. thousand a day. Put it in the same office with them. One

guy if they got twophones to* book, sit's all right. The

phone business 25#?

Ts Ours? .

R: Yeah. You giving up 25 or 30? V --

T: We got it down here. 25;* we got $4-505. '-(.

R: A day or a week? - .'-.V

T: A week. This is nothing. Then we got a number 4-58— got

a $9000 scotch book. ,>.*-

R: No. We don't want no more scotch book, either. It ain't'.

gonna work. . . '

T: Then all we got is $4500 a week. ,

R; So we'll keep the $4-500. You gotta make money. We won't '...

have no# nut. The only nut we'll have is him and the other

kid. Where's his pay coming from? :: :

F: I don't know. Tippie has it. I tell you, I don't know who

V . the hell comes and goes

S: What's, that $4-500-net or gross?

T: The one thing I say is this

R: Look, with $3000 a week and no nut, you gotta' make money.

T: Oh, we gotta have $300 a week nut. We got two guys coming in.

F: Si, that's gross-that's not net..

T: Where you gonna make any money? It's going right back to

the same place.

SEARCHED





R: .(partially inaudiblo) Well, you can kojp him on anyway-

this guy with the dutch book money at 2£#«

T: Wc got the controllers, though.

R: Oh, we don't want no controllers or nothing.

T: Well, have they been giving to you, Raymond?

R: Yeah,253-if they dont want to go with it, we'll put in

the dutch book and chase them. Wo only want what wo can got

for 23%.

F: All of our customers, we are beating. I think we are

making a bad mistake by giving up customers that we are

beating. We need more busine/.s. It's the nut thats

. beating us. We have to try to eliminate the nut. Now,

! if you say you can get us 2 phones in Hoboken for

nothing, you know what.

R: What you mean for nothing-they had it there. They're

paying ice for it.

F: How much they paying?

R: About $130. a week. They got protection and all.

F: Well, we're paying $300.

R: All right, that's $150. we save. You only need 2 guys

in the office. Get rid of the other 3 guys and you con

make money with them.

T: You think you can make money with that amount of

business? Anybody with that amount of business can't

pay $300. a week in salaries.

Si: You can't make it if you pay 3300. a week for salaries.

T: We're paying #730. a week now but if you want to pay

^ 2 gjiys 3300 a week we can't make it.

Si: That's 10$ of your business for salaries and phones.

F: This week before you take out the nut we only make £52.

but then you take out the nut and the hedge-'we go for

$3000.

T: You didn't lose nothing but the nut.

R: $3000. nut a week, we got?

F: $3000. we lose by the end of the week.

T: The hedge was 51600. You can't count that in the nut.

R: What are we out of our minds?

F: Well, I meant that it was the hedge and the nut. The

hedge you can't count-we just give that away. You're

booking it but you aren't losing any money on it.

Si: Maybe we'd have been better off keeping all that hedge.

We've given away B2000. since the first of the year, you

said. -

F: Yeah.

R: How many times you hit the hedge? I'll bet you didn't

hit the hedge 10 times.

F: The hedge guys must have us beat 15-20,000 including what

they gave us back.

T: The biggest hedge we collected, Ray, that time that Red

Paterson had the £20. and we held ;?6. and gave $14, away.

-inaudible- ]

Si: If you was up to #29,000 you didn't earn that money, you

won it. !





R: You don't need no 5 guys in that office. About 1 day

a week you got $6,000. the rest of the time you not about

$5000.

F: Hay, you can't do it with 2 phones. You gotta have one

guy charting. It's very, very touch, Tippie.

Si: Did the know I seen Jimmy Napp?

F: Now I don't know.

R: How can they yet with that Jimmy Napp? They're giving

about 30$ away in dubch books. They can't give it to

Jimmy Napp. They gotta have ice. The only thing you

get is the 5000 you cot for 35$. Then you give 10 %

of that^its 300 a week. '

F: Then you need the guys part time. If we didn't have

drops and didn't have phone business and it was all

packages it would be simple.

T; Why can't the two guys on the phone, why can't they

help an<3 finish the work in an hour or so?

R: 3 ^ guys c&n take care of that office. Why do they need

two extra guys? What are they doing, goofing off? They

think this is a political office?

F: Ray» I'll tell you^the business is bad all over bub they

work hard. Every one of them. They never ask for

anything..

R: Works hatd, hell!

T:' V/hat are you kidding, Frankie?

R: We got 4000 a day in Orange and we got 3 men in the

office.

F: Packages, yes, Ray—if we had—

R: All right, then let's get this to packages instead of

F: I don't know, Tippie said they won't come in on packages.

Is that right? Some packages would be

T: Well, no, Si—here's what I say—right now business is

slow but don't forget our phones start ringing from

13:50 a.m. and the packages come in about J>-'V o'clock.

What do these guys work 5-4- hours a day with the

packages.

F: If it wasn't for tho 2 hours extra-

R: What are these guys-politician3- they don't want to do

it. The hell with them.

T: Frankffie—any but-iness thats coming with packages—

what are you 30$

T: Timmie and Herbie—that's one package—Jack LeRue's

package-no that's 25 - Dannys is 30$. Part of Danny's is

the 30-the rest is 25.

T: Red 'a is 25 *

F: 25. - *

T: Herbies is right near the joint.

F: Right. He's no problem at all.

T: No problem. Who's the other guys?





F: Jack LeiRuc's and Danny.

T: They can't deliver it to the joint?

F: They do deliver it-on the corner-at Tony's.

!P: Why don't they deliver it right to the joint? Why can't

they step up to the door and hand it inside? Or when they

get there givu a ring and the guy will walk down inside?

F: There's no problem picking up a few packages, Tdippie.

T:/ Well, let's take a shot at this deal. If ee can save $300

the e, maybe Ray and I can go see Hanna and save another &150.

Thats $4-50. With the nut that we're saving up in Borgon

Oaunty-another deuce a week*

R: Sure, but we can' down in that Hoboken office and save a

thousand. Maybe cost us a hundred a week.

T: Well, let's go to Hoboken then. T0 hell with it. Would

you be able to take the , Ray, on bhe phone?

F: The business we're doing now- I'd say yes.

R: I don't know how much busfcihess we're going to bake on the

Is that 25$ business?

T: Not all of it.

R: I don't want the other business. I don't want no 30#.

F: Well, Ray, we got a guy-a <.;uy like GOLDEN (ph), there's a guy

has beautiful action.

R: I don't care what kind of action. I don't want to pay the

per centage-I want to win the per centage-not give it avay.

Just figure out that extra 5# you gave away aihffl year and see

if it don't come to $50,000 or better. You just figure it up

That's where we lost it. Between that and the big nut we have.

F: The nut is killing us, Ray.

R: Not only that-that ex'^ra 5# we're giving away*

T: We aint giving no bum "}0%.

R: The bums are getting 30. You take those 30's~the dutch

bookds.

T: The dutch books may come to 31 but they have to win.

R: All right supposing the tafcher book wins and their book

loses. How come you gotta give it out to the dutch book?

T: They get outta the red, Ray, but we always get out of the-

F: I made a notation, all our dutch bookds combined are in the

red for over 35000- $5626-all the dutch bojkd are in the hole

T: Suppose we were saving 550 or 600 a week, how much more money

would we have?

R: 6 - 12 - 2400 - 12 2's $24-000 - $25,000 more than we have.

T: Then you wouldn't be stuck, Ray, because even our 30^ers

they keep winning us money. How can we give up people

that win us money? Am I right or wrong?

R: I think the nut is too big then. Cut the other guys down

to $700—Bergen County.

T: Yeah

R: Cut your office down to three men then. Pick out the 3

best men and keep them. Let the other 2 go.

T: You want it that way? 1

R: Botta do it that way. If they can't do it—we take what

we can and give the rest to somebody else.

F: You could do it with 3 men. ^ n'tf
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T: Well, you'd have to get hob though, Frankie.

F: Oh, you could do it though.

R: Well, if you don't a6 it, I'm going to take the 2$$

play and give it to Leash.

F: You could do it with J.

R: Might just as well let his office do it. They got the

same nut and they can take that thousand and do that

for us for nothing,

T: Frankie, if you can do it with 5 men-so they have to

work a little harder. You know when the game used to

be running up in Cliffside, I used to see those guys,

they used to sometimes work twice as hard.

R: Oh, a crap game is different. You don't pay the

in a crap game. That's the main thing.

T: Yeah, but Ray, when the gome first. started there in

IV Fairview they didn't get paid at all for awhile.

R: Well, the bosses weren't there at first so they didn't

put nobody on right away.

T: No, I'm talking about the houoe. How much you think

these guys work in a normal day?

R: You gotta let 2 guys go and the other 3 stay. If they

don't want to do that, take what we can get for 25

and put it in Leash's office and leave it there, that's

all.

3i: Instead of #18,000 there, those two bushers are going

to look like nothing,

R: The last, two month:*, it's dwindled down 5-600 a week.

That ' a gotta gb.

Si: inaudible

R: You give those guys two days notice. The 2 guys you're

going to let go,

F: I think we gotta keep Ducky. He's a good guy on the

phone, Nicky-we gotta keep him because he keeps his

set of books and I keep my set of books.

R: inaudible—Well, then let Eddie go.

T: Who are the 2 shoemakers? Let's be honest—they're

the 2 shoemakers. They aren't w'orth~th$? money we're

paying them, I mean.

R: Alright, so you let them 2 go Wednesday and I'll find

out from Leash about his office in Hoboken and. we'll

save that 300 a week. We pay for the office in Union

City.

F: You know you mentioned about Tony and Mickey, Pasquale,

you knew got the phone for nothing. He don' t pay at all.

R: We don't want to ask for no favors off him. Did he ask

you for moBey?

F: Yeah ;-

R: If you want to ask him, go ahead. You know him. If he

wants to give us a break, okay. If not, I ain't going

to him. We move into Hoboken then.

F: You don't want to obligate yourself to him for a $50.

favor.





R: We save 600 a week in Hoboken. You cut them others

down to 700 a week.

T: What do they do over there?

R: About a thougand a day.

T: Well, I won't interfere-but I tell you one thing, ypu

gotta take Sonny and Mr. Piney (ph) off the phalne—

Ducky or either me and Mickey.

R: They aren't going to do our work. You do your own work.

T: Oh we'll take their business.

R: We don't want to take their business.

T: Oh, they're slow Ray, these guys, very glow, I know.

Like Philly and this Eddie—they're slow.

R: Where's Leash, isn't he coming around? or did he go

to Ohio?

Si: You're lucky with that business—you didn't get no

pinches. If you'd had a pinch you wouldn't have had no

18,000 you'd have had nothing.

R: You're right.

T: How's Hoboken that way?

R: You ain't going to get touched by the county or the town

- but the troopers come in, nobody can stop them. Johnny

Hanna can't stop them up there either. See that one in

Jersey City the other day? Cops been watching the joint

for the last 3 weeks.

T: That guy in the Elizabeth bar, he said that. Said they

were going to Jersey City. He said Ocean Avenue. So I

called up-

R: It wasn't on Ocean Ave.

T: Oh, he said that's where they were going. There's too

many guys taking numbers, sports and horses. They got

one phone they gotta make money because he's got it all

in one nut.

F: You got 2 phones in that place Ray?

Si: We'd be better off if we got a hundred a week apiece

out of it. j '

T: 350. a week. You know, 2 years-a year before I came to

you guys. - I never made a quarter with this thing. The

main thing-. -we need-

R: Don't forget we got up to $33 t 000- then we went down,

down, down. V/e never, got up again.

T: You know, Frankie, what we really need is volume.

F: You know Ray, when you was in Florida. $8,000 - 50# of

the nut we won. Ue need the numbers. Remember that Si.

Si: What the hell good is a business if you don't get ahead

of the nut?

F: Look, you'd have the same nut if you got more business,

you wouldn't have to come to the phones.

T: I said that the other night-you could do another 10-

20,000 a week. '





R: When do these guys get paid? Today? Let's call thorn

up and tell them not to come in Monday. We go to

Hoboken then.

Si: Give them a warning Monday-let them work another week.

R: Hell, they're taking our money under false pretences.

of 5 guyo for 33,000 of business.

- (A genex'al rehash of the savings to be made in Hoboken

followed.)

R: - You guyo don't leave no 2-Z> days play in that office

do you?

F: Yeah, 2 days.

R: Why do you leave 2 days-If the T-men come in You're

going to pay income tax on that.

T: What if they came today? You'd have the weeklys there. We

search them at night. You got to' have the weeklys there

all the time to search them.

R: Setter find a place to hid? them. Better get them out at

night. Never know when they're going to hit you.

T: We aint got no publicity at xxxfckK all in the numbers

business. How they going to find us?

R: Just Like a bookmaker. They check your numbers and then

they find you. How the hell do you think they get (you?

T: I tried to call Bayonne Joe's man all last night-ffinally

got him. How do you think his man got spotted? (largely

inaudible following this but it appears come woman saw a '59

Qldsmbbile white sedan in West New York, NJ parked and other

cars drive up to it/at which time the drivers would throw money

and packages in the car. She advised Police HQ of this activity)

My goOmbah called me about it so I tried to call little

Prankie( probably FRANK A. RUGGI.JIiO) about it-finally got .

him-told him not let his man go there today. He said thanks

a lot-thjfs where he was going everyday waiting for the

packages and pickups.

Following the above security measures were discuss..d. XKXSXD

DL CARLO said that bars oh a door were no guO* 'v themselves j

that the evidence had to be destroyed. The best way to do this

was to"burn it in one of those furnaces that destroy it in J

minutes". He indicated that they had one around someplace-

probably around the Barn.





OPTIONAL rORM NO. M

UNITED STATES GON ..RNMENT

Memorandum

T0 . SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) ./ DA<^: 5/22/61

from : gA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported on 5/1/61 that DE CARLO and

JACK PANELS were present at the Barn on that date. DE CARLO

instructed PANELS to call "Bucky" at Glencourt 4-8973

(listed to Peke Inn, 640 Memorial Parkway, PhiHipsburg).

PANELS later returned and explained to DE CARLO

"BUCKY got scared to death when he heard the name

DRINKWATER (ph)".

DE CARLO inquired as to where the trooper is

stationed. Much of the conversation after that was inaudible

but it appeared that DE CARLO was attempting to get BUCKY' s

help in a matter involving a traffic violation possibly

where a summons was issued by NJSP.

Later on during the day, FRANK RUGGIERI reported

to DE CARLO that "we won $2,200 today".

Also on 5/1/61 the informant reported the following

conversation between DE CARLO and one JIM (not further

identified) :

JIM: Do you know RALPH DE VITA?

DE CARLO: Yeah, I know him very good. He's a nice kid. He

does business with anybody.

JIM: I'm going to take him up to SpagnolI's <ph) Restaurant.

He said yeah 1*11 go with you JIM. Why not.

DE CARLO: You got him on the payroll yet?

BDW:amd X Hvvv.i /?^ -...-..«...»]

'fin * J
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NK 137-3814

JIMj i pan*t afford It.

DE CARLO: Whit are you going to do, buy him a moal only?

Bring ai» to Manzio»« (ph) Joint. The food is

good in there.

.'.'.if
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UNITED STATES GOV^NMENT

Memorandum

TO

FROM

SAC, ^NEWARK ( (137-3514)

SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

date: 6/5/61

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

On 4/22/61, captioned informant advIsod that RAY

DR CARLO and CHARLIE wore togother at DE CARLO' s on that

day. The informant reported that the following conversation

took place:

RAY: -^qambati. In first year number business made

$125,000 (and looking to)

CHARLIE: Where do you think Andy got his money?

RAY: Apparently was in the numbers business*

CHARLIE: Rookie got broke, the tadpole took him. It was

his fault he trusted Dejet and he knocked him off—

couldn't find Dejet and Dejet took him.

n
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Mft-IM

UNITED STATES COW WMENT

Memorandum

: SAC ^NEWARK (137-3514)TO

FROM

date: 6/5/61

JA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported on 5/3/61 that SAL and SI

REGA were present at DE CARLO's office on that day.

SAL stated that he was nervous about working and discussed

Si's personal life. SI stated that he would not live the

same life over. SAL stated that BILL RYAN's name goes

on the truck as SAL's, SOLLIE, or SALLIE. SAL stated that

he wanted, to get a lot of money in order to buy a franchise

for root beer for this area.

The informant stated that during the evening.

SARGE, PAT, TONY, GINO, NICK, STUDS CAPR 10, and SI REGA

were present at the DE CARLO office. There was mentioned

that MONK was a member of the Crostmont Club. RAY DE CARLO

during the course of the conversation with CHARLIE, STUDS and

SI stated that—I told Sax I'd be late here tonight.

RAY: I don't see him tonight—.don't know when will see

him, he's going back to Vegas tomorrow. Don't

know what we'll do if he does not show up.

RAY: Lucky and them down there. I think Tony Boy is

going down Wednesday.

RAY stated that DOC CASTELLANO was only coming

on Thursday so that they could play golf together, the course

is too crowded cn Wednesday.

i - .
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UNITED STATES GOV^.vNMKNT

Memorandum _

TO

FROM

SAC, N^WARI^CL37-3514)

SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

date: 6/5/61

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

On 4/29/61, during the course of the aftornoon,

the captioned informant advised that RAY DC CARLO, SI REGA,

and CHARLIE ROMANO spent tho greater part of the aftornoon

together. RAY was discussing the renting of a Kinney car and

that the renter could park this car on any Kinney parking lot

free and urged REGA to contact MANNY KIMMEL, the boss, to

get a break* "You are to tell him you are a joweler".

KIMMELL was the first guy to come around Newark with numbers.

MANNY PARKER, who used to be a partner of KIMMEL^

whose real name is "ALAMABA" had the numbers here before

ABE (ZWILLMAN) and DOC (STACHER). RAY related that KIMMEL

really loves to shoot crap and will go anywhere to shoot

and will pay any amount of money. RAY also indicated that

KIMMEL could not be robbed as he is too sharp.

SI said he met KIMMEL one day on a plane and that

KIMMEL had over $100,000 of Jewelry on him. The question

was asked why they didn't "take" KIMMEL sometime. SI indicated

that KIMMEL did not always carry the stuff.

SI related that when he was about 16 years of

age, he ransacked a house on Long Island at approximately

6 a.m. and stole an antique clock, two electric fans, silverware

and cut glass. He stated that he sold the clock for $200

and later saw in the papers that this clock was worth $15,000.

He sold the elctric fans for $1.00 each. He related that he put

the loot in a butcher's wagon and had his friend, who was a

butcher's helper, drive the horse and wagon out of tho area.

He further rdated that in either 1920 or 1921, he

stole the first two radios that came to the city of Orange

which were worth $900 and $2300. SI stated that when he was

15, he stole tires off the back of cars by cutting the lugs

off the car. He kept the tires in a tool shed behind his house.

when

the area' and SI stated that JACK PANELS, LEASH >a

CHARLIE

was a boy,

spoke of stealing accessories off of cars

RAY complained that no one_was„ coming _ar.oud

JOB -work*
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1 p.m. to 3 a.m. shifts and two shifts on the weekend being

14, 15 or 16 hours* They only really worked when the play was

heavy. CHARME asked RAY why RAY doesn't go into Hoboken

because the big pile is going into New York. It should

be held here. CHARLIE indicated that they have two runners that earj

$250 a week and that the pyroll was $1700. All of the business

is by phone and charting.
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8A PHILIP F. BNLOW

date:
6/5/61

subject:
NK 2251-C*

CI

On 5/4/61, tho informant advised that STUDS CAPHIO

was present with RAY DE CARLO at DE CARLO* e office. DE CARLO

inquired of STUDS if he had called JAKEY ZAX yesterday. STUDS

implied he called the two numbers and that they were no where

near Bayonne. DE CARLo instructed STUDS that when PANELS comes

in to get ZAX' telephone number from PANELS and to save himself

a trip by making a call.

The following is a transcription of information

furnished by the captioned informant during the early morning

hours of 5/4/61: Present were RAY DE CARLO, DOC CASTELLANO

and JULIUS.

RAY

JULIUS

RAY

JULIUS

RAY

JULIUS

RAY

JULIUS

When you out there why didn't you tell Aaron about

it? Maybe heard something about knows something

about it.

He wouldn't know about it—how he'd know?

He told me he knew a lot about stuff in Colorado,

I spoke to him the next night.

He knows about Denver.

Sure—Let me know whats it all about I'll check it

and for you. I'll let you know as soon as I find

out myself. Got the land.

Everything's a cinch.

This—the city of Denver.

This is all original photos—here to here—-Broad

and Market—this is the heart full of gold and gin.

or.
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RAY Who is the guy you had up there with you—who

said he had a gal in Jersey.

JULIUS GLENN PAYTON.

JULIUS Here's a C note and 150—the old man say Monte

doesn't have to bo urgent.

JULIUS I got em all here—everything fresh came, come in,

that's what the fellow got a star for.

RAY Where are the stamps on this—Stamford—notary

stamp.

JULIUS I got all conditional sales contracts $150,000 worth

all signed to the (Olson?)

I got all the land assigned to me with what cha-ya-callem-

contracts—all the signatures.

RAY The lease.

JULIUS Nothing—I got a note here—the agreement.

20% of the contents—I've got the whole thing locked

up—They can't move without me.

RAY Course.

DOC This kid going into—100 & some odd thousand they

paid—then what got the chocks & everything.

RAY Who?

DOC WM BETTER - a lock maker or something?,

RAY Where's the ones on Fla. we can call up

Leash & give him tonight and he can go right over

and see them tomorrow.

DOC 10,000—7750 Bay Road Miami

6300 Coral Gablos

2
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RAY Lets call Leash now on thom three—got tho paper.

DOC Yeah.

RAY Bond thom paporB to Loash at tho Chataou & wo call

thorn up and eeo how long ho Is gona stay and maIl

thom papers right down & if anybody can collect 'em,

ho can.

RAY When did you lease to them; last Frontier.

JULIUS New Frontier.

RAY He owed it, thom, from when.

JULIUS Its got tho dates & everything right on them.

RAY The Joint still open, oh it is open.

DOC Not the gambling.

RAY We could have . bought the whole joint a month ago.

RAY or lease it 10,000 a month.

JULIUS It's not that easy.

RAY Yes we could.

JULIUS I'm telling ya you couldn't.

RAY Not buy—rent it.

JULIUS You can't rent—because stillwoll and the banker's

wife, my friends, thoy owed tho million and quarter

and they could com© and close up any day, won't let

us re rent unless ho gets his money; unless he wants

It collected.

RAY What you want get for collecting it. How much wo

gona get.

JULIUS Keep it—worry about it later. Tho guy that gavo it

t to me ain't collected it—lator delay it.

in . f'i?
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• v What was the other pnrt on ?

JULIUS I need one to Celif, I hiro—don't you need a

friend.

RAY * In Vegas, I spoke to our man after 'd spoko to

ytU| I Bpoko to someone else & they told me a

, hpt one call Aaron to verify those, yest it is.

I did want to tell ya because maybe you think

% didn't want to come out here, you know.

JULIUS? About to give this one, this better too, a

new???? I understand he is a connected guy.

RAT I'll give it to Leash, who is the best collector.

JULIUS Only In debt, 20,000, I'll give you the address.

RAY : He owe all this in checks.

JULIUS Yeah

RAY Made them out himself. Lou is he going to make

them good, they bounce or what?

JULIUS' Haw. He just took the money & signed his name to

the book—-in the game, like you do in your game,

' come in fc took money right from game.

JULIUS Read this, I got the sales contract to sign

tonight. This 150,000, 112$—is yours.

******

JULIUS Paying for stock, 250,000.

RAY 'What does say here. Account was closed when picked up

k JULIUS check.
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RAY Hew do you know which guy lives at the address?

JULIUS I got it all down hero, I'm going to write it out

for you & I going to attach to this.

JULIUS Now, these kids, put their 400,000 up to buy the

, Frontier, supposed to be 4$ million dollar doal

fc going to do 7 •

RAY

RAY

SI

RAY

RAY

SI

RAY

RAY

CHARLIE ROMANO leave — BUGSY? Is he drunk again?

Wanta get rid this 250 tonite.

Those two guys, I paid them.

leave it there*

Tell the Indiana, TRACEY sent 200 early this

evening, wanta hold it for him. Tell CHARLITE about

the TRACEY was supposed to take out & collecting

fox him or something, & what have v/e got from wbosit,

don't PANELS colle'ct off that guy no more?

I don't think so.

Yeah, but we're supposed to keep track of it. cause

half of it belongs to TRACEY. Take it out of his

•nd, what he owes us.

Supposed to get 400 every month, for 3 months he didn't

give me nothing, aint it?

JULIUS (DRUNK) These guys if they go thru, we wind up

with a piece of tho whole joint, Ray, for nothing.

RAY Going compete with your own house?

JULIUS No, we'll leave them right there, why we want

compete with our own men in it for?

i (4 5
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RAY

JULIUS

RAY

SI

JULIUS

RAY'

JULIUS

RAY

RAY

JULIUS

RAY

JULIUS

JULIUS

RAY

Sure we're going put our own mon In, hotel

business the whole thing, no body there's going rob

us. V7m. Better, Mrs. Turmer addresses telephones

everything.

All right les-go out & call Leash up.

How old is the guy?

60-61.

Miss CALLAHAN, got their names & addresses, names

in Florida have got mail these right out tomorrow,

separate them, which ones is Betters?

Now the one thing for California, when I go out

there, I don't think I'll go to Vegas tonite, when

I go out to the coast I'll go see the other guy &

see what happens.

You'd better hold on to our Job until Leash comes

bach, that the one in Ban—I'll talk to him on

phone & see how long he'll be there.

Many rooms in New Frontier? They don't object to

New Frontier?

Yeah—New Frontier Hotel, well some of them have

been paying a little bit, pay part of it. I got

everything here, how much they paid, how, much

they owe—New Kansas City.

Whats the amt. on this one?

$10,000, this, 6300, this one 20,000.

These I'll hold these, until I get someone else.

When Leash comes back will give them & the Penns

one he'll take care of them.

6
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JULIUS

JULIUS

BAY

JULIUS

SI

JULIUS

UNKNOWN

JULIUS

RAY

JULIUS

; RAY

JULIUS

RAY

I'll get these other ones.

Now what we'll do, I'll have to tell all the stock

man down, I'll assign part of the note. This sales

contract to you, cause we'll has the money back by

this date. *

Sept. 30, 1961—How you going divide it, going to

sell some of it.

Yoah, we all ready got the offer in fact, I've got

a union that might take 7000 of it. I've got every

thing I've got 250 accounts receivable assigned to us,

I've got all the land assigned to us, I've got every

thing until they give me the money St I'm the President

until they give me the money and nobody can sign

nothing. I've locked everything up, everything they

got.

Was it fair for you to do that, what they run out of

money?

Naw, I gave them the old story & I helped em figure

the union guy. I went in there and got a union contract.

I got a commitment, some guy to set a 1000 lots from

some guy going to Florida with me tomorrow.

That makes them real, really strong.

You know what that means?

Going to Fla. with him tomorrow morning.

Who dat?

Pete Weber.

Oh yeah, on what?

Going to Fla. with him on that land deal in Fla.,

Port Sebastian.

Going to Fla. tomorrow? going to be near Miami

Beach?
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JULIUS

JULIUS

RAY

SI

RAY

SI

RAY

JULIUS

RAY

UNKNOWN

SI

2ND

UNKNOWN

SI

JULIUS

SI

No, take plane right back up bo home 8 o'clock at

night .

Meeting him at the airport here, see, gotta plane

taking us to Idlev/ild 8c get the jet, and piano

picking us up in Miami & taking vs to what-sa-ma

call1 it?

1*11 go call up Leash.

They got a payroll one day.

Them guy always said they couldn't get nothing off ?_

Why not, they just wanted to join the union, that all.

I knew that, I sent Tom into Reichmans (EH).

I had a guy they wanted a contractor, they wanted a

release from his union, not to bother with him,

I call em up and said leave him alone, he's a

friend of mine.

I'll be back.

Now the teamsters, this guy can go right to Hoffa

without getting it—like we're talking here—Hoffa

will kill Jerry if wo don't got our way here. I

told you because the union hadn't built the hall.

I'll find out if this kid got in it or not.

Looks like he's in, to me.

A big favor or not.

Someone's going ta meet me in a couple of minutos.

He does that kind of work, you know he's oven

got a pass already. He dm't want no special

favors.-
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JULtUS What's he going to do meet me at the plane?

RAY Yeah—the guy, wanted to sent to NY to pick up

the money, to bring the money down there , wasn't

home .

JULIUS I can't lose.

RAY Where's the papers, in the extra brief case?

UNKNOWN Your papers are in the car, with (ding-a-rod) (PH)

outside •
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- 'united states government

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: June 6, 1961

J-ROM SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant advised that during the early morning hours

of 5/18/61 the following individuals were at The Barn: RAY

DE CARLO, WILLIAM "SI" REGA, MUGZIE (PH), JIMMY, PATTY (PH),

BOBBY, FRANK SGAMBODI and FRANKIE RUGGIERI:

FRANKIE: (To FRANK SGAMBODI) All the numbers being hit. This

guy told me, and he's in the rackets for 30-33 years.

He sez, FRANKIE, pay 3 - 343 - he sez pay the boss.

FRANKIE: All right, that comes to about $4 in . 'her words -

That's no interest to him. He sez that you pick

up* Naw, you see, BUD told him I could find me bet

here.

FRANK: What's that? He told 'em.

FRANKIE: RED he sez that FRANK MC LAUGHLIN called his bet

any times I stay out under $2500, I'll buy you

each a $200 suit he sez he never was a gambler,

course he sez so. He pulls the punch in spite of

him. In spite of he had a good change to redeem

himself etc. Furthermore, I've got the nut down

and cut down right in half.

FRANKIE: Number 2, I'm doing the bets. Number 3 -

I've cut the rent down a hundred dollars, a full

hundred a month, that's 500 anionth. A hundred and

4 bucks for 2 Joints You know why I did that.

FRANK: Had nothing but to di it now.

FRANKIE: Thats supposed to be a hundred thousand. ... .$104 a

month as well as $400 a month.

FRANK: Post time in New York is last time you can bet.

PFE:kvw

(1)
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(At approximately 5 P.M., RAY DE CARLO, DOC

CASTELLANO and a unknown malo are sitting at the table con

versing.)

RAY: See CHARLIE Yet.

Unknown: Not today, maybe tonight.

RAY: That's just the way those guys will turn up, maybe

tomorrow or next day they'll be out on 5000 bail or

something.

RAY: The puppet would rather take 50 bail - they're guilty

of being anti-just, they believed everything they said

about me.

DOC: RAY, they got $95,000 bail on them.

RAY: 250,000 said last night.

SI: You read that wrong $950,000 all together, not 95, too

low, 2 guys alone got quarter of million dollars each.

Unknown: 250 g's, that biggest bail I've ever heard.

DOC: That's biggest bail I ever heard of for court before

the time.

RAY: I'd) tell that boy whether you're going to stick up

for these hoodlums against the U. S. Government. They

all should be dead. Sure when a lawyer distrust guys

like that, what do you care about those hoodlums.

Everybody's a racketeer or hoodlum but them from GE

they're engineers not hoodlums. Editorial in paper said

shouldn't send them to jail, good repUable people who

go to church.

2
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: Juno 6, 1961

prom : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

REOA: Hollo IZ (PH).

IZZIE: Hew are you?

REGA: Tell IZZIE whats what STUDS.

STUDS; Waiting for you again, who would tell me.

REGA: PANELS (inaudible)

REGA: He ain't got enough he says.

IZZIE: Someone wants to come over Sunday.

REGA: Don't see anyone on Sunday come at 11 A.M. or 6 P.M.

REGA: Get my money back or I'll break his head.

(DOCCASTELLANO comes in)

REGA: Too many people coming at 5 O'clock, its no good.

The informant advised on 5/11/61 that WILLIAM REGA,

RAY DE CARLO, ANTHONY "STUDS" CAPRIO and IZZIE (PH) were

present at the office of RAY DE CARLO and the following

conversation took place: l

RAY: What time did you tell RED to come back?

STUDS: Only time to catch you - 8 o'clock or 5 o'clock.

RAY: Nobody at 5 o'clock (very sngry).

REGA: Them guys still watching him.

. tfZ -
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REGA: Tell him BUGGSY looking for him.

Unknown:' Get other message to him.

REGA: No, I didn't see him since PANELS told me that - call

him up and tell to meet you in front of that captain's

and to to his house and got a message.

I don't mess with them.

* * * * *

RAY: I have been ducking the tax for 10 years.

* * * * *

RAY yells at FRANKIE RUGGERI that if he had any

slips on him when the place was raided that he would have to

take the rap for it because this place was in his name and he

was taking the rap for nobody.

RAY then says, "Did you count this Fred? See if

any disqualifications here. 100 (counting) (Inaudible)

REGA: Is TIPPY coming tonight.

FRANKIE: Said no, tomorrow morning.

RAY: How many guys in office.

FRANKIE: Four

REGA: What's the take.

FRANKIE: $25,000 a week (averaging).

REGA: $4,000 a day.

REGA: Who's floor manager?

FRANKIE: LOUIS (DUFFIE), NICKIE, myself, TEDDY FERRILL (PH),

whose joint we were in.

REGA: No wonder we're going broke - 5 men to do $4,000 worth

of work.
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REGA: Who runs the chart?

FRANKIE: LOUIB.

REGA: What do you do?

FRANKIE: Nothing - answer the phone when have to - DUFFIE and

TEDDY FERRILL on the phone. .

REGA: All those men around.

REGA: Whose this NICKIE?

FRANKIE: He's his man (FERRILL' s).

REGA: What's he do?

FRANKIE: He keeps 3rd set of books and I keep ours. Then when

we chock out the end of week he has got his book and

I got mine.

FRANKIE: He said today that DANNY PALTOURA (PH) and TONY (AIR)

(PH) knows all the runners in Bergen Co. and they

used to have them there, they ain't got 'em now, they

could tell us who the runners are. Another thing

that guy BARD said yesterday look I can understand

you don't want to bother certain people but let

them take nobody gives us nothing, pay

you people and cut your nut down. He meant lot

them kick in toward the ice to us not to them.

REGA: 300 a week you are throwing away there's 3-6-9-12

FRANKIE: No RAY can't get by with 3 clips to a phone, 2 phones,

a guy on the chart and guy punching. 80% of business

is phone business.

FRANKIE: I can see the answer is now, out' net is about 1800

$3 on a number would - no matter on what you lose

the nut isn't big enough once we get through

figuring out every day our take, the average of

30% and I take off the hevies immediately and that

what's I've got ready when we're working. $3 on the

thing and we are dead.

REGA: Tell him meet me at 1 o'clock, and we'll go see JOE

KHAKI (ph) all right tell 'em to meet me at GLORIA's at

1 or

3
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JOHNNIE: RAY, JOE AMATO wants to meet you next week when you

go golfing.

(7f
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UNITED STATES GOV ^tNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DATe: June 6, 1961

fROM : SA PniLIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant advised on 5/16/61 that about 1:30 an

Individual believed to be ANTHONY BOIARDO (TOIIY BOY) was

present at The Barn and conversed with RAY DE CARLO:

RAY: The old man tell you I was up there last nite.

TONY: Yeah, he told roe this morning.

RAY: TONY BOY.

RAY: Sunday I went over to see GENE and JERRY. - GENE says

you see the Boot pretty often don't ya - He said, yeah

' I see him pretty often.

TONY: I saw JERRY last night. (inaudible) saw the Boot

last week.

RAY: Here's what I said when he gave me the money. You see

the Boot, you see the Boot pretty often. He said yeah -

tommorrow - why, you want to give him the money. I

says yeah, in case I don't give it to him, I give to

the/' boy, Oh don't give to one of his boys, he don't

deliver himself, let SI give it to him, that not allowed

see. ' They boys know the accounts in to Las Vegas or

something or is it a secret? Then Mr. JERRY came in -

. i

TONY: (inaudible)

RAY: JERRY is thick headed, what is all this, this man calling

his and then anybody that they've got out there. Now

JERRY come in see.... he says its all right as long as

you don't get rough with him. Call up everybody right

away to get in touch with you.

RAY: So Jerry asked me, I hear you want MICKEY HARRIS (?)

I says yeah. He says going to see TOMMY tomorrow.
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Tell TOMMY. He says I ain't going to see TOMMY tomorrow.

I sez - why should all these people in, pay a $1000 to

him everybody in - tell TOMMY. No, I sez you want a tell

TOMMY tell'iin yourself. I seen DOC SALINGER (?) about

that building. They figure it out that JOE they

can't prove it but knows goes to Circuit Court and

then Supreme Court - He sez, well I know you and that

crew over there all strictly a billion per cent for

you guys.

TONY: They approached me, RAY. These guys always blackmail

you.

RAY: JOE GROSS is a suspicious guy, the contractor, CRAZY JOE.

- Years ago some people clipped this guy, he come in

said nobody stand behind me, no punching cards, somebody

told him, he won't shoot crap. He never went to a

steer joint no more, somebody tipped him off. The other

guy DOMINICK, the used car guy, was better than him.

Then somebodyi, tipped him off, . . /. . . _ . / c /

TONY: What he say Vbout Mr. LORDI (?)

RAY: Oh he didn't bring up about that at all. I don't care

nothing about that - he brought up all about himself -

checking on me, he is Number 1 in the state, NICK DEL".*.',

number 2 and got mo down as number 3, all of a sudden

I got awful big, number 3.

• * * * *

RAY: JACK was with me last night.

TONY: Going take a ride to see JERRY.

RAY: We passed a man when he left the old man wo looked but

didn't stop, were looking for you over there - were

you ovor there? 10:30 - what time we leave the

old man?

JACK: Quarts* to 9.

TONY: 10:30, no I was with JERRY at 10:30.

JACK: Naw, quarter to nine we passed the golf course.
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RAY: Know they were going to sock mo today. Thoy just made

up their mind for the old man.

TONY: Quartor to nine, we were all there.

RAY: No kldden, whore, in the park.

TONY: Maw, you know where the newstand is.

RAY: Yeah.

TONY: Right around the corner from the stand, there is a

telephone booth, RAY.

RAY: We don't know. The first booth we past You hit

the balls etc. GINO knov/s. ,

TONY: GINO'.ia back, did you see him? Looks like a pretzel.

RAY: Bent, swinging at the ball too hard.

TONY: Thats what I told him, he says its not golf. It's gotta

be, he was all right before wasn't he.

RAY: He takes a hell'va swing.

* * * * ft

RAY: They must be hoping to make some kind of haul in Vegas,

for to koep harping on Vegas - He's got a right to

be hot - Now he was, he wants to be friendly with us and

all. Before he didn't want to be too friendly with

TONY: He was crying.

RAY: Is he broke?

4> * * * *

TONY: Maybe there's a sheet out on you.

RAY: Yeah.

TONY: Don't know if you heard about it.
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RAY: One I read about tho statement, you didn't hare It down,

should* ve known you, why didn't you show tho statemont

I gave'm.

TONY: Why didn't you tell 'em the Dr. examined me.

* * * * *

RAY: What'd I tell ya.

TONY: Well I went In there on a bad break, you know what

I mean. So I sez to him you made a monstor out of me.

RAY: You tell the Grand Jury?

TONY: I sez, "You can, my name Is on tho record too."

TONY: Newark Is not too big a town. The area whore these

witness came from. The area where I was going to

grade school, roaming tho stockyards, keeping my

mother X sez who told you - that he jammed

his name down with me.

RAY: Sure he did.

TONY: Let me ask you one thing - how many times my name

mentioned. He wouldn't answer.

RAY: You should heai^em quoted* from the Bible. "Sins of

the father and forefather and forefather's children".

Since my father had a red face, it has fallen on me.

TONY: I don't want him give mo the satisfaction, RAY, and

I told him I'm proud of everything.

RAY: Your answer should have been - they accuse me of running

everything. I run everthIng, according to people that

use my name.

TONY: He sez to me, how come we've had so many banks

knocked off, lately - you call crime waves don't ya

he sez yeah.

TONY: Take care of PIGGY?
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TONY: Wo want to got rid of PIGGY. LORDI came down and

talked to me. Then thoy asked me about Camden and

top hoods.,.... CATENA, RUGGERIO.

JACK: Asked you about JOHNNY RUSSO.

TONY: I don't remember.

TONY: I can't take this.

RAY: Papers

TONY: RAY, you gonna talk to him about BYRNE.

RAY: I don't know, JERRY. I didn't ask him any questions,

if you ask him Its no revelation, as If he wanted to

do It for you.

TONY: BYRNE asked me, JERRY

TONY: I want you to do something for my boy - NEIDORF.

RAY: Who - oh - NEIDORF - nothing ain't happened yet.

* e * * *

RAY: Did you tell him to make sure he wasn't tailed. He

turns out to be a (obscene). Ho took my monoy for

all these years.

TONY: Now going to throw whole thing away.

RAY: He takes money off everybody, and been a good guy.

RAY: What' oha got on him? 1

TONY: PETE KENNEY would.

RAY: PETE isn't going to take it is he?

RAY: ROBBINS just called me up, the carpet guy, did I tell ya.

TONY: Yeah.

RAY: He says they're going around to traveling companies to

bonding co. asking if I ever bought any bonds under

3 different names, I guess.

! 5
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RAY: Wo gotta be careful.

TONY: He's not satisfied he wants more, in 6- months ho

wants more - he got 600 and JERRY gets 600.

RAY: I'm sick and tired the way they've been crying all their

life with all the millions they've made. Never - every

time they're always crying. Then they don't grudge

you meeting contract guys you don't know nothing about.

You got to find out everybody name even .to protect

yourself in case.

TONY: Sometime, we'll get our money.

RAY: Oh we'll get it or we'll get that LEVOWITZ (PH).

TONY: We'll grab 'em all. There's a young kid, what's his

name that bookmaker from Nw York.

RAY: We'll grab 'em all, the Baron.

TONY: Get the guy from Winston.

JACK: PEPPER.

TONY: Naw, the other guy.

RAY: The one that takes of the Orchard - we know, we'll

pay more if we have to. Then we'll find out everything.

V'-^ How much this pick years. CHARLIE had a piece of

r-^ i 7 . new frontier but pulled out.

RAY; Didn't heard a thing from PUSSY - He know that if we'd

move in down there we're gonna move in on everything

it's only a matter of time. He don't want us down

there. He figures he got a good thing by himself.

RAY: Got a camera from GINO. It's here, gave $300. It's a

Bell and Howell

RAY: It been lying dead, I bought it 2 years ago. I got

every kind of lens to go with it. $1200 worth of stuff

here. She wanted to part with it. Her husband was a

mechanic Get a screen and everything. German made

(RAY proceeds to show it)

lens.

6
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(RAY mentioned when playing golf It hurts fIngor on

right hand.)

RAY: Seen CHUCK, were you over to his house.

TONY: Yeah.

RAY: We'll move when we get a good man.

TONY: How ya doing RAY.

RAY: We closed.

TONY: Yeah

RAY: Closed.

RAY: Can't get players to go to games no more, they're

afraid - That guy in Newark, you'll never get a game

in Newark, he wants to send 15 of them kinds to the can

He's got 'em all indicted but wants to send 15 out of

2fT to can - wants to let 10 go. Ono guy will get 60

days. He wouldn't take a deal. He sea naw we'll hold

some of these guys here to open up on higher-ups, GYP

DE CARLO.

SI: Do you know (FAZILE) (PH)?

JACK: I don't know the name.

SI: He's IRON GUS' father.

RAY: What does FAZILE mean in American? Macaroni.

TONY: JIMMY (FAZILE).

SI: Everybody in the ward knows the kid and I ain't from the

ward. JACK out town last week end - he bent some guy

around.

RAY: Do you know JERRY FAZILE?

JACK: Naw.

7
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(Approximately 4:15 P.M. MONK MArtRONE arrived at

The Barn.)

RAY: (reading newspaper) MATTY CRABTREE resign. Captain

WALINGER, State Trooper, da you know them, CHARLIE?

CHARLIE: Yeah I knew them.

MONK: I was talking to Chief of Keansburg yesterday. Said

he knew Chief BURGAT (PH), he's about ready to retire.

RAY: Speak good of me or bad.

MONK: Oh yeah, wanted to know if you were still around.

RAY: You know the chief must a told him he tried to chase

me out of town, FRITZ.

MONK: Don't know if FRITZ know 3 about it. I used to see this

guy once in a while but never talked to him. Didn't

said nothing bad cbout ya.

RAY: He supposed be a pretty nice guy. I see they hwe a new

man down there.

MONK: Yeah.

RAY: They beat the ole guy. They got rid this fellow. I

guess MC GARVEY got in mostly all right too.

MONK: I met a constable VOLPE (PH) down there and he invited

me to Police Headquarters and his son was evidently

balking the new guy, they were talking politics.

8
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UNITEH. STATES &v ... ERNMENT

Memorandum

TO

FROM

SAC, nX7ACK (02-373) datf:6/7/G1

subject:
AHGT3LO tit CARLO

ah

UK 2351-C* adviood tho following oa fl/C/Gl:

Hr. PflAlTK BKOTO aUvi&od ANG3L0 D3 CAULO that DAVE

ET23i:.F had told hiu that £13 CAtfiO was lcnoyn an MY. B^O'.ST

etat-o:! that ho T/as a real cstato asont for Cr'anfoxd, II. J. no

proceed^ via' discuss various property transactions* Ho stated

that his con, acre 38, H. It/UIVSY LSOXI, is a lav/yor in Elizabeth,

II. J., and is a partner in Epstein, Epstein, Bror»»n and Bosolc

Lav Fire Iio ctatod that his rcn v/as a forraor Lt. Coriander

in the Kavy, a member and Vice;President of tho Cha:;acar:on

Country Club* Cr.OulI stated that he <2oo3 west of his buaiuocs

trancactions trIth tho Rational State Bank and could fce oa tho

Coard of VHrectors if ho ranted to be. IXB CAJiLO stated that

he also '\rcp a BOabo* of- /who Ehar.araas«>n Country Club, and told

BKOYill to have his con approach bin and introduce himself •

KAY mentioned that a tttfliHAY still owes him $15,000

for a building.

PEAX3K DliQflH apparently will bo conducting a real

estate.appraisal for DS CAHLO.

137-3514

l:hs

(2)
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UNITED STATES GOVtANMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: Juno 6, 1961

prom : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject1: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The Informant reported that the following conversa

tion took place between JACK PANELS and WILLIAM "SI" REGA on

6/12/61:

SI: G^TOblE"ril/DDER (PH) was In a warehouse one time and

bought a whole batch of watches fora half of yard, all

used 8tuff. He wound up wifli quite a batch. He told

me about having a jacket, a bolero and wanted to sell

it to him for $250. I was going to buy it for my niece

but decided it was to rare a piece when I heard that

it came from Short Hills. She goes to high class

restaurants and couldn't take the chance of someone

seeing it and recognizing it.





OTVIONAL roitM NO. It

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: Juno 6, 1961

from : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant advised that RAY DE CARLO was talking to

MARCO MARCELLO on 5/15/61.

RAY: Where you working MARCO?

MARCO: Asbury - shore motel.

RAY: Cousin* s joint?

MARCO: Yes.

RAY: Where working? Bar?

MARCO: No singing, has 2 bands charges $20 a day.

Also present during the evening were WILLIAM "SI"

REGA, RED, FRANK and ANTHONY "STUDS'* CAPRIO.

PFJ : kvw^
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: June 6, 1961

7ROM : SA PHILIP P. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant advised on 5/19/61 that RAY

DE CARLO was visItod by OINO ANTON! at approximately noon:

GINO: With a lawyer and they got me dead, RAY.

RAY: What you mean, you answer the questions and you're

going to get the 30 days anyway?

GINO: I'll try to get that first.

RAY: You shouldn't answered unless they were going to knock

it out.

GINO: Well the lawyer, forget the thing, he's handling

DOC STACKER' (PH) case.

TONY: Hey RAY, I've got the name of that guy thats checking

' ' ya. He sez that last week or week before you went up

to 3 counties, Sussex, Warren,

RAY: I went up there about a month ago.

TONY: Last month or month before.

GINO: Here is something else they've got nothing on me

RAY. But there's one thing, did they find anything

concerning Lincoln or something.

RAY: Lincoln Insurance - I got no insurance policies.

TONY: It is a small item but not declared. I'll find out

for you RAY.

TONY: I've got the guys name.

RAY: Yeah, not DE. VIVO.

PFE:kvw
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TONY: Yeah.

RAY: That right - oh - CALANDRA told JERRY CATENA don't go

near him, he's an agent, he's no good.

RAY: The story CALANDRA told SI, he says - you know I

brought JERRY In and going to talk to DE VIVO another

agent grabbed me and said don't tell him nothing.

TONY: Hey RAY, he was born in the ward. Two months ago

you went to Morris, Somerset, Sussex, right.

RAY: I didn't stop in Morris, I went up to Sussex County

around Lake Hopatcong.

TONY: He says this guy knows - one day.

RAY: . One day.

TONY: One day - 3 counties.

HAY: He must a followed me the one day I went to Sussex Co.

TONY: 2 troopers, Chief of Polico and another cop/ good thing

they didn't show up - they were away to a meeting.

RAY: I wouldn't been there - they'd been there.

RAY: Who told ya? Was it BUOZY?

TONY: Not the guy - the guy that knows him - his name is

JOE HAHN (PH).

TONY: One of these guys from Chicago - you all as going

be on -

RAY: But this DE VIVO has been around here.

TONY: FREIBERGER was in Chicago - going to check us for

2 years.

RAY: Going to check us for 2 years?

GINO: What about them guys in Now York, RAY.

2
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RAT: Nothing in papers.

•

TONY: You gotting murdered.

RAY: Yeah, everybodys getting hit. The one that got nailed

yesterday is DEMUS.

RAY: They didn't grab nothing but one slip but now across

the street from where they worked there's a truck in

front of vegetable stand, they got a bag of slips out

of there. The guy that owns the vegetable stand say

you chased tho guy that run past hore, he threw a

little bag in there. ANDY GUMP says they caught

him burning the stuff, it took'em 10 minutes to break

the door down* They found one slip that didn't

burn. They had a chance to get by.

RAY: He was booking horses in one spot for over a year and

didn't move.

(The following conversation took place at approxi

mately 1:30 P.M. between ANTHONY "STUDS" CAPRIO and RAY

DE CARLO:)

RAY: STUDS give me JOE the Indians and LEASH phone number and

your number.

STUDS: My is OR 6-7780; Leash's JOE the Indian PI 8-

Leasb's HU 4-4410.

RAY: He changes it so often - HU 4-4410 he got rid of that

long time ago.





, OPTIONU. POMM NO. It

date: June 6, 1061

FROM : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant reported on 5/23/61 that DE CARLO, JACK

PANELS and FRANK (TIPPIE) BELLIZZIE were present and the

tiL lowing conversation took place at approximately 8:30 P.M.

RAY: Nobody hets hit more than we do - I'd like to find out.

Somebody must be in cohoots.

RAY: Use that track in Florida to take the p!ay.

TIPPIE: I though RED tell me

RAY: I can't get a hold of him right away.

TIPPIE: Well all right, suppose I go over and take FRANKIE

to my place.

RAY: Why take FRANKIE, it look like he's in cohoots with the

outfit. Don't take FRANKIE.

JACK: Want me to go along.

RAY: Yeah, you go along for a couple of weeks to see if there'

any changes.

TIPPIE: JACK you meet me early tonight and you won't have

anything to go thru, listen MONK will be there by

5 o'clock and give the boys the numbers. At

5: 00... the next race goes at 5:30.

RAY: You don't have to, you let him wait at Red's house,

if he is, you pick the play house, its according who

you pick you let JOE PICKET at BERT HATTERS (PH)

and he'll meet you there.

TIPPIE: He can meet me at bottom of Haynes Avenue.

MI0-I04

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum ,

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)
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RAY: All right.

TIPPIE: Meet on 40th Street.

RAY: Make sure you ain't being tailed when your carrying

bird (?) (inaudible). From now on you got to bring

it out in 3 cases.

TIPPIE: Aw, you don't need that, they wrap it up in 3 or 4

bundles.

RAY: You can expect a tail.

TIPPIE: You can move a block away and they can't find ya,

I've got a 4th floor apartment.

RAY: That's the way to do it, one week at your address, the

next week the Hawthorne, then back at Red!s again.

TIPHE: Naw, then we can go to the othor place.

RAY: You can't get in that office.

TIPPIE: But RAY there's only one thing I can tell, the way

RAY, nobody can do the work except us,

handle the phones and all but fraternities

is terrible, we've got 25000 nylon. .. .$80,000 a

month .

RAY: Somebody hit us for 20 yesterday. Check up on that -

who were those people -

ft * * * *

RAY: Wait a minute, they may be working together, they

don't need anybody to finance, now you go and find

out if these people got these bets.

RAY: We don't know we ain't investigated them are we, we

never did, but they're getting away with murder.

RAY: TOKOYO's brother maybe working together .

TIPPIE: I tell what we should do. Take some money out a

week so bank don't get thin - put in a bag and put it

out of sight. ^

.fir p
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RAY: That's what I moan, then It nevor sots thin, cam© all

the way down and every day last week was a hit. Why,

because he hoard his men wero going: to quit.

RAT: Yoah he got hit for 10,000 that weok according to

GEORGE.

TIPPIE: | I see that we're making no money. What the hell

are we doing here.

TIPPIE: Do you know RAY you can't trust that PETE.

TIPPIE: RED found NICKIE asleep on the cot. and blew a

fuse. We pay these men $115 a week. . .

RAY: Can't we cut these guys down, now that they ain't

going to look for work no more - Here's FRANKIE and

BUCKIE covered 3 of they get 75 a week - we can

close up book and get PANELS to take it.

TIPPIE: That J s right.

RAY: It ain't going to take more than an hour or hour and a

half. When you hear the number, you look for the

number .

RAY: If you are all booked up, you still got to work right.

So tomorrow, send some guys out of here and say you

got the book, you work you look for you know you've

got to get them back to work.

RAY: No, no, if a guy is short in his work he only get paid

50% - spot chock 'em.

RAY: Just give me the word, RAY said he be glad to go in and

do it for us and transfer the unit the next day.

TIPPIE: On 49th Street, JACK, there's a tavern, Barrows (PH)

Tavern, meet you there at 4:30.

RAY: You're the one that grabbed them - you bring 'em out

here and I'll lay the law down to 'em.

RAY and unknown male (BERTIE or BUDDY) discussed

a new device to place on telephone for recording and also

3
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calls could not bo traced. Unknown male had hoard of

demonstration. Tho device worked on electric current.

Unknown male mentioned that JOE THE INDIAN has a now

restaurant on Washington at Horatio Street In* New York.

Unknown proceeded to describe the furnishings. RAY mentioned

that there are two JOE THE INDIAN, one in New York and one

in New Jersey.

RAY to PANELS: You going take care of that with JOE CAIN (PH)?

f*7
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: June 6, 1901

from : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The Informant advised that on 5/26/61 that ANTHONY

STUDS CAPRIO In talking to WILLIAM "SI" REGA mentioned that

CHARLIE ROMANO took 4 or 5 coffee pots out of The Barn

and that the coffee pots belong to "that guy". SI mentioned

that DE VEEP (PH) would not steal anything but would give

it to you. SI mentioned that HENRY did not come around

The Barn any more. STUDS mentioned that years ago he took

the exam for narcotics agent find when he told them that he

had only a fourth grade education the application was torn

up in front of him.

STUDS was complaining about having trouble with

his eyes in that they constantly watered. He mentioned that

he was planning on calling a Dr. FALCONE (PH) in WestfIeld,

N. J.

PFE:kvw f
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO: : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: June 9, 1961

FROM : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The Informant advised on 5/22/61 that RAY DE CARLO,

BENJAMIN, CHUCK, CHARLIE, SI REGA, STUDS CAPRIO wore present

at The Barn. The following Is a verbatim transcript of

pertinent portions of the conversation:

JACK: What should we give that shine for going up to Penn.

He's been that for 2 weeks.

RAY: Didn't talk to the guys yet.

RAY: Give him $200 he investigating the guy, made trips.

* * * * *

CHUCK: If he don't get ahold of me - let'em - the kid TOMMY

was up there a week ago - who ever it was.

RAY: Tell 'em, if he can't talk, let him give it to GINO.

CHUCK:: I mgit see him tomorrow morning.

RAY: Let him turn it in.

* * * * *

RAY: You see JOE THE INDIAN before you handle that -

CHARLIE: Just before you came up for 10,000.

RAY: Then they won't be up again tonight. When we get downtown

we'll explain what's it all about.

CHARLIE: Going down Newark now.

RAY: Referendum and all and TONY BOY.

PFErkvw
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RAY: There's CHARLIE THE BLADE and TONY PRO. There the only

ones .

RAY: I've got BANANAS for booze and CHURCK

CHARLIE: Me and JERRY?

RAY: WaIt minute, SI knows - JERRY sid that BRYNE will

take care of It himself before he gets somebody else to

handle.

RAY: What DEL say? BYRNE or ?

SI: Yeah - that special committee you know - Racket Squad.

BYRNE going to handle it.

* * * * *

SI: Sounds like its strictly union business.

CHARLIE: There's TONY PRO, CAL LASTOSKI (PH).

RAY: What about GENE and the rest of us? BANANAS, CHARLES

TURINE.
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UNITED STATES GOV^XNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datb: June 15, 1961

FROM : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported the following conversation

between RAY DE CARLO and ANTHONY RUSSO on 5/24/61:

ANTHONY: Have you talked to NICK?

RAY: NICK who?

ANTHONY: NICK DELMORE.

RAY: I haven't seen him in about a year. What do you want

from him?

ANTHONY: He sold his house. Him and another guy are going

to build apartments on there.

RAY: On his property?

ANTHONY: Yeah. They got the OK through from the town.

RAY: What did they do with the mansion?

ANTHONY: They ripped it down. I want him to let me give

him a bid on the lumber.

RAY: What's the name of your lumber yard?

ANTHONY: Jersey Building Supply. It's on Ocean Port Avenue

a block from the track.

4fl
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: Juno 0, 1961

rROM : SA. PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant advised ttrt the following conversation

took place during the afternoon of 5/25/61 between RAY

DE CARLO, JACK PANELS, ANTHONY "STUDS" CAPRIO and TONY

BOIARDO:

RAY: Up until yesterday these guys did the work and looked

for the hits, so starting yesterday after they did

the work we took the work, the only ones that looked

through there were our other partners, before we could

never knew who hit because we had to take their word

for it. They guy had a guy that was supposed to be

his man and we had a kid who was supposed to be our

man. Well, we find out that they're very friendly,

for two or three months, no wonder we had 30 And 2

thousand with this bunch.

* * * * *

TONY: You oughta tell him about NICK GATES.

RAY: Maybe we should have won maybe thirty more, who knows.

RAY: We're in this business a year and two months we ain't

got up a penny, we didn't take no salaries or nothin.

TONY: What you figure?

i

RAY: I figure we got about 8 thousand on a Monday, 3000 a

week not 3000 a net, I figure we got about 2200 a day

net .

RAY: 5 guys to 2200 a day and needs another guy, FRANKIE.

*' * * * *

PANELS: That's absolutely true, I asked him a few questions

about business. He said we lost 3 or 4 hundred dollars
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of business today, I asked him, how did you lose

that, he sez on. account some other guys In the

same office.

RAY: I told FRANKIE to chase them out.

RAY: RED could do it, if he sets up a systom.

* * * * *

RAY: We just laid off 2 guys - that's 300 a week, we're

paying ice 1500 a month to the county, we're cutting

them down to 750, save about 500 a woek we saved

right there. We only did that last week. We'll

make a deal with them to pay them guys 150 a week,

tell 'em if you get pinched your on your own. We pay

for the lawyer and that, but if you want take a

hundred a week while your in the can we'll give your

wife 75 a week, you won't go to the can in Hudson

County with what we got on the Jail over there.

RAY: In Bergen County we're 1500 up to this month and

cut 'em down to 750. Even the DetectIyo told us when

we told him we were wondering how you could pay us

that much.

(RAY and PANELS suspect NICKIE and FRANKIE were

stealing at the work. They complained bitterly about the

whole deal. )

RAY: Watch TIPPY he could cheat us too.

PANELS: I'll watch TIPPY!

(DOC CASTELLANO arrives.)

TONY: Don't keep long with this meeting tonight.

RAY: What

TONY: PUSSY

RAY: We only gonna figure out how much we're gonna hold

on hits and that stuff, on extension.

* * I' * *
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RAT: Hey, LOU still got that number Hemlock 2-2314?

* * * *

3
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datr: June 9, 1961

fROM : SA PHILIP F. ENLOW

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

The informant advised that the following conversa

tion took place around 5 P.M., 5/27/61 between RAY DE CARLO

and SI REGA:

SI: Ever make up with CAREY?

RAY: Not yet, more creditors.

SI: They're all ashamed or they'd paid right away.

RAY: We may make up tomorrow.

SI: Hear him hollor about that $200 a week he's losing. His

broker

RAY: What a double crosser he is.

RAY: TONY PRO had over 10 guys waiting for him, ain't he

supposed to keep appointments.

RAY: TONY BOY was hot, won't even stop to say hello to us,

kept TUBBY waiting for us to make sure we didn't ever

get out of the car.

RAY: JERRY wants me to go over there.

SI: TONY thought it come over a

RAY: Yeah.

RAY: ... .why only him of all the guys he ever beat up from

over there .

PFE:kvw.
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SI: EDDIE CURTIS is blaming PANELS for losing all that

money, he sez.

SI: PANELS gave it to him, ho sea that told BILL UNION that

if I know'd he was there, you would have given me it.

RAT: Nice manner - this fellow WOODS, he closes his mouth.

SI: How good is if you can't collect.

RAY: He was winning our money right along, wasn't he?

RAY: He was winning every night, he was winning 2000, 3000.

When he gets hit some night, drown him, he didn't

drown him in his own money.

RAY: Every night he was nibbling 3000, 2000, 4000 - what

happened to the money he won 3 or 4 times?

(FRANK BROWN, realtor, enters about 5:25 P.M.

and has the following conversatioa)

RAY: Met one of your sons at the Shackamaxon the other day

BRUCE. He introduced himself to me

BROWN: Your lawyer sez you wanted it all cloar.

RAY: Yeah, wanta get a mortgage on somebody else.

BROWN: The idea is, your price isn't fair. Even your

lawyer says it is too high. You got 125 feet in

the back, they have cortain building rules, that

the less you can put up there is a 50 foot wide

building, going back 300 ft. to make it 10,000.

And the BOB is very rich, now the fact is -

RAY: Look, you tell him we'll give him another deal,

give'm 70 cash and a 10 year lease on this salary

year, he's got a deal.

/

BROWN: Now, he needs this place -

RAY: Hub oh he needs this place, then he gotta give me 80

cash . -

icq I
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BROWN: No, no, he doesn't need It right away, he could

give you a 2 year lease for something like that -

RAY: No leases.

BROWN: He couldn't pay.

RAY: Tell him to forget about It.

BROWN: I got him up to 15. You ought a try to settle with him.

Take him up to 70. You think over.

RAY: Huh - no, I wont't take 70.

BROWN: No but your wrong.

RAY: You know what that back building cost on this

55 thousand.

BROWN: But he's gotta knock 'om down.

RAY: So he's gotta knock 'em down, nobody back there but

warehouses .

RAY: Why don't you rent that from us as a warehouse.

BROWN: How big is it"

RAY: 35 by 65 - it's bigger that there, everything there.

BROWN: I think if I can work him up to 70,000, you should

consider it.

RAY: 70 and 10 year lease - 80 for whole thing.

BROWN: No, 70 for the whole thing.

RAY: NO.' NO.' I don't want no mortage -

BROWN: He can only use this to expand that building if they

wanted it.

BROWN: I'll call him up and tell him. ji/lflf
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OTTIONAL rORM NO. 10

1010-KX

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datr: Juno 15, 1901

from : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported the following conversation

between RAY DE CARLO and STUDS CAPRIO on 5/29/61.

RAY: Did they go to work yet in Las Vegas?

STUDS: I don't know.

RAY: I'd better call SPINACH up. I don't see no money

orders coming in hexeyat. If he don't send no money

order he's getting fired. He is supposed to send me

$50 a weok.

STUDS: Did LEASH come back yet?

RAY: No LEASH didn't come back yet. LEASH didn't go to

Vegas. Do you hear what I'm telling you, STUDS,

you better get hold of your kid and tell him to

send that half a yard a week.

STUDS: The joint was supposed to open up the 28th - yesterday.

BDW:kvw/
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OCTIONM. PORM NO. \t

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: June 15, 1961

W>m : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

On 5/31/61, JACK PANELS and RAY DE CARLO were

at The Barn, ^/thatrattj* ,

PANELS explained to PE CARLO that TIPPY (BELLIZZIE)

had fired NICKY from the bank in Union City.

DE CARLO cautioned PANELS that it might be best to

move the location of the bank inasmuch as NICKY might be mad

at being fired and "put the finger" on the operation.

From the above, it would appear that PANELS has

been assigned to oversee DE CARLO'S Interests in Union City.

/

/
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OrTONAL FORM NO. M

MID-104

UNITED STATES GO\ .JtNMKNT

Memorandum

TO : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datr: June 15, 1961

from : SA BILLIE D. WII.LSMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported on 6/3/61 that DE CARLO and

an individual referred to as FRANK ( apparently from Trenton)

were at The Barn on that date.

DE CARLO explained to FRANK that his numbers bank

had been hit for $30,000 on each day June 1 and 2 and that

the number 310 came up each day. He estimated that the

bank is now 40,000 "in the red". DE CARLO went on to explain

that he is suspicious that the number is being "fixed" at the

track possibly by the Government in order to force the

bookmakers out of business.

DE CARLO went further to explain that in 16 of the

last 18 days the number has been under 500 and that ply is

usually heavier on the smaller numbers and as a result all

bookmakers have been heavily hit.

Late during the evening of 6/3 an unidentified male

appeared at The Barn and the following conversation transpired.

It should be noted that most of the conversation was inaudible

and the following represents only excerpts of a 2 hour £,

conversation: .

"V

RAY: Sit down, TOM. That kid was here last night and he\ iJ

told me a little bit... try to organize it... make it

5 to 1.

UNKNOWN: .

RAY: Monday night at 10 O'clock.

UNKNOWN: Well, BOBBY seems to know a little bit about it.

RAY: The second time 310 came up we called everybody up

and made them think the law was there. We didn't

take no business. We put a strange guy on the phono

/ fl ^
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and 2 gave their right name and address.

This guy called up and wanted to know the number and

our guy was making out he was the law, you know.

What can you do? Go for $30,000? How are you going

to pay it? We had $35 on the number. I don't know

how much but wo might have to pay a few guys. The

first day we paid off $12,000.

RAY: They claim they got M0RIARITY. As long as you got

MORIARITY everybody goes in line.

UNKNOWN: I never met MORIARITY. He takes $500 on a number.

RAY: I hear he took $2000 on a number one time. He got hit

for $300,000 one time and paid off. He paid $150,000

right away and the rest in installments but he paid

it.

RAY: We went to 5-1, Hoboken went and JOE BAYONNE went.

For two days we went and everybody's play dropped off

and they all switched back we were the last ones

to switch back.

RAY: So the meeting is for 10 O'clock Monday night. We

; .., gotta pick them up at a tavern here on the highway.

If you want to you can come here we'll go pick

them up.

UNKNOWN: JOE BAYONNE

RAY: JOHNNY HANNA, what about him?

RAY: All the main guys..... the biggest books Hoboken, us,

JOHNNY HANNA, you. . .him and BAYONNE. Who else is

there but a few stragglers around Hoboken like

MORIARITY.

RAY: There is an OK... I know JOE has got the state because

we got the same guy JOE has got. ,When we had a crap

game we used to give him $1500.

UNKNOWN: We'll organize

RAY: I don't know what ideas this crazy kid has got in

his mind... this HAROLD. This kid is a little nuts.

2
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RAY: Oh, if we're going to make an organization out of it

then everything shouU be together. Like HANNA and

then in Union City with horses and all. In West New

York what ever JOE has got there and in BAYONNE it's

gotta be thrown in the pot. The first guy who starts an

argument is the first guy who gets put in the hospital.

RAY: We've been in business over there for 13 months with

this TIPPY. We got about $30,000 a week.

RAY: RAFFY and them they got killed with SGAMBODI they're

in the red for $60,000 and I'm getting my $500 a week.

RAY: Listen now - you be here M nday at 9:30 we'll pick

them up at 10.

3
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OPTIONAL FORM HO. M
9010-104 F '

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: Juno 15, 1961

?rom : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

ci w

Informant reported that RAY DE CARLO, JACK PANELS

and FRANK RUGGIERI were at The Barn during the evening of

6/5/61. Most of the conversation was Inaudible although the

Informant was able to report the following:

RAY: FRANKIE, did they ask TIPPY If you represent me In the

office.

FRANK: Yeah.

RAY: They have been tailing you guys pretty good. JACK, I

thought you were very careful not to get tailed.

JACK: I don't get tailed.

RAY: They asked TIPPY if he wanted to know

Didn't you do the work up in RED's house one night.

JACK: No, I don't even know where she lives.

FRANK: We were only up there once.

RAY: The way It looks we won't be able to do anything over

, there. I'm hot as a pistol. HAROLD is hot. TIPPY

is hot. How are we going to get the word to ?

Where is TIPPY NOW? Home sick. FRANK you better go

over to his house now and tell him to tighten that

broad's mouth. They may go to her next. Go over -

there tonight and have him tell her not to answer any

questions. If they come to her have her ask them,

"Look have you got a charge against me mister? Then

lock me up. I ain't answering no questions." Any

you tell them the same thing when they come to see

you.

FRANK: I told them that twice already.

BDw:kvw/ £ JfT sd^au.*^^^;::,
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RAY: Come on JACK we gotta moot this guy at at

10 o'clock. We'll take a ride around to make sure we

ain't being tailed.

*





OPTIONAL I'OHM NO. W

UNITED STATES GO KNMENT

Memorandum

TO

.FROM

SAC, NEWARK (137-3314)

8A BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

date:

6/22/61

subject:

NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported that RAY DE CARLO, SI RUGA,

JACK PANELS and FRANK RUGGIERI were at DE CARLO's office on

6/7/61 at which time the following conversations took place:

FRANK:

SI:

FRANK:

SI:

JACK:

SI:

FRANK:

RAT:

FRANK:

BDW:Pep

(1)

We closed everybody out today. This is the accounts

receivable if we collect all them, and with the

hedge, we will have about $30,000. Now if we pay

all these guys - NICKY PASQUALE $347. RED PATTERSON

he has already taken 5, that leaves a balance of

twenty eight ten so he's going to be paid. Now

MAXIE $4,400. SHOTSIE (ph.) $384. — the kid

that was partners with TIPPY - now these are all the

controllers - $383 and the $2,000 they gave NICKIE.

Now NICKIE is with JOE the Indian.

Now assuming all that other money comes in and this

is paid out we'll have about $17,000.

JACK (PANELS) did you give that $2,000 to JOE or to

NICKIE?

I gave it to JOE.

We weren't in business on Saturday. If anyone

claims he played a dollar on the Saturday number

in the weekly play then give him a dollar back.

NICKY PASQUALE has 5 or 6 runners and he gives them

all 25%. We do all the bookkeeping work and he adds

on his 5%.

Who's that?

NICK PASQUALE.

I*
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RAY:

SI:

RAY:

SI:

RAYT

SI:

RAY:

si:

RAY:

At this point DE CARLO and REGA had a discussion

; the FBI interviews with JOE The Indian, TIPPY and

: LOUIE.

1 was talking to a guy today and he told me they

got a thing that you can really hear from in a car.

Before they only had the disc they put in that they

could locate you, he said — like a beam you know.

He said now they got a transmitter - a small thing

like a transistor radio that they hide in your car

and hook it on to a live wire to the battery. The

thing is on all the time and thoy get behind you

with a receiver in their car. They got it made up

small and it runs off. your car battery.

They still gotta be following you to hear it.

They don't have to be following you; they could be

2 or 3 miles away.

What did they do? - - - - -?

They settled with everybody.

How much?

They didn't salvage nothing.

WhatS I should have sent LEASH to settle this kind

of a debt. I know he could have did better than this.

HARRY SAtX bad all he could do to settle with the

guys for Thursday and Friday. Some of these guys

were even looking for money for Saturday.

Who did they turn into Saturday?

They didn't. It was money they turned in for the

week.
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FRANK: He vent out. He was with me all day. I mot him at

9; 00 this morning.

RAY: You made all good deals huh?

FRANK: He went out while I was in there closing the books.

RAY: That guy that you owe $4,400 give him a $100 a week.

FRANK: One of MAXIB*a players went over to TIPPY's house to

collect.

RAY: How did he know TIPPY was the boss?

FRANK: I don't know. I asked MAXIE how does he know

TIPPY. Now I was talking to NICKY and I told him I

closed his book with what we have in front of us and

you got $327 coming.

FRANK: JOE DI MAGGI0 was up at PHIL DAMEO's house for

dinner one day last week.

RAY: Sunday JOE played golf with PHIL and JERRY CATENA.



•



OPTIONAL FORM MO. M

UNITED STATES GOV ANMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datb: June 22, 1061

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant advised that on 6/12/61 the

following parsons were present at the Barn: ANGELO DE CARLO,

JACK PANELS, SI REGA, JOE POLVERINO, PETE and an individual

referred to as CHAMP.

JACK PANELS explained to SI that he is having

difficulty with some of the "controllers" and particularly

NICKY PASQUALE in settling the accounts for the numbers bank.

At one point PANELS stated, "We'll settle that tomorrow.

TIPPY (BELIZZIE) is going into shopkeeping today."

Later, DE CARLO asked who won the fight last Sturday

night. He said that he had not seen the fight because he and

TONY-BOY (ANTHONY BOIARDO) hd gone to Atlantic City and did

not get home until 4:30 A.M.

CHAMP (LNU) told DE CARLO that he had had some

dealings with an unidentified person or group while he was

in Chicago (?). These people wanted him to bring something

to DE CARLO.

CHAMP: How did I know you got no use for those guys?

DE CARLO: Listen, CHAMP, it ain't that I got no use for those

guys. They've used my name for twenty-five years

and got away with murder. When they had a proposition

in the Dominican Republic who'd they give it to?

To the Jews - they gave it! They didn't bring it

to us. They had all the machines, a gamblin'

house

CHAMP, who could have been Intoxicated, told REGA

and DE CARLO that they were his two best friends. RAY recalled

JPW:kvw / ^V^??
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that he had once let CHAMP "take care" of Atlantic City for

him. There is a good possibility that CHAMP once appeared

on the TV shop* "This Js Your Life" and/or was interviewed

on a TV show such as is moderated by MIKE WALLACE.

2





OPTIONAL FORM NO- M

M10-IM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to s SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DATS: June 22, 1961

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C* .

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 6/13/61, captioned informant advised that ANGELO

DE CARLO, ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) and FRANK RUGGIERI

were present at The Barn.

The informant noted that DE CARLO was concerned

about receiving some money which is due him. RUGGIERI said

there was about 2800 still out. DE CARLO instructed that

TIPPY (FRANK BELLIZIE) was to be responsible for the balance

noting that he has had two weeks to get it in. RUGGIERI

commented that he still has 700 dollars out but that he is

to receive 400 of it on the 15th of June.

The informant pointed out that it was extremely

difficult for him to obtain any information on this date.

He reported that DE CARLO made some mention of tickets and

that "we get five, the other people get four. Two tickets

and a half for nine dollars." The significance of his

remarks is not known.

JPWtkvw
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

W10-IM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DAT*: 6/28/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captionod Informant reported that during the afternoon

Of 6/14/61 ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY) , ANTHCSIY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) ,

WILLIAM REGA (SI), and PETE (Identified as a bartender) were

present at The Barn.

The Informant noted that ANTHONY CAPRI0 (STUDS) has

been 111 and has not been present for a few days. He was

expeoted the following day.

The group discussed a situation existing wherein money

is owed to them by various individuals who are reluctant to pay.

JACK PANELS related that one such person, who was identified as

having a store, has been warned that he had better have his money

in by Saturday if ho has to go out and steal it.

DE CARLO said there would never be another dice game

unless everybody comes up with his own money. He was apparently

referring to someone (possibly EDDIE CURTIS) who had a piece of

the Staten Island game but who had borrowed money to buy In.

This person owes DE CARLO $9,000 and DE CARLO wants him to pay

at once even if he must borrow it from the "people he's with."

DE CARLO spoke enthusiastically about some "sweepstakes

tickets," saying that he is sure that those present could easily

dispose of 100 books, thereby making a profit of $500. He said

all their friends, waitresses and everybody, will be anxious to

get books to sell.

JPWtaasC^5
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optional, t orn* NO. w

^UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DATS: . . 6/28/61

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

The source reported the following activity at The

Barn on 6/15/61:

CAUL SILESIA Indicated that he was going to the

race track on that date and mentioned taking STUDS with him.

DE CARLO replied "STUDS can go after Monday—I ain't going

to be here no more."

LEASH j

RAY:

LEASH:

RAY, before you go play golf I want to tell you

about EDDIE CURTIS.

Woll hurry up—I got TGNY BOY and them waiting for

RAY:

LEASH:

RAY:

JOE:

LEASH:

JOE:

BDW:aasC$M?

(1)

He wasn't there yestorday and I spoke to DANNY and

he called me this morning at 10:00. He said that

two guys were holding for maintenance $100 apiece.

A $500 connection--that's $700. There's five guys

gotta go before the grand jury. You remember I was

talking to you about Stnten Island JOE (POLVERINO)?

There's a big investigation. He said tell you that

he's got something in the fire and if it comes out

he will bring the money to JOE.

When?

I couldn't tie him down to no time so I told him that

I would be out there today.

He's got some nerve.

Were they questioned by the FBI?

I guess so that's what he wants to talk about.

I want to see who the hell it was. ^J?/*r Scf/f/- £?(
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RAT: Thoy must have asked about you. They know you were

croupier and all—souobody must have spoke up.

The above activity occurrod at 12:00 noon. The group

departed and at 5:18 p.m. D3 CARLO returned and berated STUDS

for not keeping in touch with him by phone. DB CARLO statod

"TONY BOY calls ue every morning 10:30 or 11:00."





OPTIONAL rORM NO. 10

•UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-35X4) datr: 7/5/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251—C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Informant

DE CARLO

Unmale :

RAY:

Unmale :

RAY:

Unmale :

RAY:

Unmale :

RAY:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JPW:maj

(1)

During the early morning hours of 6/24/61 captioned

reported the following conversation between ANGELO

(RAY) and an unidentified male:

You got everything straightened out for tomorrow?

Yeah

(Inaudible)

No, 1*11 meet PUSSY (ANTHONY RUSSO) down there.

Whore?

Huh?

Where?

(Whistles)

(All depart)

**********

At about 5:30 p.m. on 6/24/61 RAY and ANTHONY

SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) pli-yed pool. Later PETE (LNU)

entered.

Was RYAN (PH) giving BILL (WILLIAM J. DOMENICK)

a hard time down there last night?

No.

He forgot he didn't get my goat the last time I was

there, you know, I loft. y
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PETE: No, BILL was hinting around - It kInda bothered him.

He doesn't know how to handle those guys.

From the remarks made the Informant believed that

RYAN may be an I IIS employee.

**********

During the evening of 6/24/61 the informant

reported the following conversation between RAY and FRANK

RUGGIERI :

RAY: The guy that told me was TIMMY MURPHY - the guy that

got the 2800. How much did you collect off him?

FRANKIE: . ' I'll give the contract to LEVY.

RAY: The guy that got tba 2800 off JOE MARTINI is with

TIMMY MURPHY. So let BENNY pay him!





OrilONAl rODM NO. 10

1010-104-01

' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 7/3/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant advised that on 6/20/61 ANGELO

DE CARLO, WILLIAM REGA (SI), ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS),

CARL SILESIA (LEASH), ANTHONY CAPRIO, JOE (LNU - possibly

POLVERINO) , and an unidentified male were present at The Darn.

The informant reported the following conversation

between SI and LEASH:

SI: LEASH, you want a crap game for two months?

LEASH: Yeah.

SI : Huh?

LEASH: Yeah, 1*11 take it. Where, SI?

SI: Down the shore.

LEASH: With LUCKY?

SI: No.

LEASH: Did you invite everybody in SI, or....

SI: He can win players now. He only got a local O.K. -

good solid one though. Nobody ever going to bother

him there.... He's going to run four or five cars

down. You know how much ice you got? A hundred and

a quarter a week.

LEASH: Is that all ice?

SI: Ya gotta give a guy 25 dollars for a parkin' lot -

a week. And the local guy a hundred a week. And

ya got a spot to work in and all. Ya know where

the spot is?

JPW:aas

(1)
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LEASH; Where?

SI: The Elks Club. The Elks Is closed. They close July

unci August down there. This guy's got an O.K. to

. operate there after thoy close.

An unmale made some comments which wero obscured;

howeverj the name PUSSY (ANTHONY RUSSO) was mentioned.

SI: (Apparently referring to unmale* s comment) That's

Ocean County.

Unmale: I saw TOMMY VANEZZI (ph) today. I asked him does he

need fifty. He said you know that I don't pay. I

said you borrowed it didn't ya?

SI: Well we're gonna leave, JACK. We're supposed to be

In Hoboken at nine o'clock, RAY and me.

JACK: Whaddya got in Hoboken? (Inaudible)

....

DE CARLO bought 3 pieces of luggage from someone at

1/3 off the marked price.

-. i"

The Informant advised that DE CARLO's small son,

MICHAEL, was present at The Barn with his father during the

afternoon of 6/20/61.

?
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f' UNITED. STATES COvERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 7/3/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant reported the following brief

conversation between ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY) and ANTHONY

CAPRIO (STUDS) which dccurred on 6/21/61:

STUDS: What are you gonna do about CALANDRA now, RAY?

RAY: I left word with the secretary what to do.

STUDS: He'll have a good out. He'll be tied up for four

weeks - murder trial.

Later on 6/21/61 the informant furnished the

following:

LOUIE (LNU), an insurance man, and STUDS CAPRIO

present. LOUIE discussed an Inquiry by the FBI regarding

automobile policies held by DE CARLO. LOUIE didn't want to

furnish the information and called an Assistant Commissioner

in the N.J. State Department of Insurance to inquire if it

was necessary for him to furnish this information. He was

told to furnish this information or it would be the cause for

a subpoena. He furnished only data on the liability policies

held by DE CARLO. He did not mention any of the collision

policies, etc., which are placed with a Texas insurance

company. No report is made to Trenton on these policies.

The agent was alone. CAPRIO said when the FBI comes to the

house there are two of them. He is waiting for the FBI to

see him at which time he will only furnish his name and address.

RAY DE CARLO entered The Barn at approximately 7:35

p.m. and was informed by CAPRIO of the visit of LOUIE (LNU)

and questions that had been asked of him. RAY and FRAN pay $88

annually for liability insurance. RAY disputes that it was the

FBI and said it was no doubt Internal Revenue. RAY said it was

funny they didn't go to JIMMY DEL MAURO or MIKE (ph) . The only

questions asked were cost of insurance and how it was paid. . y <.

JPW:aasO'' GtYri marched^iNDExa
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At approximately 7:40 p.m. FRANK RUGGIERI arrived

at The Barn. He told DE CARLO that ho had been arrested at

the track that day by a State Trooper. He was taken to the

barracks at Oceanport and had to furnish $400 bond. FRANK

didn't know the charge against him, and RAY was indignant

about this. It apparently involves failure to register within

the town which has a criminal registration law. RAY protested

that an individual has 24 hours to register. He v/ants to take

the case as far as necessary to test the law and said it could

be thrown out if they wanted to spend the money for testing it.

DE CARLO again berated RUGGIERI for his failure to protest

and failure to find out what he was charged with. RAY said

if they attempt this on him they are going to get one big

argument out of him.

.»

DE CARLO said the only thing "the law" could do was

bar him from the track or eject him. The law has to be tested,

and RUGGIERI protested the cost of legal fees. DE CARLO said

everybody will have to contribute to the legal costs. RUGGIERI

is willing to go along under those circumstances.

DE CARLO suggested RUGGIERI get hold of some lawyer

in Asbury Park who is known to LUCKY (LOUIS PERCELLO) so he

won't be double-crossed.

DE CARLO was critical of RUGGIERI for not having

collected the money which has been due them since their Union

City operation closed. RUGGIERI protested that TIPPY (FRANK

BELIZZIE) was working on it and, in fact, was to pick up $600

that day.

13^
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO

SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

dath:

7/6/61

FROM :

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

sunjeCT:

NK 2251-C

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant reported that during the early

evening of 6/28/61, ANGELO DE CARLO and some unidentified

associates were present at the Barn. The follov/ing

conversation ensuedt

RAY:

RAY:

BOB:

JPW:Pep

(1)

Tell him all that stuff, JOE (him) telling me that,

"I can change it around in a minute". (RAY was

relating the words of someone else).

One "BOB" departs and as he does so:

Alright - uh - BOB. Maybe it's better we better

play about - we tee off about 12:00.

Yeah. 1*11 see ya, JOE.

RAY departs.

SEARCHtD .^.^.INDtXtO .... ...

SfcRIALI2tt> vL^ILED .....w^'

JUL c i&i ,

_ FBI — NEWARK
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO
SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

path:

7/6/61

PROM
8A JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C r

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant advised that during the late

afternoon of 6/26/61, ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY) was present at

"The Barn'* with CHARLIE (LNU) and ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS)*

The following conversation ensued:

CHARLIE:

RAY:

CHARLIE:

RAY:

CHARLIE:

RAY:

CHARLIE:

RAY:

CHARLIE:

RAY:

JACK:

JPWtPep

CD

So then I come to town as soon as I could but then

you had gone* So I left you a note*

Yeah.

And *> uh « he didn't get in touch with me for about

three or four days. And I called him the day before

yesterday and I told him that it was alright for

9:00 Tuesday night. Will that be alright for you?

Tomorrow night - 9:00?

Yeah - Alright now* I told him to pick up that guy

and meet us over there.

What guy?

Uh - JOE*

OK - have to meet us ••••

•••• over at QUERQUES (?)* I told him. I said,

meet us the same place where we had supper - you

know - The Red Hat - he knows where it is. You

know what. RAY. we* 11 come here about quarter to

with JIMMY? ,

Yeah? - Yeah.

Tell that to this DANNY (ph) STROLLO.

1

. . !» law
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RAY: 80 tomorrow night then*

CHARLIE: Yeah.

RAY:

CHARLIE:

Nine o'clock.

I'll cone here first and

(Exeunt)

The informant reported that at about 10:00 p.m..

several unidentified individuals were at the Barn. The

following conversation ensued:

UNMALE: Listen, I'm gonna go because I gotta meet somebody -

JOB you're gonna be around, ain't ya?

JOE: Yeah - I'll give it to FRANK.

UNMALE: Alright here. Here's 7 and then you gave him the C,

that's eight. And one, two, three, fifty, - 360 -

and tell him NICK sent this down. If he says,

',who's NICK?", tell him NICK's taking care of RED's

slips <ph).

JOE: NICK?

UNMALE: NICK.

JOE: He's taking care of everything.

*****

UNMALE departed. There followed a discussion of

horseracing, with all participants apparently moving to the

porch.

*****

' Later in the evening of 6/26/61, the informant

reported that it was his improssion that DE CARLO referred to

the 360 dollars mentioned above. SANT0LI, FRANK RUGGIERI and

an UNMALE were present.

RAY:

JACK:

Wonder where LEASH (CARL SILESIA) is?

(inaudible)
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FRANK:

JACK:

RAY:

FRANK:

RAY:

UNMALE:

JACK:

RAY;

JACK:

RAY:

UNMALE:

JACK:

RAY:

FRANK:

JACK:

RAY:

FRANK:

JACK:

RAY:

FRANK:

Mr. MORRIS (ph) BERT - tth - MANNY'S brother.

(inaudible)

I'd like to say goodbye to MONK and he isn't here.

Maybe he's on hfs way up.

(inaudible)

I told MONK to be here from 11:30 on.

There's guys around. If he cones in let him wait here.

(inaudible)

It's 11:30 now, huh?

(inaudible)

How about if he comes - are you gonna wait here....?

Yeah I'll have to - if you want me to.

will be here at 12:30.

We'll stop at the Belmont. Tell him to call the

Belmont.

In other words, if he's not here by 12:30.

You go home.

"Cause you're comin* back". You won't come back -

you're liable to get stuck there and

One morning I waited 'til after two and you didn't

come back.

(inaudible)
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RAY:

JACK:

In the face of that problem call thoBelmont

1*11 stay there till at least 12:30.

Tell him to call the Belmont

FRANK: Oh, by the way, what name for this, RAY?

UNMALE: Make urn new name like SIDNEY •

DE CARLO and PANELS departed leaving RUGGIERI and

UNMALE who left soon oftor. It appeared that RUGGIERI and

UNMALE at least considerod leaving a note instructing LEASH to

call the Bolnont. RUGGIERI, however, was afraid DE CARLO would

object if thoy left that sort of a note around*

-6-





STANOARO FOAM NO. 64

ce NLemovandum • united states government

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DATE: 7/12/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

SUBJeCT: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant advised that on 6/29/61 one

JOHN (LNU) was present at The Barn and was Involved in

negotiations for the construction of a swimming pool at

ANGELO DE CARLO's residence.

< JOHN noted that his partner, one PASTOR (ph), owns

a swim (or gun) club at the shore located behind a hotel.

DE CARLO was familiar with the spot and observed that "LITTLE

PUSSY (ANTHONY RUSSO) is down there with him. LITTLE PUSSY's

got the 'H' (ph - possibly 'edge') on everything down there."

\

SEARCHED JflDEAtD

SLRIALIZED .^'..-.T.FIIED ....

JUL It IdOl ,;
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 7/12/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant advised that on 7/5/61 ANGELO

DE CARLO (RAY) and WILLIAM REGA (SI) had the following

conversation:

RAY:

SI:

RAY:

Si:

RAY:

I wonder if the FBI knows what we eat every night?

They have a tap here or something. They oughta

put a tap over by the butcher shop. What a nerve

they got callin1 that guy in Miami askIn' if they

can have a room next to me for next Saturday.

Those people have some nerve!

(Inaudible)

Huh?

They'll hit a weak spot (ph).

• • . • Ya gotta sit . Ya sit in the room off and on .

Later, DE CARLO explained to an unidentified woman

who is concerned because she has been Interviewed by some

investigators regarding her husband that she is not obligated

and in fact should furnish no information whatsoever. The

informant believed the woman's husband might be GEORGE. She

was accompanied by two small children.

JPW:

(1)

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED ,

...rxINUEltD

JUL 1:3 1961
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UNITED STATES Gx vKRNMUNT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 7/17/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

sudject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned Informant reported the following conversation

on 7/10/61 between FRANK RUGGIERI. ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS),

and JOE (LNU - possibly POLVERINO):

FRANK:

JACK:

FRANK:

JACK:

FRANK:

JACK:

FRANK:

JACK:

FRANK:

JOE:

FRANK:

How are you, stranger? Hello JOE.

note?

Did you get my

What?
*

I ran into him Saturday uh - Friday, rather. '

I'll bet DANNY thought you was gonna call..*

No.

I got DANNY's club number.

I didn't have any notes - I was gonna call.

I thought he was never gonna see us...

Well you see I had started when I seen him. He called

first at the Cabana (ph - Havana - Savannah) Club.

I was on my way coming along First Street, and he had

told me to stay. . . So then I had called the ... so

he sayd DIETRICH (ph) is on his way over to New York -

he knows you come over there on Friday.

How did you do, FRANK?

Uh - he got a postponement, JOE. I gotta see him

Wednesday morning. He says that fella's definitely

illegal. Now the Chinaman down here, he got mad at

me this morning, 'cause he was, I don't know, some

big shot down there - he knows very well. And he

had an appointment for me all week to get straightened

JPW:aas
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out, you know, to go back on the track. And now the

guy went away - to Lake George. But the lawyer Bays

that law Is Illegal. He sayd we're definitely going

to fight it.

JOE: (Inaudible)

FRANK: They caught me comin' from the window. I had made a

twenty dollar bet when they caught me.

2
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OPTIONAl fO«M NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : date:

SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) 7/19/61

FROM

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

*

subject:
J NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 7/12/61, captioned informant advised tiiat an

unidentified male (possibly FRANK BROWN - Cranford relator)

met with ANGELO DE CARLO that evening to discuss the sale of

DE CARLO's property.

DE CARLO stated that he would take $80,000 for the

Barn property and would vacate immediately. Ho wants cash and

will not consider taking a mortgage. BROWN felt the best price

he could get was $65,000. The prospective purchaser is

Murray Construction Co. who has a customer who wants an office

building and warehouse. DE CARLO stated that if their best

price is $65,000, they can forget about the deal.

JPW:Pep
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO
SAC, NEWARK (137-3514)

datr:
7/24/61

FROM
SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject:
NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 7/11/61, captioned Informant advised that ANGELO

DE CARLO (RAY), ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) and WILLIAM

REGA (SI), were present at DE CARLO's office. JACK related

to RAY that he had been called the night before at the Belmont.

He first thought it was "FATS, from New Brunswick". It appears

that this person offered some recognition sign which involved

the number 132. RAY observed that this was the number of

JACK's locker:

JACK: Yeah, 132 - I got STEVE's gun in it. So - uh - I said

do I know ya? He said, "I don't think so". I said,

where are ya? He said "I'm in Newark, downtown".

I said, well come up here. He came up and uh - he

asked me if I knew VINNIE.

RAY: VINNIE Who?

JACK: From New York. Then he mentioned RED KUGEL's name -

that last night VINNIE, uh - JIMMY, JIMMY the Blond

and uh - from JOHNNY BENDER (ph.) .... were together

and they told him and he said he could reach me.

That he's got a fella that knows me and knows where

I'm at. And he'd deliver a message. I told JACK,

that RED KUGEL has got this guy down here in Asbury

Park that's not paying any money.

RAY: What are they buttin' in for?

JACK: I was so hot I couldn't even think anymore! I said,

what's the matter, we'll be talkin' to RED. and RED

straightened it all out with tie guy - the guy knows

JPW:Pep
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JACK: (CONT'D)

he ain't gonna got paid. He spoke to him and told him

he can't pay him. And it was over. (This came from

visitor, apparently) . I told him this came up once

before, didn't it RAY?

RAY: Yeah.

JACK: "Well", he said, "do you want JIMMY's number" I said,

I got his number ! "Do you know where he hangs out?"

I said, I know where he hangs out] So - I gotta give

him an answer.

RAY: Gotta give who an answer?

JACK: JIMMY - or do you want me to ignore it?

RAY: You call JIMMY up and tell him RAY said, Look, this

BILL was never connected with nobody and for everybody

to keep their hands off! What are ya tryin' to do here!

JACK: That's what I told SI....

RAY: You tell JIMMY I said it that way! RAY says everybody

keep their hands off! This guy was never connected

with nobody! And don't try for somebody to marry

him now that there's a little jackpot here! Tell him

RAY gave this guy an O.K. to go in and beat him.

JACK: I tried to mention that he was with you.

SI: I told him he shouldn't have used

JACK: I was thinkin* that it's the same thing . ....

RAY: You call JIMMY the Blond and say Look, now this guy,

RAY knows he ain't with nobody! And this kid asked

him and he gave this kid an O.K. to bet him. Now

don't nobody look to try to collect what? Nobody's

gonna collect here!

SI: PUSSY told you he was with nobody. *
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RAY:

JACK:

si:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

RAY:

Everybody! LUCKY told me ho's with nobody, but all

of a sudden they want to marry him.

They weren't going to come up tomorrow.

I told JACK, the next time this guy comes around,

and he don't know - and starts mentioning names.

. .... don't even talk to him.

He didn't talk to no VINNIE QUINN (ph. - poss. QUINLAN)

He's talking about a different VMlE.

I don't know which VINNIE this is.

They're talking about VINNIE the Handicapper.

Oh is that who it is?

Yeah - he's with JIMMY the Blond. He's connected

with him but he ain't no 'connected guy!'

I thought he meant VINNIE over in

Nah, nah, they don't mean him.

ANDY GUMP (ph.)

Yeah near ANDY GUMP.

Yeah - I heard that once before - ANDY GUMP.

You get JIMMY on the phone and tell him I said,

Look, forget about this thing! They checked all over

they know this guy for years - they know he ain't

connected with nobody. Now what is somebody tryin'

to Bay - they were married to him? Say - this kid

came to him before he bet him and RAY told him - go

ahead - he's with nobody - the hell with him! And

what are you gonna do - try to collect? He's gonna

say, well he bet with VINNIE. He didn't bet with

VINNIE! He bet with the other guy! He didn't bet

with VINNIE! If VINNIE answered the. phone a couple

-3-
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RAY: (CONT'D)

of times or something, that's VINNIE *s fault. And

when he bet VINNIE he told VINNIE he was bettin'

BILL, not VINNIE.

JACK: That's how this kid introduced himself. He said,

"I get all the odds for VINNIE'1.

SI: He can do whatever he wants for VINNIE.

RAY: That's right. So tell him - just forget about it.

SI: He just took a shot, that's all.

RAY: Tell him he got the O.K. to take a shot, 'cause

we know BILL for many a year. And BILL's with

nobody.. Tell him from now on he's married to PUSSY.

PUSSY owns him now. If anybody's got a beef here

it'll be Little PUSSY. PUSSY knows what it's all

about. PUSSY's married to him, tell him.

♦ * * * *

DE CARLO complained about the intensity of the

Internal Revenue investigation concerning him. He said agents

have interrogated his doctor, dentist and even a man who made

two storm doors for him several years ago. DE CARLO felt

that telephone records provided the main source of loads for

the investigation.

*****

The informant reported that JACK and RAY had a

discussion of accounts receivable during which it appeared

that JACK gave RAY $875.00. Additional details concerning

this transaction were not available.

*****

/
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OPTIONAl POKM NO.

5010-104

,0 ^

UNITED STATICS GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) datk: 7/25/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

.On 7/13/61 captioned informant roportod the following

conversation between ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS) and an

unidentified male:

Unmale: I'm just going to take a look here for a minute.

Today I can cut it short because . . . .

Unmale: ....they've got to have a wire—they've got to have

an amplifier. The wire is all they need here...*

but they must have that. Without it—they're dead.

I don't care who ya are or what ya are.... or anyplace.

They can put it in 'a car—-they can run the amplifier

- off the car battery—they can run it off a storage

battery—they can run it off a dry cell. But they

still gotta have that wire. Now, one leg comes off

the—here we're gonna have to go outside.

JACK: ....what about this wire here?

Unmale: Here's your extension. Notice it runs all the way

along—see here's where you had the other—see?

JACK:

Unmale :

JACK:

Unmale :

JACK:

There would have to be a wire hangin!

Urn? Sure .

Right?

Well it would have to come through here to get in the

house .

JPW:aasCO >
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Unmale: Yeah—see the obvious place would be to take It from

here and run it to there. Now if I could take out

this thin«; I could show you what I meant. If I had

a screwdriver I could take this off and show you what

I meant. This is the block, see? That's like this

one over hero where the phono was. In the other room,

where the phono was? This v/as an extension where they

could plug in. Huh? Now, if there v/as anything here,

they would come up here—this would bo an easy place

to do it—anywhere along this line. So you trace this

line all the way back. It goes there, it goes all the

way around and all the way through. Out to the pole.

So if they wanted to tie in they'd have to tie in some

wheres along this line that*s in this room. So they

wouldn't get nowheres.

JACK: This line would have to be alive.

Unmale: Well, this line can be brought to life. Yeah, brought

to life. Because every—in other words, here—every

phone has a box, like this (may be making sketch), on

the pole, at points like this. Now, this goes around

to this, these two wires come in like this and are

hooked right to that thing. That's a pair. Now they

go from here, this is called an aerial pair, go up to

the pole where the big cross box is. Here's a great

big cross box. These is maybe a pair—maybe they got

a hundred and fifty pairs in here. This has three

hundred and fifty pairs here. Now back of each one of

these pairs is a fuse—so when you disconnect your

phone all they do—they don't disconnect these wires—

they leave them here in the event that you want to

reinstall. Because you can't use it. All they do is

take a fuse—it's a red thing about this long—maybe

you've seen it.

i *

JACK: Yeah, I saw. . . .

Unmale: A red thing with a little thing with a little screw

on the end there and a screw on the end there—a male

and a female—see? There's two of them in back of

this thing here. So all they do is go right through

the hole and bring that to life. Now—that's alive

now after you put tv/o fuses in which takes you two

minutes to do. I got a car full of them. It takes

you two minutes to put that in. Now we got action here
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JACK:

Unmale :

JACK:

Unmale:

JACK:

Unmale :

JACK:

Unmale :

JACK:

Unmale :

That brings it to life.

See? If I'd a known this I would have brought my

test set—my test phone. I could have tested it. *

Then if it was alive your test phone would....

Chum, I can get a dial tone right off the bat. In

other words all I'd have to flip it on dial and I'd

get a dial tone. Then I could dial operator....

All these things is not as easy as people think they

are. Now—the only other possible thing that they could

do—-possibly—so he should be on his guard.... and this

is what I think that he would do if he saw if they saw

anybody here. Here's what they would do. No quostion

in my mind—they wouldn't bug the place. He's free and

clear there. But what they would do—would have some

guy sneak up here and put one of these amplifier-radio

transmitters. We have 'em. Fits in my pocket, right

here. With a little antenna about that long. And

all they would have to do is just take that and slip

it by the window and that's good for a mile. Now,

then they'd sit in their cars and everything you said

in here—everything that's said that transmitter will

pick it up.

How big is that?

No bigger than like this.

Where would they have to put it—from the window?

Not a thing! Nothing! That big. Just like that.

About that big. (Drawing) About that square.

Where could they set it?

They could set it here—or here—any room they wanted

to. Now, us talking, just the way we're talking now.

In other words here's the way we use it for....

It would make much difference. Now, our fellows use

it in narcotics. One of our boys will go in and have

it in his pocket. The aerial goes around your nock

and down your sleeve. And he's sittin' here bavin*

a drink, mindin* his own business. And he sees these

shines over here pushin' this junk—so all he does is

reach down in his pocket and he flips the button. The

reason he don1t leave it on all the time is so he don't

3
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JACK:

Unmale:

JACK:

Unmale :

wear out the batteries. Right? But he flips the

thing and then he says "All right, you boys can

come in and grab that third guy on the third stool.

He's wearin' a brown hat and a brown so-and-so. I

can- have that turned up on wy radio in the car—

I can turn iny volume up—and he can be whisperin*

like this.... (whispers) and yet I'll have it come

over my car radio. Now on top of that—as it's

comin' over the radio, with our receivers we have,

we can plug in to—and we can record that. So I

doubt very much whether the place is bugged after

lookin' around. But if they notice anybody around

here—uh—what I would advise—if they do is this:

If he's in here—just close the damn window—turn on

the air conditioner and sit in there— 'til the heat

gets off.

How about a radio playin' , does that overrun it?

A radio?

Yeah.

Well it would garble it, yeah. It would garble it.

The informant advised that DE CARLO had accompanied

FRANK RUGGIERI to the shore that day. They returned to

Mountainside about 6:00 p.m., having left about 11:00 a.m.

that morning. DE CARLO was to have played golf there with

DOC CASTALANO; however, it rained all day.

The informant reported that on 7/13/61 DE CARLO,

SANTOLI, and RUGGIERI dined together. The following conversation

transpired: »

JACK: Don't sit in front of there....

RAY: Did the guy look under the radiators and all?

JACK: (Inaudible) . ...ya gotta go fer a wire—wherever there*

a wire. .. .instead of trying to bug this place here—he

would put the mike outside the window. .. .play the radio

and television.
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RAY: I triad to toll thom guys.

JACK: ....aren't these vires dead? He said, "No."

RAY: Why don*t we pitch these wires out of here?

JACK: (Inaudible)

i

? . » .

The informant reported that an unidentifiod male

was interested in getting in touch with somoone. PANELS

suggested that he call the Long Branch Hotel to reach this

person..

****
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OfTIONAl (0«M NO. 10 -—

5010-104 '

UNITED STATES GO . liRNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-351*0 date: 8/2/61

from : SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS
t

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

NK 2251-C* reported during the afternoon of 7/18/61

DE CARLO Instructed JACK PANELS to go out and call LITTLE JOE

(DE BENEDICTIS) and Instruct him to come by The Barn at 7:30

Friday night. DE CARLO explained "We've got to go out and

meet that guy."

DE CARLO also told PANELS to call PETE DE CARLO and

have hIm come by The Barn that evening.

SI REOA interrupted and stated that he had an appoint

ment with LITTLE JOE at The Barn that evening.

DE CARLO then Instructed PANELS not to call LITTLE JOE

but to call MILTON at the golf course and have him come to The

Barn.

During the evening of 7/18/61 PARNESS, LITTLE JOE,

FRANK RUaOIERI, JACK PANELS, SI REQA, and DE CARLO were at The

Barn. LITTLE JOE mentioned that PAUL (possibly RAQONA) had

swindled the widow of "FOLEY the Jeweler" out of $7,000 worth

of Jewelry. JOE mentioned that PAUL had been In the hospital.

Later on during the evening, one WALTER entered The

Barn. The conversations could not be overheard due to the

television set being on.

LITTLE JOE talked considerably about politics, mostly

Inaudible. He was overheard to state that he has no use for

(SALVATORE) BONTEMPO; however, In the Interest of seeing an

Italian appointed to a high Government position, he had suggested

to BONTEMPO that he send a telegram to KENNEDY delaying the

swearing-in ceremony In order to stop the pressure being exerted

by Congressman WALTER against the appointment. LITTLE JOE stated

that BONTEMPO took his advice and that it worked.

(1) A>jr \u*^'&£-*iuu> 1
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OPTIONAl FOiM NO. 10 v~v

5010-104 f '

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-35 12*) datk: 8/2/61

FROM SA BILLIE D. WILLIAMS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CI

Informant reported the following activity at The

Barn on 7/19/61:

RAY: What does that mean he sent It on Friday?

STUDS: Well that means that the following week you ought to

get your money. And he said he wenfr to see the guy

and asked him - you know If he knew you. I said to

him If the FBI comes to you all you answer Is Just

your name and your address.

RAY: What do you mean If they go.

STUDS.: They might go to him about the note.

RAY: The $5*000, yeah.

STUDS: You loaned it to him that's all - no Interest or

nothing.

RAY: For two or three months that's all.

STUDS: Yeah and he paid you back in cash.

RAY: That's right. I lent him $10,000 not $5*000.

STUDS: I know that,

RAY: I told him there ain't nobody in the world who would

have lent you this.

The informant did not indicate who had borrowed the

money from DE CARLO. It is believed that it may have been

CAPRlO's son who is working in Las Vegas.

BDW:aas£TV»
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Later on the informant noted the following conversation

between DE CARLO and an unidentified man:

Unman j Where are you going to play golf Friday RAY?

RAY: I gotta be in New York at 1 o'clock. Is that right?

(JACK?): Yeah.

RAY: If I'm going to be in New York at 1 o'clock we won't

get back in time to play golf Friday. If I could get

back in time I'd like to play. I don't expect to be

back until... I don't stay long with that guy. I

might be able to tee off at 3 o'clock. Why don't you

play with QINO. He tees off at 11:30 and I oould

catch you on the next nine.

Unidentified man prepares to leave and is referred to

as BILL. jfa fa fayAfML \

BILL: I'll see you tomorrow then JACK, huh?

PANELS: Yeah. I'll be up early. I'll call you BILL. Will you

be home at 10:30?

FRANK (RUGOIERI): Make sure that door is locked BILLY huh?

FRANK: PETE, you know with those amber lights the red that is

in the trees has no effect at all.

PETE: We're taking them out.

FRANK: Get some around the base and it will be beautiful.

RAY: Did you pay that guy - you don't pay nobody. You owe

the gardener from last year.

PETE: He's a local yokel.

RAY: He's a local guy. You don't want the local guys

knocking you.

i.
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The significance of the above is not known; however,

it would appear that this PETE is a looal individual and not

identical with PETE LANDUSCO, a frequent visitor to The Barn.

Later during the evening CARL SILESIA Joined the group

and played cards. The conversation was of a general nature and

mostly inaudible due to television.

3
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OPTIONAL PO»M NO. 10 /""^

5OI0-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

. to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3512*) date: 8/2/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant furnished the following on

7/20/61 t

ANOELO DE CARLO advised CHARLIE HOHNECKER that he

should not respond to an IRS request to appear at the IRS

office unless he, himself, was being investigated. He told

CHARLIE that in an investigation of DE CARLO, CHARLIE is not

obligated, to appear but, rather, should demand that the IRS

agent come to him.

The informant advised that based on a message which

had been received by ANTHONY CAPRIO (STUDS) the night before,

DE CARLO had apparently instructed STUDS to make a telephone

call. At about 8:20 p.m. STUDS reported to DE CARLO that he

was unable to reach anyone at the number given him. Reviewing

the original message STUDS said, "He said to ask for HYMIE or

HAWK... He said he gave that guy's brother the paper."

• . •

The informant reported a short conversation between

STUDS and WILLIAM REOA (SI) relative to making a call. There

after, the following conversation transpired;

RAY:

JPW:aa

(1)

Here, call this number up - Circle 5-1*175. First

call his house. If he ain't there call this number

Circle 5-1^75. Don't tell them who's calling unless

they put him on... Ask for MILTON PARNESS. If they

say who's callin' say - uh - LINESTOTT (ph). Tell

•em this is important - put him on the phone, that's

all. Tell him RAY said, "What the hell are you doing?

When are you going to come over here? You were

supposed to come over last night. Come over here!"

t

Isearchco:.* ... InOEXEO
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STUDS: Did FRANKIE tell you his kid was here last night?

RAY: Whose kid?

STUDS: PARNESS' kid. He told FRANKIE something about - uh •

the guy's o.k»

RAY: Why the hell didn't FRANKIE tell me about that? The

half-wit'

Later on the informant reported the following conversa

tion between DE CARLO and JOE POLVERINO:

RAY: That money. He told the man he was going to bring it

last night.

JOE: I got a check last night, and he said to me hold it

until Friday.

RAY: He's a month late. The "shy" is a month late.

JOE: This is all the little ones. I was supposed to pick up...

RAY: Yeah the little ones. Today is the 20th of the -month.

JOE: I was supposed to pick up $15*000. You know what I

collected. This guy gave me a check. He called up

and said hold it .. .supposed to leave me $4,500. He

went to Houston. I sent my kid to pick up $3,100 and

the guy wasn't there.

RAY: I ain't going to be around here tomorrow until 4 or 5

in the afternoon.





OPTIONAL FORM NO. M

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 8/2/61

FROM SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Captioned informant advised on 7/25/61 that FRANK

BROWN, Cranford realtor, called at ANGELO DE CARLO's office

and was invited to stay for supper* Informant has reported

in the past that BROWN has been attempting to negotiate the

sale of DE CARLO's property.

During the meal FRANK RUGGIERI announced, apparently

to DE CARLO and WILLIAM REGA, that LOUIE SITTERELLI (ph) was

asking for all of them. LOUIE is 64 years old but has looked

70 for years. He recently made a trip to New Orleans and

California. DE CARLO observed that New Orleans is worse than

Jersey for living. REGA mentioned that he knew someone living

about 75 miles from New Orleans. DE CARLO, in BROWN's presence,

asked the name of the town, remarking that he may have been

there. REGA couldn't remember.

tion:

Later, the informant reported the following conversa-

DE CARLO: Tou know, after I drove at work tonight (7) I know

a place up in Belleville, they got Michelob beer.

I'm going up and get some... the kid with the BOOT

(RUGGERIO BOIARDO).

REGA: You're taking the BOOT?

DE CARLO: ANDY - with the BOOT, you know, tall good-looking kid.

What the hell's ANDY's.,.7

CAPRIO: Oh, ANDY GIRARD.

DE CARLO: That his last name - GIRARD?

CAPRIO: Yeah.

JPW:aasC^- u

(1)
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DE CARLO: We gotta pick the BOOT up about half past eight.

He wants to talk to me anyway. Then we'll take him

down there. If he wants to come back, lot him come

back with somebody else.

REGA: Didn't he come here with GINO? (Apparently referring

to GIRARD coming with EUGENE FARINA.)

DE CARLO: I think he was here once or twice.

. • .





OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10 —\
MIO-IM T > -

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

*° SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) DATe: 7/14/01

PROM

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-Cl>

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 7/7/61, captioned Informant advised that ANGELO

DE CARLO was present at the Barn that afternoon when he was

showing the premises to an unidentified male. The unmale

remarked, "If these guys buy it, they* re going to knock it

down. They* 11 put up air-conditioned offices"*

*****

The informant also reported that during the late

evening of 7/7/61, DE CARLO was in a discussion with a person

believed to bo POAGY (LNU). The informant reported the

following fragmentary remarks:

"•••••I had three captains (ph.) CHARLIE *s

man, NICK. CHARLIE's with The Boot, that's right. So

CILiRLIE ain't here so The Boot (gets word) to me •••••

Don't make a move - Don't do nothln!"

It was the informant's impression from the above,

that DE CARLO has been advised to use extreme caution in all

of his dealings.

***** *

STUDS (CAPRIO)

RAY (DE CARLO) - PETE (LANDUSCO)

RAY: Where does LUCKY (LOUIS PERCELLO) hang out at nights?

PETE: It's some Joint - he told me. There's no phone in it

though.

RAY: What is it a car joint?

PETE: Yeah.

STUDS: Didn't he say where it was? *P- 3£t/J*^-J??

PETE: No he didn't. Ajb

JPW:Pep I
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RAY: 18 It in Asbury?

UNMALE: It's ou Main Street. Right on 5th Avenue - a candy

storo.

RAY: Now listen - It's eleven o'clock • •«,. If you get him

before one o'clock we won't be hore . ....

RAY: Where will you see LUCKY tomorrow, PETE?

PETE: I'll call him up and then I'll go down and meet him.

RAY: Does he know your number?

PETE: Yeah.

RAY: Tell him to call LEASH (CARL SILESIA) from a booth, to

get LEASH to give you his number, then you go out

and call him from a booth*

PETE: I got a number

RAY: He'll call you, no? Then you go out and call him.

Tell him to call LEASH from a phone booth and LEASH' 11

call him back from a phono booth. Tell him

everything. He'll be there. He's in room 202'

(LEASH?) And he's definitely in Room 202 when I called

him up.

The informant could not be more specific concerning

the above information.

* * * * *
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OrTIONAL FORM NO. 10 '

BIO-1M

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

to : SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) date: 8/4/61

from : SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: NK 2251-C*

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 7/26/61 captioned informant reported the following

conversation between ANGELO DE CARLO (RAY), PETE LANDUSCO, and

ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK):

PETE: ...so he claims it's worth 3 or 4,000 so I*m gonna

pay him and try to grab that off.

RAY: Whose is it?

PETE: His wife's - she's got a ring -3, 4, or 5,000, I don't

know. So let me grab that - you know I'm gonna con

him into it. (I'll tell him) "You gotta give me that

money because you're not there and I'm not going to go

down and get in an argument with RAY for you" ...

So RAY is it all right - are you gonna tell that guy

when he sees you? \

RAY: Yeah. \

PETE: You mightn't be here tonight?

RAY: No, I won't be here tonight. I'm leaving here at 8

o'clock.

PETE: Well then I'm going to call him at six and tell him

you will not be here. Now when could he see you, RAY?

RAY: Come tomorrow night.

JACK: Will you be here tomorrow night? Aren't you going

down the shore?

RAY: Oh yeah. I'll be down the shore tomorrow night.

JACK: RED sent word again he wants to see you - with JERRY

TIMES (ph).

SEARCHED ^ .JNbfxED

StRIAll/ED^^.fllED
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JACK:

PETE:

RAY:

PETE:

RAY:

PETE:

RAY:

PETE:

RAY:

.With JERRY TIMES, what's JERRY TIMES got to do with it?

He was down here to see him. He gave me the last message.

He could be hero at 9:30 Friday.

Friday's no good.

If I tell him, I'm gonna tell him you said all right,

RAY. 'Cause I'm stoppin' ya - ya know...

Yeah, that's right.

That I came down, I told you my position. And you said

to me, "Well, what do you want to do?" And I said,

"Well, I want that money." I could stop him (RAY) for

four or five weeks but let me see if it's right. (Here

PETE is saying what he will tell debtor.) His payments

gotta be at least 4 or 5,000 a week. ...he says because

I've got 50 cards (ph), 50 cards. . .legitimate interest.

Now he said to me SUPREME wants a rehash. Well that

means 4 or 5,000. I'd like to know. I'm going down

to see RAY today.

You ain't got it to give.

That's what I said. Well, just so I don't cause no riot.

That's why I asked you about it. I want you to that

I want it.

That's right. *

There followed an obscure conversation wherein RAY

I that OLD MAN PINTO was the best customer PETE had so far.

Well, I gotta say one thing and I say that this here

HUGHIE's (ADDONIZIO) got a hell of a turn (ph) and

HUGHIE told me "Don't forget, PETE, I'm not doing

this for myself only." He said, "and if that guy

wants me to be elected then keep my name out of his

mouth,"

PETE related that whoever HUGHIE does not want

g his name had been riding in an elevator with someone

9.
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and said "Don't forget my boy. Don't forgot HUGHIE." Apparently

HUGHIE feels this person's support will be detrimental. It is

possible that the person spoken of is IRVING BERLIN.

One person to whom DERLIN has spoken in support of

HUGHIE reported to HUGHIE "Why don't you tell that big mouth to

keep his mouth shut. Don't you know that's what they're trying

to get on you is guys like him?"

PETE: And I seen him'. I seen him at the wedding! I was

supposed to go to the races with him Saturday.

RAY: Well if you're going to see him then tell him.

PETE reported that he has advised HUGHIE to be careful

who he's seen with if he plans to run for Mayor.

PETE: So he told me to tell him. I was supposed to tell

IRVING. So I went there that day and I told him,

"Why don't you keep yrtur mouth shut and stop talkin'

about this guy the way you're talkin' So he says

to me, "Why did he tell you something?" I says, "Nobody

told me nothini"

RAY: (Inaudible)

PETE: He (HUGH ADDONIZIO) said this, that whenever you want

to see him, RAY, you make the appointment, at a spot,

and then let him come to you. You know, but he mustn't

come alone. You know in a room or something like that.

But believe me, IRVING has himself up a beef.

RAY: Isn't that something?

PETE: Yes siree! And do you know what he said to me? (ADDONIZIO)

I'm not doing it for myself I'm doing it for him too.

Because if he's going to break everything - then it's no

good for none of us. And do you know what he said, RAY?

He said, "I'm only Mayor for six years. I want to run

for Governor. That's my aim." He said, "Let me Mayor

a term and two years of next term - then I'd run for

Governor." He said, "I'll be the first ginny Governor

the state ever had!"

RAY and PETE agreed that HUGHIE has a good chance.
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Later, RAY advised PETE that any Saturday night is

a good night for a meeting since he is usually available on

Saturday nights.

At about 5:00 p.m. RAY told JACK not to "run away"

because they had to leave for Camden at 8:00 to make a 9:30

appointment. He did not state who the appointment was with.

PETE asked RAY if SKINNY D'AMATO was still the owner

of the 500 Club. He said his kids wanted tickets to see FRANK

SINATRA or DEAN MARTIN. RAY assured him he could get tickets

for a good seat regardless of who appears.

After RAY left (about 5:15 p.m.), the following

conversation was reported between PETE and JACK:

PETE: Do you think you'll make money if whosis is elected

Mayor?

JACK: There's a lot of ways of makin' money when you're a

Mayor, ain't there?

PETE: Yeah that's what IRVING said - this is my last job.

Either that or I'll make out better.

JACK: What do you think this guy is gonna make - whether

he wins or loses?

PETE: Who, HUGHIE?

JACK: Yeah what do you think he'll make whether he wins or

loses?

PETE: He's gotta try to wine* up with a hundred.

JACK: That's for sure.

PETE: He's almost got to wind up with that.

JACK: Win or lose.

PETE: Look what he's givin' up. What the hell, the guy's

entitled to it - don't you think so? You don't think
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JACK:

PETE:

JACK:

PETE:

JACK:

t

PETE:

JACK:

PETE:

JACK:

PETE:

. JACK:

PETE!

he can go back to Congress if he throws the vote,

do you?

It's a bad thing to s!iy - and you don't need to tell

anybody else that I'm tellin' you this - if this guy

runs - without that guy in there - we* re out of

business!

You're not kiddin' .

Don't you think so?

Do you realize that this guy has got a background of

12 or 13 years in Congress?

Twelve years.

Do you know how powerful that is?

Do you know that he never said no to anybody?

That's right.

I heard more about this guy in the past three months

than in all the time I've known him.

Yeah - Well Congress is bigger than Mayor. Don't

forget you got the whole district.

5





OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOV,.KNMENT

Memorandum

TO SAC, NEWARK (137-3514) PATe: 8/8/61

PROM

SA JOHN P. WILGUS

subject: nk 225^C4t

CRIMINAL INFORMANT

On 8/1/61, captioned informant reported that ANGELO

DE CARLO (RAY), ANTHONY SANTOLI (JACK PANELS), WILLIAM REGA (SI),

and ANTHONY CAPRIO (STUDS) discussed the current tax

investigation regarding DE CARLO* Tho electric bills have

apparently been in SANTOLI* s name and RAY reminded him that it

was because he had put down the deposit when service was

initiated. RAY also noted that SANTOLI had leased the

building from him.

JACK:

RAY:

JACK:

MY:

Si:

RAY:

SI:

RAY:

^ ST"*"

I leased the building?

You went down there and put the deposit down, that's

why you put it under your name, that's what you tell

them* You guys can't remember good* You put it

under your name that time we were gonna have the crap

game here. In case we had it, you was to take the

rap for it, not me. I leased it to you.

Did you lease the lights to me?

I leased the lij^ts back to you! You're supposed to

be givin* me fifty a month. But you don't tell them

nothin! All you say is that when you went dov/n to

put a deposit on the lights, you used your own name -

that's all. (Just say) "I don't know why I did it -

I didn't think".

They're gonna ask you, "Do you pay?" Tell 'em,

"No, everybody pays for the lights".

Don't tell 'em no such thing!

Well, they're gonna ask if he pays for it.

That's, if he's called and has to go to trial and all.

AUG * 1961
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RAY (CONT'D):

He ain't gonna answer no questions any other way -

only if it's in a trial. If you don't go to trial,,

you tell 'em you don't ansv/or nothinj The same as

JEEMY (ph.) and everybody else is tellin 'em. ———

Ya gotta get a list of guys - ya gotta get a list of

names about twenty names - twenty-five names and

say everybody gives ten dollars a month towards this

joint.

STUDS related that earlier in the afternoon there

had been a boy from Public Service to read the meter.

Apparently he had asked STUDS questions concerning how many

lights were used.

RAY: ' What'd you tell him?

STUDS: I just said two lights on - two lights and the

air conditioner - that's all.

r

SI: We had a very small bill this month and they want

to know why it dropped so much. That's what's the

matter.

STUDS: Small bill? Twenty some odd dollars!

RAY: This fan is on all the time for no reason. It

ain't hot today, I don't see why that fan's on.

All day long that fan's on - it gets red hot.

******

STUDS told the group about a successful denial

which had been made by an employee of MIKE SPANELLI (ph.)

in a tax investigation of SPANELLI. "It was that bum who's

kickin' you - DI VIVO". He denied it (receiving a lamp from

SPANELLI) and they couldn't do nothIn'.

The Informant reported that DE CARLO planned to

attend the races at Monmouth Park on Thursday, August 3, 1961,

_2_ I
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